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From the editor
After reviewing this issue of Desert Plants, I realized that
not only do our authors deserve recognition, but so do our
subscribers. The Vegetation and Vascular Flora of the Ironwood Forest National Monument, Pima and Pinal Counties, Arizona by John
F. Wiens, Tom R. Van Devender and Mark A. Dimmitt is our
eleventh flora. The dedication and the willingness of the authors to document and share the knowledge they have learned
after their fieldwork is certainly commendable.
Without you the subscriber, Desert Plants would not be in
a position to publish, preserve and disburse this hard-earned
knowledge.
Taken as a single body of work, these eleven issues document
much of Arizona. The mountain regions of Arizona, such as
the Eagletail Mountains, Sawtooth Mountains, Ragged Top,
Tucson Mountains and Rincon Mountains, are all separate issues. The riparian areas of the San Pedro and Oak Creek have
their own issues, as does the Buenos Aires National Wildlife
Refuge. This is an incredible amount of scholarship, all made
possible by you, the subscriber.
Other single issue topics, such as A Guide to North Ameri-

can Grasslands by David E. Brown and Elizabeth Makings, truly
make Desert Plants a unique and valuable resource for all those
who appreciate and care about arid land plants. I encourage
you to share not only knowledge you learn from Desert Plants
but to share your knowledge about the journal Desert Plants,
as well.
For those of you with a broader geographic interests, we
hope you enjoyed last issue’s article “Oman Botanic Garden: A
Unique Desert Botanic Garden in the Making” by Ian Oliver.
On the horizon are additional articles on new arid land Botanic
Gardens being created in the United Arab Emirates and Kurdistan, Iraq. As most major gardens in the world are not located
in arid areas, we are excited that there is such interest in creating
new gardens. I am confident each new garden will be a unique
showcase for the flora of each region and make a fascinating
article for Desert Plants.
I hope you enjoy this issue and look forward to hearing any
questions or comments you might have. Please send your comments to Desert Plants, 37615 E US Highway 60, Superior, Arizona 85173 or DesertPlants@cals.arizona.edu.

Desert Plants Journal is included with Boojum Club, Picket Post Society, and Director’s Circle level memberships at Boyce Thompson Arboretum.
One-year subscriptions are also available: individual $20, individual(foreign) $30, institution $50. Back issues are $5 each, plus $3 shipping and handling. Additional copies of Vol. 29(2) are $20, plus $5 shipping and handling. Mailing address: Boyce Thompson Arboretum 37615 E US Highway
60, Superior, AZ 85173 Website: arboretum.ag.arizona.edu E-mail: DesertPlants@cals.arizona.edu Telephone: 520.689.2723
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ABSTRACT
Ironwood Forest National Monument, created in 2000, is located
west of Tucson and south of Casa Grande, in Pima and Pinal Counties, south-central Arizona. The boundaries encompass parts or all
of eight desert hill and mountain ranges and two valleys. In the flora
of 593 taxa, one federally listed endangered plant species, Echinocactus
horizonthalonius variety nicholii, occurs within the Monument. Two other
plant species common in Mexico, Cathestecum brevifolium and Pisonia
capitata, have their only known United States populations in the Monument. Flora plots revealed a wide range in species composition and
numbers based on topography and geology. Census plots performed
on Carnegiea gigantea, Olneya tesota, Parkinsonia florida, Parkinsonia microphylla, and Prosopis velutina showed populations in most areas of the
Monument to be healthy and stable. When compared with floras of
nearby sites of similar habitat, the Ironwood Forest National Monument was found to be remarkably rich in species and low in exotic
taxa.

INTRODUCTION
Ironwood Forest National Monument (IFNM) was created
in 2000 by President Bill Clinton under the Federal Antiquities
Act of 1906, and was strongly supported by previous biological field work done by Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum staff
(Buck et al. 2000; Wiens 1991a, 1996, 2000, 2001) and Pima
County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (Pima County
2000). It protects nearly 777 km (300 mi) of Sonoran Desert
habitat, stretching from just west of Saguaro National Park
Tucson Mountain Unit on the west side of Tucson almost to
Casa Grande. It encompasses eight small ranges of hills and
mountains, and parts of two large valleys. This National Monument is unusual in that it is administered by the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) instead of the National Park Service. Although mostly BLM lands, there are also within IFNM’s
boundaries private holdings and Arizona State Trust lands.
In 2000 the BLM awarded the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (ASDM) the contract for completing initial botanical
studies, including a flora, creating vegetation maps, inventorying and mapping rare species, mapping invasive exotic weeds,
identifying areas sensitive to disturbances and areas already impacted, and a demographic survey of Carnegiea gigantea (saguaro), Olneya tesota (desert ironwood), Parkinsonia florida (blue palo
verde), Parkinsonia microphylla (foothill palo verde), and Prosopis
velutina (velvet mesquite) (Dimmitt & Van Devender 2003).
A total of 593 taxa of plants in 330 genera and 81 families were found within the Monument, including 567 binomial
species, 11 infraspecific and 15 hybrids (Table 1). Life forms
include trees (2.9%), shrubs, subshrubs, and herbaceous perennials (43.2%), succulents (8.1%), and ephemerals or annuals
(45.8%) (Table 6).
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Figure 1. Above: The Silver Bell Road entrance to Ironwood Forest National Monument with Ragged Top in the backround. JFW
Figure 2. Opposite page: Map of Ironwood Forest National Monument. Map courtesy of Bureau of Land Management.

STUDY AREA
Area boundaries
The boundaries of IFNM encompass 78,807 ha (189,712 ac)
of Sonoran Desert habitat from just west of Saguaro National
Park Tucson Mountain Unit (SNP) on the west side of Tucson
almost to Casa Grande, Arizona (Fig. 2, a map showing IFNM
boundaries, internal subareas, and surrounding communities).
Ranges of mountains and hills within the Monument are,
from southeast to northwest, the Roskruge Mountains, Pan
Quemado, the Waterman Mountains, the Silver Bell Mountains,
Ragged Top, Samaniego Hills, the West Silver Bell Mountains,
and the Sawtooth Mountains. The eastern watershed drains into
the Avra Valley at the south and the Santa Cruz River Valley to
the north. The western watershed flows into the Aguirre Valley,
becoming the Tat Momoli Valley east of the Sawtooths.
Although land ownership is primarily BLM, with 53,162
ha (131,310 ac), the State of Arizona holds around 21,387 ha
(52,826 ac) in trust. There are also a number of private holdings
within the boundaries of the Monument, together covering
over 2257 ha (5575 ac). Among them is a residential community

of 260 ha (1 mi2) at Red Hill along Silver Bell Road. There are
twelve grazing leases, all or partly within the Monument, used
by eight lessees. A corridor of land owned by ASARCO (American Smelting and Refining Company) juts into the Monument
on the south side of Avra Valley Road. There are also several
grandfathered mining claims, unworked or static, in the Waterman Mountains.
Climate
The climate of the IFNM is characteristic of the northeastern Sonoran Desert, with infrequent winter freezes, hot
summers, and bi-seasonal rainfall (Sellers & Hill 1974; NOAA
1980). During the summer, equatorial heating strengthens the
Bermuda High, intensifying the moisture laden tropical circulation systems bringing moist air masses from the south into
the Sonoran Desert. This moist air is the source of summer
monsoonal precipitation in the region. In winter, precipitation
arrives from frontal storms moving east from the Pacific Ocean.
The mean precipitation for the townsite of Silver Bell at 830 m
(2720 ft) elevation is 312 mm (12.28”) per year with 51.3% falling from July through September (Sellers & Hill 1974). Precipi-
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Figure 3. Roskruge Mountains. MAD

tation drops off quickly towards lower ranges and valleys. Rainfall in Avra Valley (595 m: 1950’ elev.), 10 km (6.2 mi) ENE of
Silver Bell, had a ten-year average of 251 mm (10.02”) per year
(Wiens 2000). Other relevant rainfall data come from Arizona
City (463 m: 1,520’ elev.), 6.5 km (4 mi) NE of the Sawtooth
Mountains at 241 mm (9.5”) per year, and Red Rock (567 m:
1860’ elev.), 9.75 km (6 mi) NE of the Samaniego Hills, at 248
mm (9.78”) per year. Mean temperatures for Silver Bell are
27.4oC (81.3oF) annual, 17.3oC (63.1oF) for January, and 37.3oC
(99.1oF) for July (Sellers & Hill 1974).
Topography and geology
IFNM lies in the southern Basin and Range geologic province of western North America, the defining character of
which is a general northwest-southeast grain to the distribution
of mountain ranges and valleys (Fig. 2). From south to north, a
description of the distinct topographic subunits follows. Here,
we rely heavily on geologist/hydrologist Robert Scarborough
(2004) whose fieldwork and research is summarized within the
following paragraphs.
The southern end of IFNM carves through the northern
portion of the Roskruge Mountains. Elevations within the

boundaries range from 579 m to 944 m (1900’-3262’). The bulk
of this sloping desert range is composed of Laramide granites and volcanic rocks. Some sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous
age along the eastern flank of the Roskruge Mountains contain
marine (and possibly some freshwater) invertebrate fossils
(Stoyanow 1949), likely part of the regional Bisbee Group.
Valley areas between rugged bedrock hills in the northern Roskruge Mountains contain some poorly fossiliferous sandstones
of presumed Cretaceous age, but possibly also Paleogene age.
North of the Roskruge Mountains, across the gently sloping Waterman Pass, the rugged Waterman Mountains rise to
an elevation of 1139 m (3737’). A complete section of Paleozoic clastic and fossiliferous carbonate sedimentary rocks are
exposed here. In addition to the limestone, there is a complex
series of sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous age, including bright red/brown-colored mudstone in the
northeast section of the Waterman Mountains. Pan Quemado
lies just east of the Waterman Mountains. It consists of a low
range of cliff-forming volcanic deposits topping out at 810 m
(2657’). These hills also contain small areas of limestone and
sandstone.
Reaching 1279 m (4195’), the Silver Bell Mountains mark
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Figure 4. Silver Bell Mountains. JFW

the highest elevation in the IFNM. Steep slopes and expansive
bajadas (alluvial fans) typify the topography. Andesite and other
Laramide volcanics in the Silver Bells form a major porphyry
copper deposit. The western half of this range is on private
property and has two large, active mines.
Just northeast of the Silver Bell Mountains stands a sentinel; the deeply weathered rocky dome of Ragged Top, rising to
1191 m (3907’). Here, the youngest geology in the Monument
rests against the oldest. Ragged Top is a textbook example of a
volcanic neck, or plug, of Cenozoic (Oligocene and Miocene)
age. This rhyolite vent rose along a NW-SE trending fault that
juxtaposes Laramide volcanics on the south with Precambrian
Oracle Granite on the north, which is covered with Apache
Group sedimentary rocks. Oldest are the granites and schists of
middle Proterozoic age, found north and east of Ragged Top.
Also, there is a section of quartzites, shales, and conglomerates, and minor limestones of the late Proterozoic-age Apache
Group rocks found along the north and east margins of Ragged
Top.
The Samaniego Hills lie east of Ragged Top. They consist
of a flat-lying series of early Neogene volcanic flows and sediments, 400 m to 600 m (1300’-1975’) thick, and rise to an eleva-

tion of 819 m (2688’).
Angling northwest from the Silver Bell Mountains are the
West Silver Bell Mountains. These volcanic hills rise to nearly
900 m (2500’) elevation. Narrow slices of upper Paleozoic limestone, with beds now tilted into nearly vertical positions, are
found in the southern West Silver Bell Mountains. At the northeast edge sits the black basaltic Malpais Hill, and at the west end
of the range is Solo Peak, consisting of light-colored granite.
The Sawtooth Mountains are encompassed by the northern boundaries of the IFNM. Like the Samaniego Hills, the
Sawtooth Mountains consist of a flat-lying series of early
Neogene volcanic flows and sediments. Wildcat Peak, in the
southernmost Sawtooth Mountains, is a volcanic vent complex
of similar age, displaying flows and upturned layered pyroclastic rocks typical of such explosive vent actions.
Avra Valley drains a huge watershed including much of the
southeastern part of the IFNM. Drainage is a low gradient
from south to north. Here, Brawley Wash, and the tributaries
Blanco and Cocío washes merge to form Los Robles Wash near
the Samaniego Hills. The Santa Cruz River of the Tucson valley
maintains moderate grade along its northward course downstream to the Marana region, where the gradient decreases,

Figure 5. The Samaniego Hills from Ragged Top Mountain. JFW

Figure 6. Sawtooth Mountains. JFW
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causing flooding outside the channel during high storm runoff
events. Developers of the early 1900s created Greene’s Canal,
trenching west from the natural channel of the Santa Cruz
River to just east of the Sawtooth Mountains where an artificial Greene’s Reservoir was engineered in hopes of supplying
irrigation water for crops. Today the bermed reservoir itself is
totally infilled with agricultural development while downstream
Greene’s Canal, or wash, cuts through the northeast corner of
the Monument. Soils where the Monument boundaries cross
into the Avra Valley are fine-textured and deep, ranging from
sandy to heavy clay. Subdued or reworked sand dune fields of
Holocene age can be found lining the west side of Avra Valley.
The Aguirre Valley drains the western watershed of the
IFNM, flowing from south to north. Similar to Avra Valley,
soils are sandy and deep. However, this valley has more playas
(clay pans). Again, subdued or reworked sand dune fields of
Holocene age can be found on the southwest flank of the
West Silver Bell Mountains, trending into the Aguirre Valley,
lining the braidplain of Aguirre Wash on both sides, and on the
southwest flank of the Sawtooth Mountains. Along the western
bajada of the Sawtooth Mountains, the north-flowing Aguirre
Valley merges into the Tat Momoli Valley.
Vegetation
IFNM spans the transition between Arizona Upland (AZU)
and Lower Colorado River Valley (LCRV) subdivisions of the
Sonoran Desert (Turner & Brown 1982). Nearly half of the
Monument’s vegetation (35,000 ha; 86,500 ac) is classified in
the AZU biotic community. This vegetation is characterized by
Carnegiea gigantea and arborescent Fabaceae (legumes) growing
on slopes and bajadas of the hills and mountains (Shreve 1964).
Intervening valleys are relatively narrow and also densely-vegetated for a desert, but Olneya tesota and Carnegiea are uncommon
because of killing winter frosts and excessively wet soils in rainy
years. AZU is well developed in the Ragged Top, Roskruge,
Silver Bell, and Waterman mountains. Vegetation density and
floral diversity are lower in the West Silver Bell Mountains, Pan
Quemado, and the Samaniego Hills. Some vegetation maps
place the Sawtooths in LCRV, but we labeled them marginal
AZU because of the sparse cover of trees and saguaros on the
slopes.
The hotter, more arid LCRV is characterized in general by
low, rocky mountain ranges separated by broad valleys. The
slopes of the ranges are usually devoid of both trees and
saguaros because of the aridity. Carnegiea and Olneya grow on
the lower bajadas and valley floors that, because of their lower
elevation, are warmer than valleys in AZU. An additional reason
for the presence of trees and saguaros is that the fine-grained
soils hold more moisture than the rocky slopes. The trees in
this hyperarid habitat are mostly restricted to drainages that
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concentrate runoff from watersheds. Avra Valley is the easternmost extension of LCRV and is typically wetter and colder
than most of this subdivision. Saguaros and desert ironwood
trees are uncommon here; the washes are dominated by velvet
mesquites and often contain blue palo verde. The Aguirre and
Tat Momoli valleys on the west side of IFNM and the Santa
Cruz Flats on the northern boundary are more typical LCRV.
Trees, including desert ironwood, are concentrated in washes
and saguaros are sparsely distributed on the intervening flats.
Although the Silver Bell Mountains are mostly AZU vegetation, there is an anomalous vegetation type near the summit
of Silver Bell Peak in which Simmondsia chinensis (jojoba) is the
dominant plant and forms nearly continuous stands. It also
occurs in the Tucson Mountains, where Rondeau et al. (1996)
included it in AZU. This vegetation has the physiognomy of
chaparral and we tentatively classified it as such. “Jojoba chaparral” covers 650 ha (1600 ac), 0.8% of the Monument area.
Whether this is truly chaparral (Pase & Brown 1982) or just
an odd association within AZU, it is a rare vegetation type in
IFNM.
The heart of IFNM has large areas of well-developed AZU
that include dense groves of Olneya. These areas also usually
support above-average Carnegiea and Parkinsonia microphylla
densities. Additional dense Carnegiea stands occur in otherwise
ordinary AZU vegetation. The largest Olneya specimens occur
in drainages in the lower elevation valleys (LCRV). Some are in
braided washes or sheet-flooded areas that do not appear to be
channelized on the ground.
Natural riparian and xeroriparian areas
Desert washes are also called xeroriparian habitats to indicate their relationship with rivers. Like typical rivers, washes are
linear, chronically disturbed habitats that concentrate water and
nutrients from a large area, and serve as dispersal corridors for
plants and animals. The main difference is that washes have
surface water for only brief periods, often just for a few hours
in a year. However, in the early 1900s, biologists Dr. Wendell
L. Minckley and George D. Constantz studied a small, but
thriving riparian area in a section of Cocío Wash just east of
the Silver Bell Mine tailings (Fig. 2). In the pools they found
a healthy population of the rare Poeciliopsis occidentalis (Gila
topminnow), Agosia chrysogaster (longfin dace), and Rana pipiens
(leopard frogs) (Minckley & Constantz 1974; Constantz 1979).
The BLM and Arizona Game and Fish Department installed
fencing to exclude cattle from this several-acre stretch, but by
1980 the Agosia and Rana had vanished. Heavy rains during the
summer of 1981 brought a flood of clay and silt down from the
mine tailings. Within two years the Poeciliopsis had disappeared
(Fonseca 2000). The pools are now filled with silt and there is
no sign of permanent moisture.
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of the biomass is restricted to washes. Although the IFNM
receives much more precipitation than SE California, the washes here are nonetheless extremely valuable habitats.

Figure 7. Cocío Wash. Typha spp. (Catails), Baccharis salicifolia
(Seep Willow, and Tamarix chinensis (Tamarisk) populate the banks
and shallows. George Constantz

Today, Greene’s Wash is the closest thing to truly riparian
habitat in the Monument (Fig. 1) Although much of the Santa
Cruz River is channelized into this human-made wash, it does
not run perennially at the point where it crosses Monument
boundaries. The flow of Tucson wastewater effluent either
sinks in or is pumped out upstream for agricultural use. Major
rainfall events lead to periodic flow of Greene’s Wash which
lasts a few days to several weeks.
Xeroriparian woodlands can be found in larger washes.
Desert washes are identical to wetter riparian areas as to ecological functions; the only difference is that washes only occasionally have surface water. Like rivers, desert washes harvest water,
nutrients, and seeds from watersheds and support greater
densities of life than adjacent land. The larger washes support
dense ribbons of trees. In AZU the trees are mostly ironwood
and blue palo verde with some mesquite. A minority of AZU
washes have an abundance of large Olneya tesota. In LCRV the
washes are more variable. In some, nearly all of the trees are
Prosopis velutina. Others are dominated by Parkinsonia florida,
Olneya, or a mixture of all three trees. Chilopsis linearis (desert
willow) is also often present in LCRV washes, but this species is
conspicuously absent from IFNM.
Washes are dispersal corridors for animals and plants (including exotic species). Tortoises occur mostly in bedrock uplands,
but extend onto bajadas and even desert floors along rocky
washes, especially those with caliche banks (hardened deposits
of soil constituants cemented together with calcium carbonate) that readily form suitable shelters. Desert washes occupy
a tiny percentage of desert habitat, and both plants and wildlife are concentrated along these narrow ribbons. The drier the
surrounding area, the greater is the relative concentration. In
the hyperarid desert of southeastern California as much as 90%

Previous floristic work
A search of herbaria revealed the earliest collection from
this area was made in 1905 by Frederick M. Irish of Tempe
Normal School, Arizona. Other early collections of note were
made by botanists Forrest Shreve in 1924/1925, J. J. Thornber
in 1937, Robert A. Darrow in 1937 and 1946, Lyman D. Benson
in 1941, and Walter S. Phillips in 1946. In the early 1970s work
was done on the biodiversity of the Silver Bell Mountains as
part of the International Biome Project (Orians & Solbrig
1977) with collections by Thomas H. Nash. In 1972, Thomas Van Devender collected plants on Wolcott Peak (part of
Ragged Top) in conjunction with his Ph.D. work, studying the
paleoflora of the southwest (Van Devender 1973). His results
were reanalyzed and published 20 years later (Van Devender &
Wiens 1993). His work continued into the next two decades,
with his study of the Waterman Mountains. The modern flora
was also compared with the fossil flora in this range (Anderson
& Van Devender 1991).
Study of the area began for John Wiens in 1987 and continues to the present (Wiens 1990, 1991a, 1996, 2000, 2001; Van
Devender et al. 1994). The authors have also worked on floras
of the Roskruge and Waterman Mountains and the Samaniego
Hills for many years (unpublished). Kathryn Mauz (1999)
published a flora of the Sawtooth Mountains, based on her
field work there in 1998.
Research on the biodiversity and uses associated with ancient
legumes and cactus forests in the Sonoran Desert led to a publication that caught the attention of the Pima County board of
supervisors (ASDM 2000). Interest from President Clinton in
preserving unique habitat and archaeological sites early in 2001
gave the board opportunity to offer this area. The designation of the area as a proposed National Monument spurred
more study and compilation of existing data into the document
“Geological and Ecological Diversity in the Proposed Ironwood Preserve” (Buck et al. 2000). A subsequent biological
survey was submitted to the BLM three years later (Dimmitt &
Van Devender 2003).
METHODS
The base flora was compiled through years of fieldwork by
Van Devender and Wiens (Van Devender 1973; Wiens 1990,
1991a, 1996, 2000, 2001; Van Devender & Wiens unpublished).
During our additional work for the BLM from 2001 to 2003, we
intensively surveyed 170 plots representing all habitat types and
geographic areas of the Monument. A plotless relevé method
(Mueller-Dombois & Ellenberg 1974) was used, searching an
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area of unspecified size, but within the same habitat until no
new species were found for several minutes. Relative abundances (numbers of plants) were estimated for each species in each
plot. About 100 additional sites were surveyed less intensively
to record dominant and rare plants within a one hectare (2.5 ac)
area. This helped in mapping vegetation types and the distribution of saguaros and desert ironwood trees.
Finally, twenty-two quantitative plots were chosen to assess
the general health of trees (Olneya tesota, Parkinsonia florida, P.
microphylla, and Prosopis velutina) and Carnegiea gigantea and the
relative abundance of seedlings and mature plants at each
site. These 20 m × 150 m (66’ × 492’) plots were intentionally
chosen within good stands of trees and saguaros. Start and end
points were marked with ground level stakes and GPS points
for future reference. Each tree and saguaro was plotted (live
and dead). Height and canopy width of trees were measured,
height and number of arms for each saguaro were measured,
and the health of each tree and saguaro was visually assessed.
Lastly, several thousand individual records of interesting or
rare plants were entered from our own and historical observations, from herbaria, and Mauz’s (1999) published flora of the
Sawtooth Mountains.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The flora
The documented flora currently stands at 593 taxa in 331
genera and 81 families (Table 1). There are 567 binomial species,
11 of these have two varieties or subspecies each, and there are
15 hybrids. Of these, 250 taxa (42.2%) are uncommon, rare,
or of limited distribution (Appendix A). The families with
the most taxa are Asteraceae (composites), Poaceae (grasses),
Cactaceae (cacti), Fabaceae (legumes), Boraginaceae (forgetme-nots), Malvaceae (mallows), Euphorbiaceae (spurges), Brassicaceae (mustards), Amaranthaceae (amaranths and saltbushes), Polygonaceae (buckwheats), and Solanaceae (nightshades)
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(Table 2). These eleven families contain 394 taxa; 66.4% of the
entire flora. IFNM genera with the most taxa are Cylindropuntia
(chollas), Euphorbia (spurges), Eriogonum (buckwheats), Opuntia
(prickly pears), Ambrosia (bursage/ragweeds), Boerhavia (spiderlings), Bouteloua (grama grasses), Abutilon (Indian mallows),
Aristida (three awn grasses), Cryptantha (nievitas), Eragrostis
(lovegrasses), and Lycium (wolfberries) (Table 3). These twelve
genera contain 115 taxa (19.4% of the flora).
For the flora of the Sawtooths, we clarified nomenclature
and identification discrepancies and added 76 taxa to that flora.
The following species from Mauz’s publication (1999) were
researched, reidentified, and will not appear in our flora: Ammoselinum giganteum, Atriplex wrightii, Brassica nigra, Calycoseris parryi,
Chaenactis fremontii, Eschscholzia minutiflora, Euphorbia parryi, Isocoma coronopifolia, Lupinus bicolor, and Mentzelia albicaulis. Species
known to us only by other collectors, vouchers or photographs number thirteen: Aristida californica (Santa Rita three
awn), Cheilanthes pringlei (Pringle lipfern), Chenopodium fremontii
(goosefoot), Eriochloa aristata (bearded cupgrass), Euphorbia
serpyllifolia (thyme-leaf sand mat), E. trachysperma (spurge), Glandularia pulchella (South American mock vervain), Leptosiphon
aureus (desert gold), Mirabilis longiflora (sweet four-o’clock), Panicum alatum (witchgrass), Salix exigua (coyote willow), Scirpus sp.
(sedge), and Typha domingensis (southern cattail).
Fifty-nine exotic species occur in the IFNM, comprising
10.0% of the IFNM flora. Some of these are “native-exotics”,
plants that occur naturally nearby but have been introduced to
the Monument. Others are from distant places, and some are
invasive and pose serious threats to the ecological integrity of
the biological community (Table 5. See discussion below).
The lifeforms are 17 trees (2.9%), 48 stem and rosette
succulents (8.1%), 256 shrubs and perennials (43.2%),
and 272 ephemerals (45.9%) (Table 6). Four ecologically important native trees (Olneya tesota, Parkinsonia florida, P. microphylla, and Prosopis velutina) are visually the

Table 1. Major taxonomic categories of the Ironwood Forest National Monument.
Families

Genera

Species

var/ssp.

hybrids

Total
taxa

Lycopodiophyta

1

1

1

0

0

1

Pteridophyta

2

7

12

0

0

12

Gnetophyta

1

1

2

0

0

2

Magnoliophyta - Magnoliopsida

69

274

463

5

15

483

Magnoliophyta -Liliopsida

8

47

89

6

0

95

Totals

81

330

567

11

15

593

Taxonomic Group
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Table 2. The eleven largest families in the Ironwood Forest National Monument by number of genera,
species (including infraspecific taxa, and hybrids), and percentage of the total flora.

Family

Genera

Species*

Percent of Total Flora

Asteraceae

59

92

15.1%

Poaceae

36

82

13.8%

Cactaceae

10

42

7.1%

Fabaceae

21

36

6.1%

Boraginaceae

12

30

5.1%

Malvaceae

15

28

4.7%

Euphorbiaceae

7

24

4.1%

Brassicaceae

13

19

3.2%

Amaranthaceae

7

18

3.0%

Polygonaceae

5

16

2.7%

Solanaceae

5

16

2.7%

190

403

68.0%

Totals

Table 3. The eleven largest genera in the Ironwood Forest National Monument
(a.), including infraspecific taxa and hybrids, and numbers of the same genera
for the Tucson Mts. (b.), Picacho Mt. complex (c.), and Sonoran Desert N.M.

Genus

a.

b.

c.

d.

Cylindropuntia

19

16

6

6

Euphorbia

17

17

12

14

Eriogonum

11

10

9

8

Opuntia

9

6

7

3

Ambrosia

8

6

5

5

Boerhavia

8

8

5

6

Bouteloua

8

10

5

6

Abutilon

7

5

6

3

Aristida

7

7

7

6

Cryptantha

7

7

6

5

Eragrostis

7

7

4

3

Lycium

7

6

6

6

Totals

115

105

78

71

19.4%

16.3%

17.6%

16.8%

Percent of flora
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second-most dominant lifeform after columnar cacti. Although
there are 17 species in the IFNM flora which fit the definition of
trees, the number in the previous sentence reflects the omission
of a few rare species that can be trees but attain only shrub size
in IFNM, e.g., Quercus turbinella (Sonoran scrub oak) and Sapindus drumondii (western soapberry). We also did not count Populus
fremontii (Frémont cottonwood) and Salix gooddingii (Goodding
willow). There are only one or two specimens of each that are
not functional components of the biological community. Also
uncounted were three exotic tree species: planted Eucalyptus
camaldulensis and two species of Tamarix (athel and salt cedar)
that are locally common at disturbed sites. At this time these
trees are not ecologically important in the vast majority of the
Monument’s area.
Legumes are the dominant family in the dry tropics (Gentry
1995, Van Devender et al. 2000). Composites (Asteraceae) are
typically dominant in the temperate zone, as they are in IFNM.
About half of the total Sonoran Desert flora is largely derived
from thornscrub and tropical dry forest to the south (Dimmitt
2000b). The largest family of plants in the IFNM flora is Asteraceae; 15.3% of the flora as compared with 6.1% for legumes
(Table 2). We interpret the dominance of composites in IFNM
as a consequence of the fact that AZU is higher and cooler
than the other Sonoran Desert subdivisions, and therefore has
fewer tropical elements.
Although many common species are widespread, the floras
of each distinct area support some species not found in other
areas in the Monument. The numbers of restricted species
ranges from one to 47 in each area, with a total of 130 (22.0%
of the Monument’s flora) reflecting the floristic diversity of the
areas. Species diversity is related to maximum elevation in the
area, but is not necessarily correlated with the size of the area
or its geographic location in the Monument. In part this is the
result of special edaphic situations (limestone bedrock, sandy
flats, artificial cattle tanks or represos) or unique microhabitats
(steep, deep shady canyons). Restricted distributions may also
relate to biogeographic features (sandy desertscrub flats in the
LCRV, upland jojoba chaparral in the Silver Bell Mountains,
etc.) or more random patterns related to the vagaries of seed
dispersal. Neotoma (packrat) midden fossils on Wolcott Peak
(Ragged Top) and in the Waterman Mountains present a unique
opportunity to interpret some of the modern flora in IFNM
(see Waterman Mountains and Ragged Top discussions in the
next section).
Internal floristics
Avra Valley. Lower seasonal rainfall and deep sandy and clay
soils here favor LCRV desertscrub. Vegetation is dominated by
Larrea divaricata (creosote bush), with Ambrosia dumosa (white
bursage) and Atriplex species also common. Washes are lined
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with Parkinsonia florida, Senegalia greggii (catclaw acacia), Vachellia
constricta (whitethorn acacia), Prosopis velutina, and Celtis pallida
(desert hackberry). The sandy soil and open habitat favors
good wildflower displays during rainy years. Anoda pentaschista
(field anoda), Eremalche exilis (white mallow), Malacothrix fendleri
(Fendler desert dandelion), Phacelia arizonica (Arizona phacelia),
and Physaria gordonii (Gordon bladderpod) occur in areas with
clayey soils that are seasonally flooded or with extensive sheet
wash, often growing with the more-widespread Malvella sagittifolia (alkali mallow), Oenothera californica subsp. arizonica (California
evening primrose), Physalis lobata (purple ground cherry), and
Rhynchosida physocalyx (tuberous sida). Unusual valley-bottom
occurences of Justicia californica (chuparosa) can be seen in a
large wash draining north from Ragged Top, and of Koeberlinia
spinosa (crucifixion thorn) southeast of the Samaniego Hills.
Two hundred forty-seven taxa in 45 families can be found here
(Table 4). There are eleven taxa growing in Avra Valley that
are found nowhere else in the Monument. Summer ephemerals
Anoda pentaschista, Boerhavia pterocarpa (Apache Pass spiderling),
Eriochloa aristata, Verbesina encelioides (crown-beard) and the indeterminate ephemeral Kochia scoparia (burningbush) are localized
and very uncommon. The winter/spring ephemeral Descurainia
pinnata subsp. ochroleuca (tansy mustard) is widespread in Avra
Valley and is found growing along side subspecies glabra. Glandularia pulchella came from a single collection predating this
survey and has not been seen since. Petalonyx thurberi (sandpaper
bush) is a LCRV plant found from Baja California to Tucson.
Roskruge Mountains. Overall vegetation in this range is
AZU, intermixing with LCRV species on the lower bajadas.
Slopes are thick with Carnegiea gigantea, Olneya tesota, and Parkinsonia microphylla, with an understory of Ambrosia deltoidea (triangleleaf bursage), Lycium species, and Vachellia constricta. Washes
are thickly vegetated with Celtis pallida, Prosopis velutina, Senegalia
greggii, Vachellia constricta, and some of the largest specimens
of Olneya in the IFNM (Nabhan & Behan 2000). Two thirds
of this range, including its highest elevations, lie south of the
Monument’s border. This mountain mass and the precipitation it incurs allow a number of interesting species to thrive
here and nowhere else in the IFNM. There are 327 taxa in 62
families in the Roskruge Mountains (Table 4); 21 of which are
found only here. These include species common in the more
tropical portions of the Sonoran Desert in central Sonora
such as Ambrosia cordifolia (Sonoran bursage), Stenocereus thurberi
(organ pipe cactus), and Tephrosia tenella (red hoary pea). The
single massive Stenocereus thurberi probably represents a chance
dispersal by Zenaida asiatica (white-winged doves) or Leptonycteris yerbabuenae (lesser long-nosed bats). This columnar cactus
is common in AZU desertscrub from the western portion of
the Tohono O’odham Reservation west to Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument (OPNM), and southward into tropical
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Figure 8. Pan Quemado. JFW

southern Sonora. Also found here are grassland species; Acalypha neomexicana (New Mexico copperleaf), Acaciella angustissima
(fern acacia), Dalea pulchra (peabush), and Sapindus drummondii.
Hilaria mutica (tobosa grass), a rarity here, is a characteristic
species in the Chihuahuan Desert region to the east. An impressive variety of succulents occurs in this area, including many
hybrid chollas (see discussion below under Relationship of this
flora to similar areas).
Pan Quemado. Vegetation is AZU with Parkinsonia microphylla but sparse Carnegiea. The lower bajadas blend with LCRV
at the edge of Avra Valley. Amazingly dense forests of Cylindropuntia fulgida (jumping cholla) skirt much of the base of
this small range of hills. Size and aridity limit the taxa found
here to 276 in 52 families (Table 4). Only two species, both
summer ephemerals, were found only here within IFNM. A
single collection of Pectis linifolia (romero macho) came from
an east-facing bajada. Eriogonum polycladon (sorrel buckwheat)
was observed in a represo (impounded wash) at the south end
of Pan Quemado in about 1994, but has not been seen since
(Wiens 1996). Three other interesting finds here are Acaciella
angustissima, Coursetia glandulosa (baby bonnets), and Nissolia schottii (Schott yellowhood). All are very uncommon to rare in the

IFNM, and otherwise limited to the larger mountains.
Waterman Mountains. Despite being largely limestone
(a xeric substrate), the rugged Waterman Mountains hold an
impressive 312 taxa of plants in 64 families (Table 4). Vegetation is AZU throughout. Seventeen species were found only in
the Watermans, including the limestone favoring ferns Argyrochosma jonesii (cloak fern) and Cheilanthes villosa (hairy lipfern).
Other local species tending to grow on calcareous soils are
Bahia absinthifolia (hairy bahia), Echinocactus horizonthalonius var.
nicholii (Nichol’s Turk’s head cactus), Panicum hallii (Hall panicgrass), and Parthenium incanum (mariola). A localized population
of Canotia holacantha (crucifixion thorn) grows on the northfacing slope of Waterman Peak. Other species found only in
the Watermans include Agave deserti (desert agave), Bursera microphylla (elephant tree), Graptopetalum rusbyi (San Francisco leather
petal), Hopia obtusa (vine mesquite), Hybanthus verticillatus (green
violet), Mimulus rubellus (red-stemmed monkey flower), Phemerantus aurantiacum (flame flower), and Tecoma stans var. angustata
(yellow trumpet bush).
Anderson & Van Devender (1991) reported plant macrofossils and pollen in 14 packrat midden samples from the Waterman Mountains, radiocarbon dated from 1320 to 22,450 yr B.P.
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Figure 9. Agave deserti in the Waterman Mountains. The largely
limestone substrate in this mountain range supports Agave deserti
and sixteen other species of plants found no where else in the Ironwood Forest National Monument. Arizona Sonora Desert Museum

The well-preserved plant remains in the midden assemblages
help understand the flora of the Watermans. In the late Wisconsin glacial period prior to 11,000 years ago, the vegetation was
woodland-chaparral dominated by Pinus monophylla (singleleaf
pinyon), Juniperus coahuilensis var. arizonicus (red-berry juniper),
and J. osteosperma (one-seed juniper). These species plus a Berberis
species (barberry), Celtis reticulata (netleaf hackberry), Coryphantha vivipara (beehive cactus), Krascheninnikovia lanata (winterfat),
Salvia pinguifolia (rock sage), and Yucca brevifolia (Joshua tree) no
longer occur in IFNM. Other ice age plants including Agave
deserti, Canotia holacantha, Monardella arizonica, Opuntia chlorotica
(pancacke prickly pear), and Vauquelinia californica subsp. sonorensis (Arizona rosewood) no longer live near the midden sites
but are still found as relictual populations at higher elevations
in the Watermans. Agave cf. deserti was present on Wolcott Peak,
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at Ragged Top, at 12,300 yr B.P. (Van Devender & Wiens 1993)
but is now restricted to the Waterman and southern Silver Bell
Mountains in IFNM. Sonoran desertscrub vegetation developed in the current postglacial period, the Holocene, with the
disappearance of woodland plants and the arrival of modern
dominants including Carnegiea gigantea, Fouquieria splendens (ocotillo), Olneya tesota, and Parkinsonia florida and P. microphylla. Saguaros were much more common at 8310 and 2600 yr B.P. than
today.
Seeds of Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii identified in a
22,380 yr B.P. woodland assemblage indicate that this isolated
population of a typical Chihuahuan Desert species has been
in the Waterman Mountains for a long time. Other species in
the Watermans including Cheilanthes villosa, Euphorbia revoluta
(spurge), Graptopetalum rusbyi, Hopia obtusa, Hybanthus verticillatus,
Mimulus rubellus, and Phemeranthus aurantiacus are more common
in woodlands and grasslands in more mesic areas to the north
and east. Euphorbia revoluta was also present on Wolcott Peak
(Ragged Top) at 12,130 yr B.P. (Van Devender & Wiens 1993).
Hermannia pauciflora (burstwort) is an uncommon suffrutescent
herb in the family Malvaceae that is endemic to the Sonoran
Desert Region in Arizona and Sonora.
Bursera microphylla (elephant tree) was first recorded in the
Watermans fossil record at 8310 yr B.P. This Bursera species is
widespread in the Sonoran Desert from the Phoenix area south
through the Sonoran Desert to coastal southern Sonora (Turner et al. 1995). It is interesting that the plants in the isolated
Waterman population have unusually large leaflets reminiscent
of Bursera fagaroides (torote), a species only known in Arizona
in Fresnal Canyon in the Baboquivari Mountains near the
Sonora border. Either there has been evolution of new genetic
variability through genetic drift or natural selection in the last
8000 years, or there has been hybridization with B. fagaroides.
The Waterman Mountains Bursera population warrants a careful morphological, phenological, and molecular study to better
understand its relationship with other populations (Johnson
1992).
Silver Bell Mountains. Silver Bell Peak is the highest elevation in the Monument, but the relatively gentle topography of
the range doesn’t offer as many microhabitats as the Waterman
Mountains. The variety of substrates, though, favors an equal
diversity in plant species. Mostly AZU vegetation, there is an
interesting “jojoba chaparral” dominating northerly slopes at
higher elevations. Here, Simmondsia chinensis, mixes with Ephedra
nevadensis (Mormon tea), Senegalia greggii, and Yucca baccata var.
brevifolia (Spanish dagger) to form dense thickets. The authors
found 332 taxa in 60 families in this range (Table 4). Within
the Monument, only seven species were restricted to the Silver
Bells (Wiens 1991a), surprisingly few for the size of the range.
A single plant of Yucca elata (soaptree yucca) is growing along
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Figure 10. Ragged Top. JFW

Avra Valley Road. Conyza canadensis (horseweed) and Eragrostis
barrelieri (Mediterranean lovegrass) are rare ephemerals of
disturbed soils. Salix exigua and Typha domingensis were from
riparian habitats. Both the habitats and the species seem to be
no longer present. Artemisia ludoviciana (white sage) is a perennial herb that is widespread in higher, more mesic woodland
habitats throughout the Southwest and northern Mexico and
is an understory component of the local jojoba chaparral. It is
surprising that it is not more widespread in IFNM considering
that it was present in packrat middens in the Waterman Mountains from 8310 to 22,380 yr B. P. (Anderson & Van Devender
1991) and on Wolcott Peak 12,130 yr B.P. (Van Devender &
Wiens 1993). David Brown (1978) reported Juniperus coahuilensis (as J. monosperma) and Vauquelinia californica from the Silver
Bell Mountains. A thorough search of the reported area by the
authors turned up no evidence of the Juniperus, and lacking a
voucher we chose to omit it from the flora.
Desert riparian areas are of interest here. A bedrock area
of Cocío Wash on the southeastern bajada of the Silver Bells
had permanent pools of water as recently as the middle 1980s.
Historical research and photos reveal that as recently as the
1970s and early 1980s Salix exigua, Scirpus sp., Polygonum sp.

(knotweed), and Typha domingensis grew here. Four miles northwest, two large drainage systems flow from the northern slopes
of the Silver Bell Mountains into washes flowing northeast and
northwest around Ragged Top. There are places in this watershed where bedrock brings water to the surface during periods
of greater precipitation. From such a site on the lower bajada
of the Silver Bell Mountains came a collection of Salix exigua in
1946. A local rancher also said there was a single Populus fremontii
at this site (John Woodin pers. comm. 2002). Both species are
no longer present.
Ragged Top. Huge cliffs and steep canyons on all sides, and
a variety of substrates create myriad microhabitats on Ragged
Top. Southern exposures retain heat in the winter and channel
summer rains to support more tropical plants. The northern
exposures are shady and stay cooler and moist longer, giving
habitat to grassland and woodland plants. The result of this
diversity of microhabitats is that we have found an amazing
406 taxa in 67 families on this small range (Wiens 2000, 2001,
this study) (Table 4). One rocky wash at the base of Ragged
Top hosts 153 species in a quarter mile stretch. Furthermore,
forty-seven species occur in the Monument only at Ragged
Top. Worth noting are a host of summer ephemerals: Euphor-
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bia heterophylla (painted spurge), Phaseolus acutifolius (wild tepary
bean), Proboscidea parviflora (devil’s claw), Portulaca pilosus (purslane), P. oleraceus (common purslane), P. umbraticola (purslane),
and Physalis acutifolia (Wright groundcherry). Perennial species
unique to Ragged Top include Abutilon parishii (Pima Indian mallow), A. parvulum (small-leaf Indian mallow), Brickellia californica (California bricklebush), Cucurbita digitata (coyote
melon), Digitaria cognata (fall witchgrass), D. insularis (sourgrass),
Eragrostis intermedia (plains lovegrass), Gonolobus arizonicus (milkweed vine), Quercus turbinella, Solanum douglasii (nightshade), and
Sporobolus airoides (alkali sacatón).
Van Devender & Wiens (1993) reported plant macrofossils
from three packrat middens from Wolcott Peak radiocarbon
dated from 5020 to 14,550 yr B.P. (radiocarbon years before
1950). The late Wisconsin glacial vegetation on Wolcott Peak
was a woodland/chaparral dominated by Pinus monophylla, Juniperus coahuilensis, and Juniperus cf. osteosperma, all no longer in
IFNM, in association with Ericameria cuneata (rock goldenbush),
Opuntia chlorotica, Quercus turbinella, Pappostipa speciosa (desert
needlegrass), and Vauquelinia californica. Pentagramma triangularis (goldenback fern) and Bahiopsis parishii (Parish goldeneye)
found on Ragged Top in modern times were not identified in
the midden assemblages but are probably ice age relicts as well.
Ericameria cuneata, Myosurus cupulatus (mousetail), and Quercus
turbinella were also found in ice age middens in the Waterman
Mountains (Anderson & Van Devender 1991). Other Ragged
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Top isolates which are more common in more mesic woodlands and grasslands at higher elevations are Abutilon mollicomum
(pintapán cimarrón), Asclepias linaria (pine-needle milkweed),
Cerastium texanum (mouse-eared chickweed), Galium microphyllum (bracted bedstraw), Ipomoea cristulata (scarlet morning glory),
Ipomopsis multiflora (many-flowered gilia), Muhlenbergia emersleyi
(bullgrass), M. rigens (deer grass), M. tenuifolia (mesa muhly),
and Stachys coccinea (Texas betony). Chaenactis carphoclinia (pebble
pincushion flower), Cryptantha decipiens (gravel cryptantha), and
C. nevadensis (Nevada cryptantha), Eriogonum thurberi (Thurber
buckwheat), and Rafinesquia californica (California chicory) are
rare winter-rainfall ephemerals on the southeastern edges of
their ranges.
The populations of Abutilon abutiloides (Indian mallow), Hibiscus biseptus (Sonoran rose mallow), Justicia californica, Malvastrum
bicuspidatum (malva peluda), Pisonia capitata (vainoro), Plumbago
zeylandica (plumbago), and Waltheria indica (basora-prieta) on
Ragged Top are isolates of plants that are common in more
tropical areas in Sonora. Justicia californica is a widespread
Sonoran Desert shrub near the northeastern edge of its range.
With its tubular orange-red flowers it is an important nectar
plant for migrating hummingbirds.
Several rare and unusual plant species can be found at
Ragged Top. The primary author reported the discovery of
Pisonia capitata as new for the flora of Arizona and the United
States (Wiens 1990). Pisonia is a spiny, woody shrub/vine in

Table 4. Topographical subareas of the Ironwood Forest National Monument shown
in order of species richness with number of taxa (a.) and percentage of total flora (b.).
Numbers of exotic taxa (c.) and percentage of each subarea (d.) are compared at
the right.
Exotic
taxa
(c.)

percent of
subarea flora
(d.)

Taxa
unique

percent of

Subarea

taxa
(a.)

percent of
IFNM flora
(b.)

within IFNM

IFNM flora

Ragged Top

408

68.7%

27

6.6%

49

8.2%

Silver Bell Mts.

332

55.9%

22

6.6%

7

1.2%

Roskruge Mts.

327

55.1%

22

6.7%

20

3.4%

Sawtooth Mts.

325

54.7%

33

10.2%

23

3.9%

Waterman Mts.

312

52.5%

19

6.1%

17

2.9%

Pan Quemado

276

46.5%

12

4.3%

2

0.3%

Samaniego Hills

252

42.4%

18

7.1%

1

0.2%

Avra Valley

246

41.4%

21

8.5%

11

1.9%

West Silver Bell Mts.

233

39.2%

10

4.3%

2

0.3%

Aguirre Valley

165

27.8%

17

10.3%

1

0.2%

IFNM flora

594

100.0%

59

9.9%

133

22.4%

Left: Avra Valley on edge of Pan Quemado. MAD
Above: Echinocereus nicholii and Ferocactus
cylindraceus in canyon at east end of Silverhill
Mine Rd. in Waterman Mts. MAD
Below: Waterman Pass. MAD
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the Nyctaginaceae that is disjunct from the nearest population
by 460 km (285 mi). Abutilon parishii was a candidate threatened species and Tumamoca macdougalii (Tumamoc globeberry)
was listed as endangered; both were delisted because numerous new localities in Arizona and Sonora were discovered
(Van Devender et al. 1994). Both Abutilon and Tumamoca are
still Forest Service sensitive species and are salvage-restricted
in Arizona (ADA 2009). Since being delisted, Tumamoca has
again become very rare, and it can no longer be found in many
documented localities (Dimmitt & Van Devender 2003). Pisonia capitata was considered as potentially rare in Arizona by the
Arizona Rare Plant Guide Committee (Richards 2000). Cathestecum brevifolium (false grama) and Croton sonorae (vara prieta) are
common plants in the Sonoran Desert and tropical thornscrub
in Sonora. Cathestecum is a tufted, stoloniferous grass that was
first verified for Arizona and the United States at Ragged Top,
where the population covers a substantial area (Wiens 1990). In
the present inventory a second small population was discovered
on Britton Peak, in the north Silver Bell Mountains, 4.8 km (3
mi) ENE of Ragged Top. Cathestecum brevifolium was considered
as potentially rare in Arizona by the Arizona Rare Plant Guide
Committee (Richards 2000). The nearest known population
occurs 50 km (31.4 mi) SSW of Sasabe, Arizona in Sonora; 158
km (99 mi) SSW of Ragged Top.
There is no natural permanent water on Ragged Top. A large
wash drains the north slopes of the Silver Bell Mountains and
southwest Ragged Top, heading northwest around Ragged Top.
There, bedrock brings water to the surface for weeks at a time
following heavy rains. This is the only place in the Monument
where Juncus bufonius (toad rush), Muhlenbergia rigens, and Mimulus
floribundus (clammy monkey flower) have been found.
Samaniego Hills. This drier group of low hills, like Pan
Quemado is home to a sparser density AZU vegetation, blending into LCRV at the valley’s edge. We found only 252 taxa
in this area (42.4%) in 49 families (60%) (Table 4). A single
taxon, a winter/spring ephemeral, was found only here in the
Monument: Sinapis arvensis. Plants of interest here are Cryptantha decipiens, Helianthus annuus (common sunflower), Perityle
emoryi (Emory rock daisy), Pterostegia drymarioides (spreading
buckwheat), and Yabea microcarpa (wild parsley). All are unusual
occurrences in such a low, arid range, but may be there because
of the close proximity to Ragged Top.
West Silver Bell Mountains. The low topography of this
range of hills offers little orographic lifting for storm moisture, and the West Silver Bells are noticeably drier than the adjacent Silver Bell Mountains. Vegetation here is LCRV and weak
AZU, with only 233 taxa in 50 families seen (Table 4). Olneya
are uncommon except in the washes where they attain great
size in the deep soils. The granite substrate of Solo Peak, at
the northwest edge of the West Silver Bells, supports denser
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vegetation rich with Olneya. The north slopes of the hills to the
south of Solo Peak are thickly vegetated with Ephedra nevadensis.
No rare taxa were discovered here, but two locally exclusive
species were found: Aristida californica and Euphorbia serpylliformis. The former is at the northern edge of its known range.
The latter is within its known range and should be expected
throughout the Monument. Perhaps it is being overlooked
because of its diminutive size and similar appearance to other
prostrate Euphorbia species.
Aguirre Valley. LCRV vegetation dominates this portion
of the IFNM, with huge tracts of land covered with Ambrosia
dumosa, Atriplex polycarpa (allscale), and Larrea divaricata. A scattering of Castela emoryi (crucifixion thorn) tower over the landscape. Large, braided washes and flood plains support inpenetrable thickets of Vachellia constricta, Parkinsonia florida, Prosopis
velutina, and Ziziphus obtusifolia (graythorn). At over 12,545 ha
(31,000 ac), the Aguirre Valley within the IFNM contains only
165 taxa in 37 families (Table 4). A single plant of Ferocactus
emoryi (Emory barrel) was found here and nowhere else in the
IFNM. This barrel cactus is widespread from central Sonora
north into south-central Arizona. The numerous represos here
are habitat to Argemone ochroleuca (Mexican prickly poppy) and
A. pleiacantha (bluestem prickly poppy). In the Arizona Flora,
Kearney & Peebles (1964) reported Argemone ochroleuca (as A.
mexicana) as occasional near Tucson, probably introduced from
tropical America. It is common on roadsides from north-central
Sonora southward, mostly with cream-colored flowers. Individuals with canary yellow flowers are found south of Guaymas on
the coastal plain of the Gulf of California.
Sawtooth Mountains. This is a dry range exhibiting mostly LCRV vegetation with very poorly developed AZU on the
slopes. The local flora is surprisingly rich, due to the many
microhabitats found here: rugged cliffs offering summer shade
on the north and winter warmth on the south, sandy bajadas,
rocky slopes, and the desert riparian habitat of Greene’s Wash.
A preliminary flora of this range published by Kathryn Mauz
(1999) listed 208 species in 46 families. We were able to expand
that to 331 in 57 families during our study (Table 4). Greene’s
Wash and its flood plain hold many of the 24 plants unique to the
Sawtooths, including Ambrosia monogyra (cheese bush), Asclepias
subulata (desert milkweed), Cirsium cf. neomexicana (desert thistle), Datura wrightii (sacred datura), Eclipta prostrata (false daisy),
Hymenoxys odorata (bitter rubberweed), Isocoma acradenia (alkali
jimmyweed), and Lycium californicum (wolfberry). Exotics exclusive to this habitat include Brassica cf. juncea (Indian mustard),
Eragrostis echinochloidea (lovegrass), Nicotiana glauca (tree tobacco), Ranunculus scleratus (cursed crowfoot), Rumex conglomeratus
(dock), and Veronica anagalis-aquatica (water speedwell). From
the disturbance around a wildlife guzzler on the northwest side
of the range comes the only collection of Mirabilis longiflora,

Top: View southeast along spine of west Silver
Bell Mts. to Silverbelll Mts. with Ragged Top at
upper left. MAD
Above, left: The rare Pisonia capitata on Ragged
Top. JFW
Right: Cylindropuntia fulgida on northwest side
of east Pan Quemado Mts. MAD
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more often associated with grassland habitats. Aphnostephus during occasional periods of mild temperatures and aboveramosissimus (plain’s dozedaisy) is a tiny winter/spring ephemer- average rainfall (Dimmitt 2000b). Carnegiea in southern Arizona
al found on the lower bajadas here. Nearest vouchered popula- manage substantial establishment of seedlings only a few times
tions are near Coolidge, Arizona, 50 km (31.5 mi) to the NNE. per century (Steenbergh & Lowe 1983). There are no publicaAlso found only in the Sawtooth Mountains are a tropical grass, tions on the frequency of recruitment of the Sonoran Desert’s
Panicum alatum, and Euphorbia trachysperma (spurge), an uncom- legume trees, but they are also uncommon events (Bowers &
mon delicate ephemeral endemic to the Sonoran Desert. Chei- Turner 2001).
Carnegiea tends to be common on bajadas and slopes of AZU
lanthes pringlei, a former U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service candidate species (ADA 2009), a fern that is locally common from except north-facing exposures. The valley floors are colder
the Tucson Mountains south into Sonora, can be found in the LCRV vegetation and have few Carnegiea. This species is the
Sawtooths. Mammillaria tetrancistra (California pincushion), a easiest to evaluate. Of the 22 census plots, all except one had
LCRV species, reaches its eastern limit here. Interestingly, fossil a substantial percentage of plants in each of the size-age cateevidence of Mammillaria tetrancistra was also found in middens gories. Carnegiea were uncommon on a plot on the bajada of
in the Waterman Mountains further to the east of its present the Samaniego Hills (plot c084), and all the living plants were
range (Anderson & Van Devender 1991). Condalia correllii (blue- mature or old individuals (Fig. 11). This plot also had the largwood) was identified only from a Sawtooth collection but may est percentage of dead Carnegiea (29%). This site is on the edge
have been overlooked elsewhere in the Monument, mistaken
for C. warnockii (Mexican crucillo).
9
Surprisingly, Olneya tesota was nearly absent from this range.
8
A small group of less than a dozen plants were found along a
drainage on the lower bajada in the central-east section.
7
The stabilized dunes west of the Sawtooth Mountains
6
support a unique plant community within IFNM. In the loose,
5
pinkish sand grows a dense stand of several opuntioid and
c084
4
other cactus species. Cacti are the co-dominant lifeform with
3
foothill palo verde. Where a stabilized dune piles up against
2
Wildcat Peak Encelia frutescens (rayless encelia) and Hilaria rigida
1
(big galleta) are also common. The only similar place we know
0
of is the Cactus Plain near Bouse, Arizona; that area has a much
Sdlg
Yjuv Ojuv Ymat Mat
Old Dead
lower plant and cactus density and diversity.
Quantitative plots. The trees and saguaros in IFNM appear
Figure 11. Sparse Carnegiea gigantea population at the Samaniego
to be in good to excellent health at all of the hundreds of sites Hills in plants per hectare. (sdlg = seedling, Yjuv = young juvenile <
we visited. We found at least a few seedlings and saplings at 2’, Ojuv = old juvenile 2’- <6’, Ymat = young mature 6’-10’ w/o arms,
nearly every location. Many sites had more dead plants than Mat = mature healthy with some arms, Old = very large with many
young ones (especially P. microphylla), which may indicate a arms.
population decline. But long-term, cyclical changes in species Figure 1. Sparse Carnegiea gigantea population at the Samaniego Hills
hectare. (sdlg = seedling, Yjuv = young juvenile < 2', Ojuv = old juvenile
abundance are normal in deserts (Turner et al. 2003);
Ymat = young mature 6'-10' w/o arms, Mat = mature healthy with some a
the region has been under severe drought for several
Old = very large with many arms.
120
years.
100
We used size-age class distribution as a major indic047 Rosk.
cator of health of tree and saguaro populations in
80
c102 Rosk.
the 22 quantitative census plots. Assessing the size60
c160a Rosk.
age classes of Carnegiea was straightforward, but
c48 S.B. Mts.
40
correlating the size of trees with their age was diffic131 S.B. Mts.
cult to impossible for the four common tree species.
20
The presence of a number of plants in each size-age
0
category indicates a stable population. But the scarSdlg
Yjuv
Ojuv
Ymat
Mat
Old
Dead
city or absence of one or more classes at a site is not
necessarily a sign of a problem. In desert climates
Figure 12. Dense populations of Carnegiea gigantea in the Roskruge and Silver
Bell Mountains (plants/hectare).
successful recruitment into a population occurs only
Figure 2. Dense populations of Carnegiea gigantea in the Roskruge and Silver Bell Mountains
(plants/hectare).
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Figure 13. Plots with Carnegiea gigantea at densities greater than 250
live plants per hectare.
Figure 3. Plots with Carnegiea gigantea at densities greater than 250 live plants per hectare.
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Figure 14. High proportion of dead
Olneya tesota for Aguirre Valley (c110)
and Waterman Mts. (c024) plots in
plants per hectare. (Sdlg=seedling or
Figure 7. High proportion of dead
Olneya tesota for Aguirre Valley (c110) and Waterma
1sthectare.
or 2nd year
plant, Splg=sapling
up plant, Splg=sapl
Mts. (c024) plots in plants per
(Sdlg=seedling
or 1st or 2nd year
to 5 cm caliper).
up to 5 cm caliper).

30
25

Ragged Top c076b

plants per hectare or 101 per acre
(Fig. 13).
20
Silver Bell Mts. c048
The survey also noted nurse
Waterman Pass c159
plants for saguaros. Although nurse
15
plants are not absolutely necesWaterman Mts. c028
10
sary for germination and estabWest Silver Bell Mts. c111
lishment, the microenvironments
5
they produce favor higher saguaro
0
germination and survival than
adjacent open areas. Less evapotranspiration, protection from seed
and seedling predators, physical
Figure 15. Plots (3000 m2) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Parkinsonia microphylla (Parprotection against soil-disturbing
mic), followed by Ambrosia deltoidea (Ambdel), Olneya tesota (Olntes), Larrea tridentata (Lartri),
Krameria bicolor (Krabic), Simmondsia chinensis (Simchi), Vachellia constricta (Vaccon), and
animal activity, and a buffer against
Prosopis velutina (Provel).
freezing temperatures are some of
the benefits offered by nurse plants
2
Figure 4. Plots (3000 m ) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Parkinsonia microphylla (Parmic),
followed by Ambrosia deltoidea (Ambdel), Olneya tesota (Olntes), Larrea tridentata (Lartri), Krameria (Steenbergh & Lowe 1971, 1977).
bicolor
(Krabic),
Simmondsia
(Simchi),Recruitment
Vachellia constricta
Prosopis
velutina
Of theand1086
saguaros
in our 22 transects, 783 had obvious
of the
cold Avra
Valley inchinensis
LCRV habitat.
events(Vaccon),
(Provel).
are probably very rare here. There may also be a sampling error nurse plants. Twenty-one different plant species were found to
due to the small size of the census plot. Photos reveal younger act as nurse plants. Our findings show that the quantity of each
Carnegiea outside the plot. Carnegiea are common in most of perennial tree and shrub species acting as a nurse seems to have
the Monument except on steep north slopes and valley floors. less to do with what the species is, and more correlation with
The densest populations are on bajadas, particularly on the the abundance and percent cover of each species in a given
south- and east-facing bajadas of the Roskruge (plots c047, transect. For twelve of the 22 transects, Parkinsonia microphylla
c102, c160a) and Silver Bell mountains (plots c048, c131 - Fig. was the favored nurse host, fitting in with its abundance at the
13). Densities in some places approach those in SNP Tucson sites (Fig. 15). Overall, it was the nurse plant for nearly 300 of
Mountains Unit which has the most luxuriant Carnegiea forests the 783 saguaros (38.0%). At Ragged Top, two sites on the lower
that we know of. In six IFNM plots (Roskruge, Silver Bell, bajada of the Roskruge Mountains, and in the drier Samaniego
and Waterman mountains) saguaro density exceeded 250 total Hills, Ambrosia deltoidea was the dominant nurse plant (Fig. 16).
Roskruge Mts. c160a
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Figure 16. Plots (3000 m2) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Ambrosia deltoidea (Ambdel),
followed by Parkinsonia microphylla (Parmic), Olneya tesota (Olntes), Larrea tridentata (Lartri),
Prosopis velutina (Provel), Krameria bicolor (Krabic), Calliandra eriophylla (Caleri), Vachellia
constricta (Vaccon), Jatropha
cardiophylla (Jatcar), Cylindropuntia acanthocarpa (Cylaca), and
Figure 5. Plots (3000 m2) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Ambrosia deltoidea (Ambdel), followed
Cylindropuntia
fulgida (Cylful).
by Parkinsonia microphylla
(Parmic), Olneya tesota (Olntes), Larrea tridentata (Lartri), Prosopis velutina
(Provel), Krameria bicolor (Krabic), Calliandra eriophylla (Caleri), Vachellia constricta (Vaccon), Jatropha
cardiophylla (Jatcar), Cylindropuntia acanthocarpa (Cylaca), and Cylindropuntia fulgida (Cylful).
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Figure 17. Plots (3000 m2) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Olneya tesota (Olntes), followed
by Parkinsonia microphylla (Parmic), Ambrosia deltoidea (Ambdel), Larrea tridentata (Lartri), Krameria bicolor (Krabic), and Lycium species (Lyc sp.)
Figure 6. Plots (3000 m2) with saguaro nurse plants dominated by Olneya tesota (Olntes), followed by

majorLarrea
component
of theKrameria
flora in this transect. This was also
Nearly 29% (n=225)
of the microphylla
saguaros (Parmic),
were found
in deltoidea
associa-(Ambdel),
Parkinsonia
Ambrosia
tridentata (Lartri),
bicolor (Krabic), and Lycium species (Lyc sp.)
tion with that species.
In spite of the local abundance of Olneya the only plot where it was found to be a nurse plant for saguatesota in some of the transects, only 135 saguaros (17.3% of ros (Fig. 15). The last nurse plant of note is Larrea divaricata.
the total) were found to be sheltered by it (Fig. 17). The denser Although never the dominant nurse plant in any transect, 7.5%
shade may be a factor, but more study is required. Plot c048 of saguaros (n=59) were found under this species in a variety
was on the upper bajada of the Silver Bell Mountains, below of habitats (see plots c028, c111, c159, & c160a on Fig. 15; plot
the “Jojoba Chaparral”. However, Simmondsia chinensis was still a c090 & c151 on Fig. 16; c110 on Fig. 17). Succulents (chollas,
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prickly pears, and larger saguaros) were rarely seen to shelter
seedling Carnegiea.
Olneya tesota populations are probably healthy, though it is
difficult to assess their status from a one-time survey. Many
specimens on bajadas and rocky slopes look poor by “normal”
tree standards in that they often have more dead limbs and
trunks than living biomass. This is normal for a species near its
limit of environmental tolerance (its range extends only another 64 km; 40 mi to the east). The growth habit of Olneya near
the limit of their cold tolerance is more similar to that of the
highest-elevation bristlecone pines than to more typical temperate zone trees such as oaks and elms. Most census plots had
few small (presumably young, but read on) Olneya less than two
meters (6.6 feet) tall. But in such a long-lived species recruitment is expected to be low, and recruitment events in deserts

90

ties. Olneya populations were sparse (ex. Waterman Pass; plot
c028) to absent (Roskruge Mountains; plot c143) in some areas.
However, nearly half the plots had more than 100 Olneya per ha
(41 per ac), with the highest being a remarkable 207 live trees
per ha (84 per ac) on plot c102 in the Roskruge Mountains (Fig.
18). This plot also had 270 live Parkinsonia microphylla and 165
Carnegiea per ha (109 and 67 per ac, respectively). This location
is more a shrubland than a forest, with both Olneya and Parkinsonia averaging less than three meters (10 ft) in height.
The Parkinsonia microphylla population is in general good
health, though there was significant mortality from recent
droughts; ex. from Roskruge, Waterman, and West Silver Bell
Mts. (Fig. 21). Parkinsonia are apparently less drought tolerant
than Olneya. While 15% of Olneya on all plots were dead, 18%
of foothill palo verdes were dead. Parkinsonia decay to weath-
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Figure 18. Olneya tesota: Dense stand in Roskruge Mts. (plot c102)
and sparse stand at Waterman Pass (plot c028) in plants/ per
hectare.
Figure 9. Olneya tesota: Dense stand in Roskruge Mts. (plot c102) and sparse stand
at Waterman Pass (plot c028) in plants/ per hectare.

are widely-spaced. The high proportion of dead trees on some
plots also indicates a problem at first glance; ex. Aguirre Valley;
plot c110 (Fig. 14). On five plots more than 20% of the ironwoods were dead. Nearly 40% were dead on a plot on plot c024
in the Waterman Mountains (Fig. 14). The concern is virtually
eliminated when one realizes that dead Olneya take centuries to
weather away (Dimmitt 2000a); a small remnant of heartwood
was carbon-dated at 1,600 years ago (Wes Ferguson, unpublished data). Most of the dead trees were ancient stumps. There
were few with intact branches and twigs that indicated death
within the last decade or two. On more than half the census
plots at least 90% of the Olneya were alive; ex. Samaniego Hills
and Roskruge and West Silver Bell mountains (Fig. 20). Again,
considering the slow decay rate of dead trees, mortality must
be very low at these sites. In some rocky habitats where the
thin soil restricts their size, ironwood trees occur in high densi-

Sdlg

Splg

Small

Large

Giant

Dead

Figure 19. Parkinsonia florida in Roskruge Mts.(c160a) and Samaniego Hills (c084) in plants/hectare.
Figure 11. Parkinsonia florida in Roskruge Mts.(c160a) and Samaniego
Hills (c084) in plants/hectare.

ered stumps in a couple of decades, so this slightly higher
number of dead plants indicates a much higher mortality and
population turnover rate for Parkinsonia than for Olneya. Our
observations are consistent with published information about
this species (Bowers & Turner 2002). In 1999 20% of the
Parkinsonia on Tumamoc Hill in the Tucson Mountains were
dead; many died during the drought of the late 1990s (Bowers
& Turner 2001). Many of the dead trees in the IFNM evidently
died in the preceding couple of years. If the current drought
continues, more Parkinsonia will die in the Monument. This is
not cause for great concern because such episodic diebacks are
natural (Shreve 1924/1925).
There were insufficient Parkinsonia florida on the census plots
to analyze their health. Only two census plots contained the
species; c084 on the lower bajada of Samaniego Hills and c160a
at Pescadero Wash in the Roskruge Mts. (Fig. 19). They usually
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Figure 20. Plots with high percentage (>90%) Olneya tesota alive in plants per
hectare for Samaniego Hills, West Silver Bell, and Roskruge Mts.
Figure 8. Plots with high percentage (>90%) Olneya tesota alive in plants per hectare
for Samaniego Hills, West Silver Bell & Roskruge Mts.
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Figure 21. Parkinsonia microphylla plots with 25% or more plants per hectare
dead at Ragged Top, Roskruge, Waterman & West Silver Bell Mts.

Figure 10. Parkinsonia microphylla plots with 25% or more plants per hectare dead
at Ragged Top, Roskruge, Waterman & West Silver Bell Mts.
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Figure 22. 100% live Prosopis velutina in three Waterman Mts. plots
(plants per hectare).
Figure 12. 100% live Prosopis velutina in three Waterman Mts. plots
(plants per hectare).
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occur in many of the larger washes and are often
locally abundant. Our observations elsewhere in
the Monument indicate that they are doing well
overall.
Prosopis velutina were uncommon in most of the
plots we selected. They are abundant in many of
the valley floor washes, often occurring in nearly
pure bosques of large trees. They are in excellent
health. They may be even more drought resistant than Olneya. Even though they were usually
stunted shrubs on our bajada census plots, 100%
of the Prosopis were alive on 10 of the 13 plots
on which they occurred (ex. Fig. 22).
Interesting plant-soil relationships
There is no general plant-soil dependency in
IFNM, as can be quickly ascertained by viewing
community makeup. The very restricted distribution of Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii
on certain Permian limestone outcrops like the
Horquilla is an interesting anomaly. But, several
very curious plant distributions have been noted
during the course of this study. They are noted
here, to illustrate the rich diversity of situations
in the Monument. It would take concentrated
monitoring of soil conditions, especially seasonal distribution of soil moisture content, soluble ions, and soil pH at different depths, over
some years, to begin to tease out the causes of
these distributions. As an example of diversity
of a single species, two areas contain concentrated Olneya on very divergent substrates. Near
Cocoraque Butte, in the Roskruge Mountains,
an Olneya thicket with high recruitment of young
trees grows in a loose and very pebbly, sandy
loam with some minor amounts of interstitial carbonate. Other plants near to the thicket
are Larrea divaricata, Ambrosia deltoidea (triangleleaf bursage), and Cylindropuntia versicolor (staghorn cholla). Carnegiea, which is common both
downslope and upslope on this bajada, is basically absent within a few hundred feet of the
thicket. At another spot, just east of Waterman
Pass, Olneya grow in abundance on a sandstone
bedrock knob traversed by the side road, where
soil cover is very thin and irregular. The loose
sandy loam soils here are very shallow, and root
penetration into bedrock, though unknown, is
probably minimal. Olneya also grow northwest
of here in concentration on a south-facing
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Table 5. Comparison of the flora of the Ironwood Forest National Monument with that of the
Tucson Mountains, the Picacho complex, and the Sonoran Desert National Monument.

IFNM

Tucson Mts.

Species

567

621

433

419

Infraspecific

11

14

7

4

Hybrids

15

12

3

0

Total

593

647

457

419

Exotic taxa

59

88

46

29

10.0%

13.6%

10.1%

6.9%

466

377

374

71.9%

82.5%

89.3%

% exotic in flora

Taxa shared with IFNM
% of that flora shared

Picacho Complex

SDNM

Table 6. Life forms of the flora of the Ironwood Forest National Monument and nearby floras.
(*includes large woody shrubs that occasionally become trees) (** includes facultative perennials)

Life Form

Ironwood Forest
N.M.
% of
Species
flora

Tucson Mountains
% of
Species
flora

Picacho complex
% of
Species
flora

Sonoran Desert
N.M.
% of
Species
flora

Trees*

17

2.9%

15

2.3%

6

1.3%

7

1.7%

Woody shrubs

40

6.7%

44

6.8%

38

8.3%

40

9.5%

Subshrubs

74

12.5%

72

11.1%

58

12.7%

54

12.9%

Herbaceous perennials

142

23.9%

175

27.0%

114

24.9%

104

24.8%

Winter/spring ephemerals

155

26.1%

184

28.4%

140

30.6%

135

32.2%

Summer/fall ephemerals

70

11.8%

82

12.7%

47

10.3%

38

9.1%

Indeterminent ephemerals **

47

7.9%

37

5.7%

31

6.8%

16

3.8%

Stem and rosette succulents

48

8.1%

38

5.9%

23

5.0%

25

6.0%

Totals

594

100.0%

647

100.0%

457

100.0%

419

100.0%
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bedrock hillside. Factors other than a certain preferred soil type
are involved with Olneya distribution.
A curious and unusual relationship exists between saguaros
and a particular Paleozoic sandstone unit called the Abrigo
Formation, in the Waterman Mountains. This unit is recognized in the field by its characteristic brown weathered color.
An east-northeast sloping surface of cemented Abrigo sandstones about 150 m (492’) northeast of the top of Waterman
Peak contains a very dense stand of saguaros, while virtually
none grow on the surrounding rock types, which are composed
of limestones and shales. The same relationship of saguaros
growing in far greater density on Abrigo sandstone knobs, than
other rock types, is seen in a few spots along the abandoned
mine road a few tenths of a mile south of Waterman Peak.
There are certainly other sandstone bedrocks in the area with
similar fracture or interstitial porosities. This relationship is
unknown to us (Scarborough 2004).
There are several areas with dense stands of chollas. The
largest is in the Pan Quemado hills, where an intermittent band
of Cylindropuntia fulgida almost encircles the range.
In portions of Aguirre and Avra valleys are noted peculiar
small areas where in comparatively recent times all vegetation
has been killed and the spots now exist as bare patches, with
trunks with side branches still standing, or recently toppled.
The cause of this disturbance is not immediately obvious. For
example, on bajada slopes adjacent to the Aguirre Wash braidplain where the overall downvalley gradient is slight, are found
areas of Larrea divaricata and Ambrosia species. Mixed into these
flats are many spots devoid of all vegetation that commonly
display dead broken trunks where Prosopis or Larrea once grew.
These flats range in size from a few yards across, to the many
“mini-playa” flats of the valley, some greater than two hectares
(5 ac) in size. There is no obvious evidence that the bare ground
patches are sites of recent selective deposition of sheet flood
muds, though careful excavation or trenching may obviate this
possibility. The patches are not obviously spots of collection of
sediments in recent times. It is not obvious why vegetation is
not growing in these areas, and, indeed, why there seems to be
die-off of trees and shrubs from only these patches. In this area,
the unvegetated flats seem not to be ablation hollows generated
by wind erosion because they are quite level with surrounding
vegetated land. Where tested with acid, the top few centimeters
(1-2”) of the bare ground are no more calcareous than in the
surrounding areas. An episode of intense cattle grazing in the
past may explain some of this situation. Yjinio Aguirre established a ranch in this region in the 1890s, stretching from the
Aguirre Valley eastward to the northern Santa Catalinas where
it abutted the Pusch-Zellewager holdings. According to Sheridan (1986), eight to ten thousand cows per year grazed on the
ranch, until finally sold by his grandson in the 1970s. A close-
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monitored study area could ascertain if the patches are becoming more numerous or growing in size (Scarborough 2004).
Uncommon perennial plants
Forty-nine species of perennial plants were found in five or
fewer of the major areas in IFNM discussed above. A number
of them are relictual populations of species that were more
widespread in the late Pleistocene: e.g. Monardella arizonica (bee
balm), Opuntia chlorotica, and Vauquelinia californica. Plants that
are common in more mesic grassland and oak woodlands at
higher elevations to the east include Acaciella angustissima, Bouteloua eriopoda (black grama), Cucurbita digitata, Hymenothrix wislizeni
(golden ragweed), and Maurandya antirrhiniflora (blue snapdragon vine).
All three southwestern plants commonly known as crucifixion thorns occur in the Monument. All are essentially leafless,
extremely thorny shrubs. They are unrelated to one another;
each species belongs to a different family. Canotia holacantha,
a small tree in the family Celastraceae, is more convergent in
appearance with Parkinsonia microphylla than with the other
crucifixion thorns. This is especially interesting because it
is almost endemic to central Arizona except for three relict
populations in Sonora Mexico (Turner et al. 1995). It was also
reported from an 11,100 yr B.P. midden on Picacho Peak (Van
Devender et al. 1991), 33.8 km (21 mi) north of the Waterman
Mountains. Within the Monument several dozen plants of this
species were found growing on a northerly slope below Waterman Peak. Castela emoryi, in the family Simaroubaceae, is locally
common on silty nonsaline valley bottom soils in LCRV and
the lower Mohave Desert. In Arizona they are usually found as
widely-scattered individuals or sparse populations. Locally, they
are found scattered in the Aguirre Valley and lower bajadas of
the Sawtooth Mountains, near the eastern distributional limit
of the species. Koeberlinia spinosa, in the family Koeberliniaceae,
occurs in many disjunct populations from south-central California to Texas and central Mexico. It is widely scattered in the
Monument, with only one localized population of size found in
Waterman Pass. Plants are normally low shrubs but can become
small trees in some locations. Here, it forms small colonies by
root-sprouting. The superficial similarity of these three species
is an example of convergent evolution.
Mohave Desert or LCRV plants reaching their eastern range
limits in IFNM include Fagonia laevis (California fagonbush),
Grusonia kunzei (ground mat cholla), Lycium macrodon (desert
thorn), and Hilaria rigida. Grusonia kunzei is found from southern Nevada and southeastern California to southern Arizona
(Anderson 2001). In IFNM it forms dense mats on sandy flats
or lower rocky bajadas in the Sawtooth Mountains. A plant in
the Silver Bell Mountains, near Malpais Hill, is the southeastern-most locality for the species.
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Mammillaria thornberi (Thornber fishhook pincushion) was a
candidate species considered for Threatened status by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (ADA 2009), but was delisted because
numerous new localities in Arizona and Sonora were discovered. M. thornberi is typically found in desert flats beneath creosotebush bushes. The numerous stems with strongly hooked
spines are easily separated, suggesting that it might be dispersed
on coyote or fox snouts. Peniocereus greggii (desert night blooming cereus) is widespread in the Sonoran Desert but so cryptic
that it gives a perception of rarity. Its gray-green stems are very
similar to dead creosotebush stems. It would likely be encountered in most suitable habitats with concentrated surveys at
night when it is flowering in June-July. It has no protection in the
United States other than salvage restrictions, although Mexico
classifies it as Rare (DOF 1994). Penstemon subulatus (little beard
tongue) is endemic to Arizona from Mohave County south to
Pima County (Kearney & Peebles 1964). It was found in the
Silver Bell and Roskruge Mountains in the current inventory.
It was considered as potentially rare in Arizona by the Arizona
Rare Plant Guide Committee (Richards 2000).
Ephemerals
During the biseasonal rainfall northeastern Sonoran Desert
ephemerals usually comprise 30% to 50% of local floras
(Rondeau et al. 1996). Most are separated by the season that
they germinate and complete their life cycle in (winter/spring
or summer). Indeterminate ephemerals are less particular about
the seasons. Included in this last group are species that can be
ephemeral or perennial depending on microhabitats and rainfall
or are perennial outside the desert, e.g., Bromus carinatus (Arizona
brome), Ditaxis neomexicana (ditaxis), Erigeron species (fleabane),
Dasyochloa pulchella (fluff grass), Euphorbia species, Glandularia
gooddingii (Goodding verbena), Hedeoma nanum (mock pennyroyal), Linum lewisii (blue flax), Marina parryi (Parry dalea), and
Senecio flaccidus var. monoensis (threadleaf groundsel).
Ephemerals comprise 46.2% of total IFNM flora (274 taxa).
Winter/spring ephemerals number 155 (57.0% of ephemeral taxa). Seventy ephemeral taxa (25.5% of ephemeral taxa)
germinate only with the summer rains. Of the ephemerals in
the IFNM, 134 of them are rare or uncommon, found in one
to four areas (49.4% of the rare/uncommon IFNM taxa). The
significance of rare ephemeral plants for conservation is difficult to assess. Abundances vary from year to year and seeds of
most species can survive a decade or more in the soil, awaiting favorable rains. Thirty-five of the ephemerals are native
species that would probably be common during periods with
greater rainfall. Another 19 species are exotic species with
little potential for causing ecological impact. The remaining
79 taxa of native ephemerals appear to genuinely be rare or
uncommon in IFNM. Most of them are near the edges of

their geographic distributions. Some like Geraea canescens (desert
sunflower), Lasthenia californica (goldfields), Leptosiphon aureus
(desert gold), Loeflingia squarrosa (spreading pygmyleaf), Pseudorontium cyathiferum (frog snapdragon), and Sairocarpus nuttallianus (Nuttall snapdragon) are winter-spring ephemerals that are
common in the Mohave Desert and/or the LCRV to the northwest or west. Others such as Acalypha neomexicana and Gaillardia
arizonica (Arizona blanketflower) are more common in desert
grasslands or oak woodlands to the east or southeast.
Amaranthus ×tucsonensis (Tucson pigweed) is an occasional
summer ephemeral that was only recently described from
the Tucson Mountains in Arizona and the Río Mayo Region
of southern Sonora (Henrickson 1999). The type locality is
Gates Pass in the Tucson Mountains. Wiens (2000) reported
it for Ragged Top, and it was found on Pan Quemado and in
the Roskruge and Waterman Mountains in the current survey.
There is also a specimen from OPNM in the University of
Arizona Herbarium. Henrickson concluded that A. ×tucsonensis
was of hybrid origin with A. hybridus (slim amaranth) as one
parent and an unknown species (not the local A. fimbriatus or
A. palmeri) as the other. A. hybridus is no longer known from the
Tucson area but is a common weed in agricultural areas near
Sacaton on the Pima Indian Reservation (Kearney & Peebles
1964), possibly reflecting its use as a prehistoric cultivar.
Setaria liebmannii (bristlegrass) is a summer ephemeral bristlegrass that is found from Arizona to Nicaragua. In tropical
southern Sonora it is abundant on roadsides, and grows to
around two meters (6.5’) tall in response to heavy monsoonal
rains. Near its northern range in Arizona, it typically is a rare 15
cm (6”) tall ephemeral. In the present inventory, it was found
in the Roskruge and Sawtooth Mountains. The Sawtooth locality is the northernmost locality for the species and the first
record for Pinal County. Trisetum interruptum (prairie trisetum)
is a summer ephemeral grass that is found from Colorado and
Texas west to southeastern Arizona, where it is uncommon.
Wiens (2000) collected it on Ragged Top three times between
1991 and 1998. It was also found in the Waterman Mountains
in the present inventory.
Riparian and xeroriparian areas
Cocío Wash was the nearest thing the Monument had to a
true natural riparian area (Fig. 2). Until the silting-in discussed
earlier, dense stands of Tamarix chinensis (athel), Salix sp.
(willow), Scirpus sp., and Typha domingensis were found along
bedrock pools. Today, only dense stands of Tamarix remain.
A large wash drains the north slopes of the Silver Bell Mountains and southwest Ragged Top, heading northwest around
Ragged Top. There, bedrock brings water to the surface for
weeks at a time following heavy rains. This is the only place
in the Monument where Juncus bufonius, Mimulus floribundus,
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M. guttatus (yellow monkey flower), Muhlenbergia rigens, and
Sporobolus wrightii (sacatón) have been found. Salix exigua was
documented in 1946 upslope of this watershed, on the bajada
of the Silver Bell Mountains. A single 3.7 m (12 ft) tall Populus
fremontii was reported from there; it died in the late 1990s (John
Woodin pers. comm. 2002). Neither species has been seen here
during the recent fieldwork.
Greene’s Wash (a human-made riparian zone) is the only
habitat within the Monument where Ambrosia monogyra, Cirsium
sp., Datura wrightii (one plant), Eclipta prostrata, Hymenoxys odorata, Isocoma acradenia, Paspalum distichium, Ranunculus scleratus, and
Veronica anagalis-aquatica occur.
A total of 45 species were found only in disturbed xeroriparian habitats including represos, large arroyos, and seasonallyflooded valley bottoms. Twenty of these are exotics. Over 30
represos were surveyed in the Aguirre Valley (Gap Tank, etc.),
Avra Valley, Pan Quemado, Roskruge Mountains (Agua Dulce
Ranch Tank, El Represo Lamita, Indio Tank, etc.), Samaniego
Hills (Sasco Tank, etc.), and the Waterman Mountains (Waterman Pass Tank, etc.). The only fully aquatic plants in IFNM
were Lemna minor (duckweed) in El Represo Lamita and Marsilea
vestita (hairy pepperwort) in Agua Dulce Ranch represo. Valley
bottom areas with clay soils that appeared to be seasonally
flooded were surveyed in the Aguirre and Avra Valleys. The
eastern edge of IFNM in Avra Valley between the northeastern
Roskruge Mts. and Blanco Wash, accessed by the Manville and
Reservation roads, are especially muddy after rain episodes.
Threats
Many forms of human impact may threaten the Monument.
There is extensive evidence that undocumented immigrants
and contraband smugglers use the area, mostly in the form of
trash left behind at gathering sites and along the travel routes.
It is difficult to evaluate the biological damage this traffic may
be causing, but the huge numbers of people passing through
presumably cause significant impacts. There are a number of
well-traveled roads that serve no apparent function to ranchers
or tourists. They all have in common that they provide access
from the Tohono O’odham Reservation via gates or holes cut
in the boundary fence. There is a dense network of footpaths
on gentle terrain almost throughout the Monument. There has
also been a great deal of foot traffic in many washes. In fact,
most of the large washes in the Roskruge, Silver Bell, and West
Silver Bell mountains and the Aguirre Valley have evidence of
immigrant traffic (huge quantities of clothing, packs, plastic
water bottles, food containers, and a few abandoned bicycles
and autos). There has been so much traffic in some washes that
the people may be disturbing the biota by trampling seedlings
and frightening wildlife. An increase in law enforcement levels
in and around the Monument recently has reduced the amount
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of illegal activity there.
Only a few areas are scarred by off-road vehicles and in most
cases vehicles have not been far off established roads. The
exceptions are associated with undocumented immigrant traffic. Several staging areas hidden in thickets of vegetation have
tracks to them leading over crushed vegetation. Driving offroad is nonetheless a significant threat to the ecological integrity of IFNM because of the easily-damaged soils and the slow
recovery rates of most damaged desert plant species (Lovich &
Bainbridge 1999; Gillette & Adams 1983; Wilshire & Nakata
1976; Webb et al. 1978). However, driving in washes is extensive. Most of the nonrocky washes that are wide enough for an
ORV have vehicle tracks, including several that are signed and
barricaded. This activity inflicts serious damage to xeroriparian communities. Shrubs often establish in wash channels in
between scouring floods. In wet winters the channels support
dense stands of ephemeral plants, which in turn become a major
food source for many species of wildlife. In drier years when
ephemerals do not grow elsewhere they thrive in the deeper
soils of washes; at these times the foliage and seeds are particularly important for wildlife. Washes occupy a tiny percentage
of the land surface of the LCRV, but most of the biomass of
plants and animals is concentrated in this habitat. In the driest
areas west of IFNM up to 90% of the plant and bird life is
restricted to washes (CDCA 1980). Even light vehicle traffic
severely disrupts this growth, reduces overall forage, and drastically reduces wildlife density (Luckenbach 1978; Busack & Bury
1974; Bury et al. 1977).
Numerous examples of Carnegiea cutting and one case of
Fouquieria splendens cutting were seen. In the cases of the Carnegiea, the plants had been cut near the ground and the skeletons were absent. Though widespread, most of the Carnegiea
harvesting appears to be fairly old and not common in any one
area. It does not seem to be a major problem. We encountered
a few examples of vandalism to plants, mostly gunshot damage;
they are most visible on Carnegiea. One of these sites had been
vandalized only a few days before we discovered it; hundreds of
spent shells, clay pigeons, and garbage were left behind. Trunks
of two large Parkinsonia microphylla had been shattered by highpowered rifle bullets. There were several other places where
trees had been cut as if for firewood. In one section of Cocío
Wash the cuts ranged from decades old to very recent. Prosopis
velutina had regrown major limbs. This site has been harvested
for many years. The cut trees were mostly Prosopis, but a few
were Olneya tesota.
Several campsites evidently made by tourists or hunters can
be seen in the Monument. The disturbance to soil and plants is
usually minimal and there is little trash.
Overall, little negative impact to vegetation from grazing is
evident in the Monument. The exceptions are in the immediate
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vicinity of water troughs and in some washes. There are also
several places, especially near Ragged Top, where cattle shelter
under large ironwood trees. These trees have barren, disturbed
soil beneath their canopies. We are not range specialists, but
the presence of seedling trees, Carnegiea, and other plants on
most plots, and numerous grasses that were going to seed even
during these two drought years suggest that current levels of

grazing pose minimal threat to the health of the Monument’s
ecosystem. Two subjects need further investigation. Some
washes are heavily browsed. Because of the rarity and sensitivity of xeroriparian woodlands, further study is needed to verify
that wash vegetation is maintaining viable recruitment of new
plants. Large Olneya have dense canopies, and we have assumed
that the usual absence of other plants beneath them is due to
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Figure 23. Exposure data for Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii in the Waterman Mts. plot
c136 (3000 m2) showing preference to growing in full sun. Note that four were found growing in the
shade of the mother plant.
Figure 13. Exposure data for Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii in the Waterman
Mts. plot c136 (3000 m2). showing preference to growing in full sun. Note that four were
found growing in the shade of the mother plant.
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Figure 24. Size classifications of Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii in
the Waterman Mts. plot c136 (3000 m2).

Figure 14. Size classifications of Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii in the
Waterman Mts. plot c136 (3000 m2).
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The state of Arizona protects a number of native plant
species in several categories (ADA 2009). Species in the two
most highly protected categories are listed here. Those fitting in
the category of “Highly Safeguarded Protected Native Plants”
are Carnegiea gigantea (the crested or fan-top form only) and
Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii.

Figure 25. Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii. Arizona
Sonora Desert Museum

the heavy shade. But the possible influence of cattle has not
been determined (Suzán 1994).
Threatened species
The only Federally listed species in IFNM is the Endangered
Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii (Federal Register 1979,
ADA 2009). This taxon occurs almost exclusively on certain
types of limestone and is known from only four localities, two
in Sonora, Mexico and two in the United States. One of the U.S.
populations is in the Vekol Mountains in the Tohono O’odham
Nation; the other is in the Waterman Mountains which are
divided between the Tohono O’odham Reservation and IFNM
(Bainbridge & Wiens 1991). The nominate variety E. h. var.
horizonthalonius is common and widespread in the Chihuahuan
Desert. Recent publications cast doubt on the validity of the
varietal status of the Arizona populations (Anderson 2001;
Baker 2009).
Echinocactus horizonthalonius var. nicholii has a patchy distribution; we found plants on seven of the 15 flora plots and one
census plot (c136) that were located on limestone in this range.
A few plants can be found growing on quartzite outcrops within areas of limestone. Where it did occur, Echinocactus ranged
from rare to locally abundant. Three major concentrations were
documented. Data from plot c136 showed that the species
doesn’t require nurse plants for germination and establishment.
Fifty-six (76.7%) of the 73 live plants in this plot were found
growing in full sun (Fig. 23). Previous study of this species
show a mean age of between 25 and 50 years with an estimated
maximum age of 85 to 95 years (Schmalzel & Francisco 2000).
Our size class survey of plot c136 showed most of the live
plants to be less than 12.7 cm (5”) tall (Fig. 24) and probably in
the range of 35 years old or less.

Exotic species
The 59 exotic plant taxa in the Monument constitute 9.9% of
the IFNM flora (Table 4). Several of these have the potential to
displace native plants and drastically disrupt plant community
integrity. Another consequence of proliferating invasive plants
is an increased fuel load on desert landscapes with the potential
to carry fire among fire-sensitive trees, shrubs, and cacti. Just
as fire suppression in ecosystems that evolved with fire can
disrupt ecosystem structure and function, the occurrence of
fire in ecosystems that evolved in its absence can lead to loss of
species and restructuring of plant and animal interactions, even
favoring fire-adapted exotic species over natives (Cave 1982;
Hobbs & Huenneke 1992). The damage to a desert ecosystem
by fire will vary with its intensity and frequency; to what degree
the ecosystem is restructured in the long-term will depend on
the demographic profiles of the plants that were killed and the
ones that survived. While large cacti, for instance, may survive a
fire, smaller taxa or younger individuals may suffer high mortality (McLaughlin & Bowers 1982); some cacti may survive a burn
but be rendered vulnerable to attacks by herbivores or infection; thin-barked or juvenile trees may be killed, but herbaceous
plants may be favored because they recover quickly (Humphrey
1974).
Table 4 lists numbers of exotic taxa found within each of
the subdivisions of the Monument. Twenty-one taxa of exotics
can be found in Avra Valley. The aggressive Brassica tournefortii (Sahara mustard) and Pennisetum ciliare (buffelgrass) can be
seen spreading in some areas. Some, such as Medicago polymorpha
(burclover) and Mollugo cerviana (thread-stem carpet weed) are
restricted to represos. Glandularia pulchella and Kochia scoparium
are known from single collections. Sorghum bicolor (JFW 90-80A;
ASDM) and a single plant of Cannabis sativa (JFW 98-6; ARIZ)
were collected on a roadside near Ragged Top in the 1990’s and
not seen since. Opuntia microdasys cuttings were dumped near
that same area in 1995; some of which rooted out, but have
since disappeared. None of these species are included in our
flora.
A high percentage of the Aguirre Valley’s meager flora is
exotic (Table 4), but most are restricted to represos: Polygonum
argyrocoleon (silversheath knotweed), Cynodon dactylon (bermudagrass), Fumaria parviflora (fumitory), Glinus radiatus (spreading
sweetjuice; a recent introduction to southern Arizona), Matricaria discoidea (pineapple weed), Phalaris minor (littleseed canary
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grass), and Polypogon monspeliensis (rabbitfoot grass). In the Roskruge Mountains 22 taxa of exotics have been found, including
Agave americana (century plant). Clumps have been planted at
several road intersections around the Cocoraque Ranch, and it
is persistent, reproducing clonally. Other species were planted
in the represos (for livestock water) including Eucalyptus camaldulensis (red gum tree). Exotic species on Pan Quemado are
relatively few, but there has been a disturbing increase in the
amount of Pennisetum ciliare in recent years. Exotic species in the
Waterman Mountains number only 19.
Pennisetum ciliare continues to creep into the area, although
the limestone is not as favorable as substrates elsewhere in the
Monument. The winter ephemeral Chenopodium murale (netleaf
goosefoot) is found only here, although never in abundance.
The only Aloe vera (aloe vera) in IFNM are persistant clumps
around an old settlement. Enneapogon cenchroides (soft feather
pappusgrass), an ephemeral that is increasing in range around
Tucson during wet summers warrents monitoring. Silver Bell
Mountain exotics Centaurea melitensis (Malta star thistle) and
Parkinsonia aculeata (Mexican palo verde) are mostly limited to
areas adjacent to Avra Valley Road. Enneapogon cenchroides (soft
feather pappusgrass), Eragrostis barrelieri, Polypogon monspeliensis,
Tamarix aphylla, and T. chinensis are found along Cocío Wash.
Exotics species number 27 at Ragged Top and several are
rare: Capsella bursa-pastoris (shepherd’s purse), Fumaria parviflora,
Malva parviflora (cheese weed), Matricaria discoidea, Sonchus asper
(spiny-leaf sow thistle), and Tribulus terrestris (puncture vine),
or no longer present as in Sorghum bicolor (cultivated sorghum).
Exotics are uncommon in the arid Samaniego Hills and West
Silver Bell Mountains and include rare occurrences of Portulaca
oleracea, Amaranthus albus (prostrate pigweed), and Sinapsis arvensis (charlock mustard). Many of the 33 taxa of exotics in the
Sawtooth Mountains are also limited to the Tamarix-dominated
channel of Greene’s Wash: Eragrostis echinochloidea, Melilotus indicus (sweet clover), Nicotiana glauca, Ranunculus scleratus var. scleratus, and Sorghum halepense (Johnson grass).
Action exotics
By far the most serious threat to IFNM is Pennisetum ciliare.
Since the deliberate introduction of this perennial, shrub-like
Old World grass into the United States in the 1930s it has
become widespread in the Sonoran Desert. It is even established in such arid habitats as the Pinacate region of northwestern Sonora (Felger 2000). Introduced plants often exhibit
a period of latency (Wilson et al. 2002; Ewell 1986). For several
decades they maintain small, weak populations and seem to
be innocuous. Once they adapt to the new environment, they
begin to spread rapidly. Buffelgrass began undergoing an exponential expansion into desert habitats in the 1980s (Búrquez
et al. 2002). We noted with alarm that patches of buffelgrass

An invasion of the Old World grass Pennisetum ciliare, west of Pan
Quemado. MAD

in IFNM increased in areal coverage by seedling establishment during the severe drought of 2001. It may be capable
of dramatic increases during wet years, and has a high potential to seriously degrade large areas of desert communities in
the Monument (Rutman & Dickson 2002). There are numerous buffelgrass sites in IFNM; they are concentrated in the
Pan Quemado and Sawtooth mountains. It is most common
on south-facing rocky slopes and is rare on bajadas and valley
floors (Dimmitt & Van Devender 2004).
The second most serious threat is probably Brassica tournefortii
(Sahara mustard). This African cool-season ephemeral was first
found in the United States in California in 1927 and in Arizona
in 1957 (Tellman 2002; Malusa et al. 2003). Since then it has
spread rapidly across the low desert Southwest, particularly in
sandy soils. Now Sahara mustard almost completely displaces
native spring wildflowers in such areas as the Mohawk Dunes
and Bouse Dunes in some years (Dimmitt pers. obs., R.S. Felger, pers. comm.). Sahara mustard began rapid range expansion
about 1990. Unlike buffelgrass, Brassica tournefortii is rare in the
Monument, though it may be more common in wetter years. We
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have only a handful of vouchers plus a small population along
Mile Wide Road east of the Monument boundary. The habitat
in the Monument that is most vulnerable to Sahara mustard is
probably the sand flats on the extreme western edge. However, this weed is rapidly adapting to other substrates, including
rocky slopes.
Cynodon dactylon (Bermuda grass) is listed both in the action
and established weed lists because we are undecided as to the
magnitude of its threat. This Asian perennial has been in the
Sonoran Desert region for many years (Tellman 2002), and
generally does not invade large areas of undisturbed desert
habitat. Once established, however, it is very persistent and
spreads slowly. In IFNM we found it almost exclusively in the
bottoms of larger washes and sometimes on roadsides. We did
not find it around many of the livestock water catchments, but
these are ideal places for it to establish dense stands and from
which to disperse seeds downstream.
Pennisetum setaceum (fountain grass) is currently rare in IFNM,
but has become a serious pest in washes and roadsides in the
Santa Catalina Mountain foothills and the Tucson Mountains
to the east and can probably invade the same habitats in the
Monument (Chambers & Hawkins 2004; Dimmitt pers. obs.).
This very drought-tolerant, perennial African grass is also
a major problem in southern California and in the Phoenix,
Arizona vicinity. Once introduced, it can spread rapidly along
roads and washes. It was seen in Cocío Wash in mid-1990s, but
was not found there in the current inventory, although it still
occurs at the old Silver Bell townsite upstream.The only place
it appears to be established in the Monument is on the edge of
Pan Quemado near houses on the very eastern border of the
Monument.
Eragrostis lehmanniana (Lehman lovegrass) was found only in
the Roskruge Mountains and in small patches scattered elsewhere in the Monument. This perennial African grass requires
at least four to six inches (80-120 mm) of summer rainfall
for successful recruitment from seeds (Chambers & Hawkins
2004), so it will probably not become a serious pest in IFNM.
Tamarix aphylla (athel) and T. chinensis are found only in the
two wettest washes in the area, Cocío and Greene’s washes. T.
aphylla needs more water than T. chinensis, and probably can’t
survive elsewhere in the Monument except perhaps at some
water catchments. It is also nearly sterile and rarely volunteers
from seed. T. chinensis is a very different plant. It is more drought
tolerant and volunteers freely from abundantly-produced seeds.
It may be able to invade other washes and definitely could
establish in livestock water catchments. It is established in tiny
roadside impoundments in extremely arid parts of southeastern California (Dimmitt pers. obs.). Tamarix chinensis is likely to
establish in any area in the Monument that impounds runoff.
Nicotiana glauca is also currently rare in the Monument; we
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found this giant perennial herb only in Greene’s Wash. It can
probably establish in other major washes and livestock catchments, and perhaps roadsides. It occurs in some large washes in
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (California) that are more arid
than IFNM (Dimmitt pers. obs.). The abundant tiny seeds of
this vigorous South American native can be dispersed by wind
and water, and large populations can develop in a short time.
Centaurea melitensis was found at only one place, on a roadside in Avra Valley. This problematic winter ephemeral from
Eurasia is a serious pest in areas drier than IFNM (Chambers &
Hawkins 2004; Richards 2000; Van Devender pers. obs.), so we
feel it has the potential to become a problem in the Monument.
Established exotics with no feasible control available
The following exotic plants are firmly established in southern
Arizona and are often abundant. Most of them also have significantly altered the biological communities where they occur by
displacing natives both by physical competition and by supporting fire. No feasible control is known for most of them, but
they should be monitored to determine their impact on IFNM.
Bromus rubens (red brome) is a major threat to Sonoran
Desertscrub communities above about 915 m (3,000’) elevation
(Salo 2002). This winter/spring ephemeral is present at numerous sites in IFNM, but probably will not become abundant.
It is a cousin of invasive Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass) that is a
widespread fire-carrier in the Great Basin. Erodium cicutarium
(filaree), Sisymbrium irio (London rocket), and Schismus arabicus
(Arabian grass), and S. barbatus (Mediterranean grass) are widespread and common almost throughout the Monument. Filaree was found on nearly every plot. Schismus would probably
be almost as common in years with normal rainfall at least in
the lower elevations. London rocket is usually common only
under shrubs; otherwise it is probably as ubiquitous as the other
two. These four Eurasian winter-growing ephemeral weeds
are undoubtedly displacing native ephemerals, but at present
there is no feasible method of control. They have been here so
long that they have probably achieved their maximum invasive
potential; there are few if any more habitats they can invade
and existing populations should not become more abundant.
Malva parviflora, Sonchus oleraceus, and S. asper (sowthistles) were
not common during the dry survey period, but are probably
abundant in disturbed areas during normal and wetter years.
These Eurasian winter ephemerals can be common enough
to displace native species, but no feasible methods of control
are known. Unlike the three weeds in the preceding paragraph,
these do not grow well in undisturbed habitats. Eragrostis echinochloidea was introduced as cattle forage by the Soil Conservation Service near Tucson in about 1936 (Kearney & Peebles
1964). Since then it has been collected in a few localities in
Cochise, Pima, Pinal and Santa Cruz counties, Arizona (John R.
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Reeder, pers. comm. 2003), and near Magdalena, Sonora (Van
Devender, unpublished data), the first record for Mexico. Thus,
this perennial African grass is slowly expanding its range, but
apparently does not penetrate easily into natural habitats. Many
other exotic plant species were documented, but most are rare
to uncommon, and at this time present no apparent threat to
the ecological integrity of the Monument. Thirty-eight percent
of the 61 non-native species in the Monument were found only
in disturbed xeroriparian habitats.
Several other exotic species have been found immediately
outside the monument boundaries. One area of concern is the
old townsite of Silver Bell, which sits on the pass between the
Silver Bell and Waterman Mountains. This mine-owned town
was closed in 1984 and most buildings were removed. Years
later, over 30 species of landscaping plants still persist, some
with the capability of encroaching into the Monument (Wiens
1991b). Upper Cocío Wash cuts through this area, providing a pathway for infestation. Potentially aggressive exotics in
this group include Arundo donax (giant reed), Caesalpinia gilliesii
(Mexican bird-of-paradise), Cissus species (grape ivy), Lantana
camera (lantana), Merremia dissecta (mile-a-minute vine), Opuntia
linguiformis (cow tongue prickly pear), Prosopis species (Chilean
mesquite), and Rhus lancea (African sumac).
Relationship of this flora to similar areas
We have compared the IFNM with three nearby desert floras:
the Tucson Mountains (Rondeau et al. 1996 with subsequent
additions by ASDM staff), Picacho Mountain complex (Wiens
unpublished), and the Sonoran Desert National Monument
(SDNM) (Felger 2001, Wiens unpublished).
The Tucson Mountains lie on the west side of the city of
Tucson. The western edge of this flora is only 4.8 km (3 mi)
east of the south-eastern corner of the IFNM. Covering an
area of around 40,470 ha (100,000 ac), elevations range from
650 m (2132’) along the Santa Cruz River to 1430 m (4690’) at
the summit of Wasson Peak. Rainfall averages around 290 mm
(11.5”) per year.
The Picacho complex around 56 km (35 mi) NNW of
Tucson. The Picacho complex includes Picacho Peak, Picacho Mountains, Granite Hills, Desert Peak and the contiguous
valley areas, totaling almost 121,400 ha (300,000 ac). Elevations
range from 494 m (1620’) to 1373 m (4506’) at the summit
of Newman Peak in the Picacho Mountains. Annual rainfall
here is approximately 208 mm (8.2”) per year. The western
edge of this study area is just eight kilometers (5 mi) from the
Samaniego Hills in the IFNM.
SDNM reaches to within 48 km (30 mi) south of Phoenix
and straddles Interstate 8, east of Gila Bend. Elevations range
from 244 m (800’) in the southern valleys to 1328 m (4356’) at
the summit of Table Top Mountain. Other ranges within the

boundaries are the North and South Maricopa Mountains and
the Sand Tank Mountains. In area, Sonoran Desert NM encompasses 197,100 ha (487,000 ac). The southeastern portion of
this Monument is 40 km (25 mi) west of the Sawtooth Mountains in the IFNM. The average annual rainfall is around 190
mm (7.5”)
Taxa numbers vary widely in these floras, due in part to local
climate and years of intense botanical field work given to each
area. The richest flora, Tucson Mountains, is also the closest to
a large metropolitan area. Intense botanical exploration here
dates back a hundred years. The Sonoran Desert NM has the
smallest flora (n=419), but has also been least explored. For
its size and the limited botanical exploration until recently, the
IFNM is quite botaniocally rich.
All four floras have very similar percentages for most lifeforms (Table 5). Total ephemeral percentages are nearly identical, although the drier Picacho complex and Sonoran Desert
NM have more winter/spring specific ephemerals. As one goes
west in the Sonoran Desert overall rainfall decreases, with a
bigger percentage of the precipitation occuring in the winter.
Ephemerals tend to do better than perennials in habitats where
rainfall is light and uncertain. Table 6 shows that this compares
closely with the Tucson Mountains (46.8% ephemerals: 60.7%
winter/spring obligates), the Picacho complex (47.7% ephemerals: 64.2% winter/spring obligates), and the SDNM (45.1%
ephemerals: 71.4% winter/spring obligates).
The close proximity of Tucson Mountains to the IFNM
would seem to point towards a similar flora (72.0% of its 647
taxa shared with IFNM). However, analysis (Table 5) shows
a higher number of shared species with the Picacho complex
(82.5% of its flora) and SDNM (89.3% of its flora). One
hundred twenty taxa are found in the IFNM but not in the
Tucson Mountains. Of possible reasons, the most likely appear
to be water (Greene’s Wash and the numerous represos) which
is associated with 18 of these, and the Monument lies at the
eastern boundary for the natural ranges of low-desert species,
which accounts for 25 species. Taxa in IFNM but not found in
the Picacho complex number 203. Aridity may play into this, as
could the fewer types of rock and substrates at the Picachos.
The Picacho complex is also quite isolated from other mountains, which may limit botanical spread. Another likely reason is
the limited exploration done there.
It was interesting to look at ephemerals in the floras. One
would expect that the drier the area, the more ephemeral
species would be present. This is not statistically evident with
these areas: The Tucson Mountains flora was 46.8%, the IFNM
46.1% and the drier Picacho complex was 47.7%, and SDNM
45.1%. The latter was studied mostly during the recent drought
years. Most of the undocumented members of this flora are
likely ephemerals. The percentage of ephemerals should be
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well above 50%. On the valley floors around Yuma, 160 km
(100 mi) to the west, it approaches 90%. When looking at the
percentage of ephemerals which are winter/spring specific
ephemerals, the Tucsons (60.9%) and IFNM (57.7%) are similar, and the Picacho complex and SDNM are higher (64.2% and
71.4% respectively) showing them to be climatically or biologically more favorable to cool-weather ephemerals. The opposite
is apparant in looking at summer-specific ephemerals, with the
Tucson Mountains (27.1%) and the IFNM (25.2%) showing
the effects of more summer moisture than the drier Picachos
(21.6%) and the SDNM (19.2%).
Table 6 shows that succulents in the four floras show an
intriguing variability. The Tucsons have 38 taxa (5.9% of the
flora), the Picachos have 23 taxa (5.0%) and the Sonoran Desert
NM has 25 taxa (6.0%). We’ve found an amazing 49 taxa of
succulents (8.2% of the flora) in the IFNM. Looking at chollas, prickly pears, and club chollas, we found 10 species in the
Sonoran Desert NM, twelve species and one variety at the
Picacho flora, and 13 species, two varieties, four hybrids in the
Tucson Mountain flora, but 14 species, three varieties, and 11
hybrids found in the IFNM. The location of the hybrids shows
that most are grouped between the Roskruge and the Waterman Mountains. In this area Cylindropuntia spinosior (cane cholla)
and C. versicolor reach their northern limits, and C. acanthocarpa
(buckhorn cholla) finds its southern edge. Three other cholla
species also occur in this immediate area. These diploid cholla
species frequently hybridize where their ranges overlap.
The Tucson Mountains may have a higher total number of
species for a smaller area, but due to its proximity to Tucson, it
suffers a much greater percentage of exotic species. Construction, landscaping, recreation, and until the early 1900s cattle
grazing and mining encouraged the introduction of non-native
species (13.6% of the flora is exotic; Rondeau et al. 1996). Both
the IFNM and the Picacho complex are actively grazed at a
low intensity. The exotic taxa of the former (10.0%) and latter
(10.1%) are comparable. The drier and more remote SDNM
has only 29 taxa of exotics (6.9% of its flora).
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APPENDIX A

The Vascular Flora Of The
Ironwood Forest National
Monument, Pima And Pinal
Counties, Arizona
–Taxa are arranged phylogenetically by division, family, genus,
and then by species. Alternative nomenclature and combinations are bracketed. Common names include Sonoran-Spanish
names, if known.
–We generally follow or interpret the taxonomy of the SEINet
Taxonomic Thesaurus, Flora of North America, Vascular Plants of Arizona (Vascular Plants of Arizona Editorial
Committee, 1992+) and utilize Tropicos (2011) as reference for
authors of scientific names and indications of accepted names
when provided. For Euphorbiaceae see Steinmann and Porter,
2002. The reassignment of genera of Scrophulariaceae to other
families follows the Jepson Flora Project (2012) and Felger, et
al. (2012).
–Vouchers are housed at University of Arizona herbarium
(ARIZ) unless otherwise noted.
–Location abbreviations: AG=Aguirre Valley, AV=Avra Valley,
PQ=Pan Quemado, RT= Ragged Top, RM=Roskruge Mts.,
SH=Samaniego Hills, SM=Sawtooth Mts., SB=Silver Bell Mts.,
WM=Waterman Mts., WSB=West Silver Bell Mts.
–Author’s vouchers are abbreviated: JFW, TRV, MAD
PTERIDOPHYTES (FERNS and LYCOPHYTES)

Marsileaceae

Marsilea vestita Hook. & Grev. - Hairy pepperwort. Locally
abundant summer ephemeral in Agua Dulce Ranch represo
(RM). TRV 2001-962.

Pteridaceae [Polygonaceae, Adiantaceae]

Argyrochosma jonesii (Maxon) Windham [Cheilanthes jonesii (Maxon) Munz] - Cloak fern. Locally uncommon herbaceous
perennial on WM. TRV s.n., 86-132, 2001-1002 (ASDM, ASU,
USON), 2001-1019 (NMC), R.A. Darrow 3407, W.S. Phillips
2928, 2934, L.J. Toolin s.n., V. Phelps s.n. (ASDM), M.D. Windham 249A (ASC).
Astrolepis cochisensis (Goodd.) D.M. Benham & Windham subsp. cochisensis. [Notholaena cochisensis Goodd.] - Cochise
cloak fern. Common herbaceous perennial on rocky slopes
throughout. TRV 88-201, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-42 (ASDM,

USON), W.S. Phillips 2931.
Astrolepis sinuata (Lag. ex Sw.) D.M. Benham & Windham subsp. sinuata [Notholaena sinuata (Lag. ex Sw.) Kaulfuss] Wavy cloakfern. Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in
shady locations throughout. JFW 89-45D (ASDM), TRV s.n.,
88-204, 2001-1001A, W.S. Phillips 2932, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR).
Cheilanthes lindheimeri Hook. - Lindheimer lipfern.
Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in shady locations
on all ranges (except WSB). JFW s.n., TRV 88-654, 2001-1009
(ASDM), 2002-55 (MO), 2002-818 (MO).
Cheilanthes pringlei Davenp. - Pringle lipfern. Very
uncommon herbaceous perennial localized in shady locations
at SM. M. Mittleman 146.
Cheilanthes villosa Davenp. ex Maxon - Hairy lipfern.
Very uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in shady locations at WM. TRV 86-224, R.A. Darrow 3412.
Cheilanthes wrightii Hook. - Wright lipfern. Very uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in rock crevices. PQ,
RT, SM. JFW 89-40, 90-43 (ASDM), TRV 88-655, 2001-968
(ASDM), 2001-972, 2002-1092A, W.S. Phillips 2933.
Cheilanthes yavapensis T. Reeves ex Windham - Lipfern.
Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in shady locations
on all ranges (except RM & WSB). JFW 89-2, 89-40, 89-44, s.n.,
TRV 2002-56 (MO), 2002-1154, R.B. Oxford 358 (ASU).
Notholaena standleyi Maxon - Star cloakfern. Common
herbaceous perennial scattered on rocky slopes throughout.
TRV 88-38, W.S. Phillips 2929, R.B. Oxford 359 (ASU), C.M.
Christy 2195 (ASC, ASU).
Pellaea truncata Goodd. - Cliff brake. Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in shady locations throughout. JFW
89-45F (ASDM).
Pentagramma triangularis (Kaulfuss) G. Yatskievych,
Windham & E. Wollenw. subsp. maxonii (Weatherby) G.
Yatskievych, Windham, & E. Wollenw. [Pityrogramma triangularis
(Kaulfuss) Maxon var. maxonii Weatherby] - Goldenback fern.
Rare herbaceous perennial scattered on shady rocky slopes and
canyons of RT and Solo Pk. (WSB). JFW s.n., 2010-12 (ASDM),
TRV 2003-9 (USON).

Selaginellaceae

Selaginella arizonica Maxon - Spike moss. Herbaceous
perennial abundant on stable northerly slopes throughout.
TRV 86-230, W.S. Phillips 2930, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), R.B.
Oxford 355 (ASU), M. Mittleman 142 (ASU).
GNETOPHYTA (GYMNOSPERMS, in part)

Ephedraceae

Ephedra nevadensis S. Watson [E. aspera Engelm. ex S.
Watson in part] - Mormon tea, tepote. Woody shrub. Very
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uncommon throughout, but locally common on upper N-facing
slopes at SB. TRV 88-45, 2002-1089 (ASDM), 2003-90 (ASDM,
ASU, HCIB, TEX, USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-43 (ASU,
HCIB), K.B. Moodie s.n., T.L. Burgess 5826, S.P. McLaughlin 8890.
Ephedra trifurca Torr. ex S. Watson. Long-leaf jointfir,
canutillo. Widely scattered woody shrub; usually in deep soil
at lower elevations. TRV 2002-1088 (ASDM), 2002-1127
(ASDM), R.S. Felger 88-501.
MAGNOLIOPHYTA (ANGIOSPERMS)
MAGNOLIOPSIDA (DICOTYLEDONS)

Acanthaceae

Anisacanthus thurberi A. Gray (Torr.) - Desert honeysuckle, colegayo. Woody shrub scattered in washes throughout. JFW
s.n.
Carlowrightia arizonica A. Gray - Arizona wrightwort,
lemilla. Subshrub common throughout. M.A. Baker 13859
(ASU).
Justicia californica (Benth.) D.N. Gibson - Hummingbird
bush, chuparosa. Woody shrub locally common in sunny drainages at RT. TRV 2003-13 (CAS).
Justicia longii Hilsenb. [Siphonoglossa longiflora (Torr.) A.
Gray] - White needle flower. Herbaceous perennial common in
shade throughout. JFW 89-45G (ASDM), TRV 88-441, 88-663,
2002-37, A.L. Reina-G. 2002-959 (USON), M. Mittleman 345.
Ruellia nudiflora (Engelm. & A. Gray) Urb. var. nudiflora
- Longneck ruel. Rare herbaceous perennial on shady cliffs and
in drainages at PQ and washes in AV. JFW 2010-48 (ASDM),
C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC).

Aizoaceae

Trianthema portulacastrum L. - Horse purslane, verdolaga
de cochi. Uncommon summer ephemeral from RT southward.
JFW 107 (ASDM), TRV 88-561.

Amaranthaceae [incl. Chenopodiaceae]

Amaranthus albus L. [A. graecizans auct. non.] - Prostrate
pigweed. Rare, exotic summer ephemeral from Gap Tank (AG)
and Sasco represo (SH). JFW 2010-120 (ASDM), TRV 2002787.
Amaranthus fimbriatus (Torr.) Benth. ex S. Watson Fringed amaranth, bledo. Often common to abundant summer
ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-69B (ASDM), 90-71R
(ASDM).
Amaranthus palmeri S. Watson - Carelessweed, bledo.
Often locally common summer ephemeral from washes,
represos, and northerly slopes throughout. JFW 90-72B
(ASDM), 90-74B (ASDM), TRV 88-566, 2001-983A (USON),
2002-837 (ASDM), 2002-950 (USON).
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Amaranthus ×tucsonensis Henrickson - Tucson pigweed.
Summer ephemeral, locally common on slopes of ranges from
RT southward. JFW 90-71F (ASDM), 90-72 (DBG), 20031 (ASDM), TRV 88-657 (DES), 2001-983A, 2001-1006, M.
Chamberland 1689.
Atriplex canescens (Pursh) Nutt. var. canescens - Fourwing saltbush, chamizo cenizo. Woody shrub locally common
in SH and uncommon elsewhere. JFW 90-64J (ASDM), 91-34
(ASDM).
Atriplex elegans (Moq.) D. Dietr. var. elegans - Wheelscale saltbush, chamizo cenizo. Locally common herbaceous
perennial, usually on disturbed sites at AG & SM. JFW 2008-51
(ASDM), 2008-126 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-620.
Atriplex linearis S. Watson [A. canescens (Pursh) Nutt. var.
linearis (S. Watson) Munz] - Narrowleaf wingscale, chamizo.
Very uncommon woody shrub from bajadas of RM, RT, & SM.
JFW 91-33 (ASDM), 91-49 (ASDM), 2010-130 (ASDM), 95
(ASDM), TRV 2002-79 (HCIB), J. Gish 363 (ASC).
Atriplex polycarpa (Torr.) S. Watson - Allscale, chamizo
cenizo. Locally common woody shrub on flood plain of
Greene’s Wash (SM) and in AG. JFW 2010-134J (ASDM), 120
(ASDM), TRV 2002-1008, J. Gish 345 (ASC).
Atriplex semibaccata R. Brown. Creeping saltbush. Rare
subshrub on flood plain of Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 110
(ASDM), Mauz obs.
Chenopodium fremontii S. Watson - Goosefoot. Locally
uncommon indeterminate ephemeral on shady slopes at SM.
M. Chamberland 1673.
Chenopodium murale L. - Nettleleaf goosefoot, choal.
Exotic winter/spring ephemeral rare at WM. TRV 88-125.
Chenopodium neomexicanum Standl. - New Mexico
goosefoot, chual. Winter/spring ephemeral scattered on rocky
slopes throughout. TRV 88-659, M. Chamberland 1673.
Chenopodium pratericola Rydb. - Narrowleaf goosefoot.
Indeterminate ephemeral scattered throughout AG & SM. JFW
2008-57 (ASDM), 2008-75 (ASDM), 2008-111 (ASDM), 2008141B (ASDM).
Chenopodium watsonii A. Nelson - Fishy goosefoot,
quilete. Winter/spring ephemeral scattered throughout, but
often locally common on steep, rocky slopes. JFW 90-72D
(ASDM), 2000-1 (ASDM), K. Mauz s.n.
Kochia scoparia (L.) Schrad. [Bassia scoparia (L.) A.J. Scott] Burningbush. Rare exotic indeterminate ephemeral from single
AV collection. JFW 2008-30 (ASDM).
Monolepis nuttalliana (Schult.) Greene - Poverty weed,
patata. Winter/spring ephemeral often common in both valleys
and bajadas of RT & SM. JFW 90-54J (ASDM), 2010-32
(ASDM).
Salsola tragus L. - Russian thistle, chamizo volador. Very
uncommon exotic summer ephemeral; usually on disturbed
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sites at AG, RT, SB, SM, & WM. JFW 2008-67 (ASDM), TRV
2002-1111 (ASDM, USON), 2004-1549 (ASDM)
Tidestromia lanuginosa (Nutt.) Standl. - Woolly tidestromia, hierba ceniza. Summer ephemeral often locally common
throughout. JFW 90-69F (ASDM), 2002-10 (ASDM), TRV
88-555, 99-341 (HCIB, NY, US), 2002-10 (ASDM).

Apiaceae [Umbelliferae]

Bowlesia incana Ruíz & Pav. - Hairy bowlesia. Usually
common winter/spring ephemeral found throughout in shady
microhabitats. JFW 90-54C (ASDM), TRV 88-69, P. Schneider
s.n. (UCR).
Daucus pusillus Michx. - Wild carrot, zanahoria silverstre.
Winter/spring ephemeral common throughout. JFW 90-60G
(ASDM), TRV 87-14, 88-57, 88-120, 2010-143 (ASDM), T.H.
Nash 37 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Eryngium sparganophyllum Hemsl. - Arizona eryngo.
Herbaceous perennial locally common in represos at Agua
Dulce Ranch (RM) and Waterman Pass (WM). JFW 2008-155,
2008-172 (ASDM).
Spermolepis echinata (Nutt. ex DC.) A. Heller - Scale seed.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral in shade on steep slopes
of RT, SB, & WM. JFW 90-54D (ASDM), 90-62H (ASDM),
TRV, 88-135, T.H. Nash 26 (ASU).
Yabea microcarpa (Hook. & Arn.) Koso-Pol. - Wild parsley.
Apparently uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from slopes
and upper bajadas of RT, SB, & WM. JFW 90-14B (ASDM).

Apocynaceae [incl. Asclepiadaceae]

Asclepias linaria Cav. - Pine-needle milkweed, hierba de
cuervo. Locally uncommon subshrub on cliffs and in canyons
at RT. JFW s.n., 89-5 (ASDM), 2010-13 (ASDM), TRV s.n.
Asclepias nyctaginifolia A. Gray - Four o'clock milkweed, hierba lechosa. Very uncommon herbaceous perennial
from washes and lower bajadas. JFW 89-32A, TRV 2002-949
(ASDM, MISSA, USON), M. Mittleman 153.
Asclepias subulata Decne. - Desert milkweed, jumete. Rare
subshrub on floodplain of Greene’s Wash (SM). TRV 20021085.
Gonolobus arizonicus (A. Gray) Woodson [Matelea arizonica
(A. Gray) Shinners, Lachnostoma arizonicum A. Gray] - Milkweed
vine. Rare semi-woody vine from larger N-facing canyons at
RT. JFW 89-30, 89-33 (ASU), 89-35B (ASDM), 89-45 (ASU),
TRV 2003-8 (MISSA, USON), s.n. (ASDM).
Haplophyton cimicidum A. DC. var. crooksii L.D. Benson
[H. crooksii (L.D. Benson) L.D. Benson] - Cockroach plant,
hierba de la cucaracha. Locally uncommon subshrub found in
drainages on sunny slopes and bajadas of larger ranges. TRV
88-557, 2002-1109 (ASU).
Matelea parvifolia (Torr.) Woodson - Anglepod. Uncom-

mon semi-woody vine from drainages on slopes and bajadas
throughout. JFW 90-55A (ASDM), 2001-3 (ASDM), 2010-156
(ASDM), TRV 86-225, 2001-956 (ASDM, USON), A.L. ReinaG. 2002-962, M.E. Fishbein 2005, C.M. Christy 2191 (ASU).
Matelea producta (Torr.) Woodson - Milkweed vine. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial vine on SB. JFW obs.
Metastelma arizonicum A. Gray [Cynanchum arizonicum (A.
Gray) Shinners] - Milkweed vine, caballito. Semi-woody vine
scattered on bajadas slopes, and canyons throughout (except
SM & WB). JFW s.n., 89-45A (ASDM), TRV s.n., 2001-955,
A.L. Reina-G. 2002-960 (CAS, MISSA, NMC, TEX), R. Perrill
5058 (ASDM).
Sarcostemma cynanchoides Decne. subsp. hartwegii
(Vail) R. Holm [Funastrum cynanchoides (Decne.) Schltr. subsp.
heterophyllum (Engelm. ex Torr.) Kartesz; F. hartwegii (Vail) Schltr.] - Climbing milkweed, güirote lechosa. Semi-woody vine
scattered in drainages in AV and on bajadas (except WM &
WSB). JFW 90-61C (ASDM), TRV 2001-979 (ASDM, MISSA),
2002-772 (MISSA), 2002-994 (MISSA), 2002-1104, 2003-88
(MISSA), M. Mittleman 152 (ASU).

Aristolochiaceae

Aristolochia watsonii Wooton & Standl. - Indian root, yerba
del Indio. Rare herbaceous perennial vine on bajadas at RT &
WM. JFW 89-32, TRV 88-744, 88-830, 2002-776

Asteraceae [Compositae]

Acourtia nana (A. Gray) Reveal & R.M. King - Desert holly.
Very uncommon herbaceous perennial found in silty alluvium
throughout (except SB & SM). TRV 88-73, 88-634, 2001-941,
A.L. Reina-G. 2002-976 (ASU, HCIB, NMC).
Acourtia wrightii (A. Gray) Reveal & R.M. King - Brownfoot. Herbaceous perennial scattered in drainages and on slopes
throughout. JFW 89-45H (ASDM), 2010-151 (ASDM), TRV
87-73, 88-126, 2001-987 (HBIC), 2002-984, 2003-600 (USON),
2003-622 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-622 (ASU), R. Perrill
5848.
Adenophyllum porophylloides (A. Gray) Strother [Dyssodia
porophylloides A. Gray] - San Felipe fetid marigold. Herbaceous
perennial very uncommon, but found throughout (except AG).
JFW s.n., TRV 88-668, 2002-52 (HBIC, NMC, USON), P.
Schneider s.n. (UCR), T.L. Burgess 5824.
Ambrosia ambrosioides (Cav.) W.W. Payne - Canyon
ragweed, chicura. Woody shrub common in washes and
canyons. JFW 90-58F (ASDM), S.P. McLaughlin 8898, A.D.
Scholz 134, W.C. Hodgson 16501 (ASC, DES).
Ambrosia confertiflora DC. - Slimleaf bursage, estafiate.
Herbaceous perennial scattered in drainages and low areas
throughout (sometimes locally abundant). JFW s.n., 90-66A
(ASDM), TRV 88-728, R.B. Oxford 258 (ASU), J. Giesler 349
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(ASC).
Ambrosia cordifolia (A. Gray) W.W. Payne - Sonoran
bursage, chicurilla. Rare subshrub from Pescadero Wash at RM.
JFW 2008-98.
Ambrosia deltoidea (Torr.) W.W. Payne - Triangleleaf
bursage, chamizo forrajero. Uncommon subshrub on valley
floors; common to abundant on bajadas and slopes elsewhere.
JFW 90-54F (ASDM), TRV 88-121, T.H. Nash 34 (ASU), 109
(ASU), A.D. Scholz 131, S.P. McLaughlin 8881, W.C. Hodgson
16498 (DES), R. Ballard 648 (CCH).
Ambrosia deltoidea (Torr.) W.W. Payne × A. dumosa (A.
Gray) W.W. Payne - Hybrid bursage. Rare subshrub from Cocío
Wash (AV), and WM. JFW 2001-4, TRV 2002-1155 (ASDM).
Ambrosia dumosa (A. Gray) W.W. Payne - White bursage,
chicurilla. Subshrub common in valleys and rarer on bajadas
throughout. JFW s.n., TRV 87-253, 92-409, 2003-19, T.H. Nash
110 (ASU).
Ambrosia monogyra (Torr. & A. Gray) Strother & B.G.
Baldwin [Hymenoclea monogyra Torr. & A. Gray ex A. Gray]
- Cheese bush, jécota. Woody shrub locally uncommon in
Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 104 (ASDM), TRV 2002-1118.
Ambrosia salsola (Torr. & A. Gray) Strother & B.G. Baldwin
[Hymenoclea salsola Torr. & A. Gray] - Cheese bush, romerillo.
Woody shrub locally common in lower drainages throughout
(except AG & WM). JFW 90-58K (ASDM), 2008-124 (ASDM),
TRV 2002-1118 (ASDM), T.H. Nash 27 (ASU), R. Ballard 647
(CCH).
Aphanostephus ramosissimus Dc. var. humilis (Benth.)
B.L. Turner & Birdsong - Plains dozedaisy. Rare ephemeral on
flats S & E of Wildcat Pk. (SM). JFW 2010-107 (ASDM), 2010136 (ASDM).
Artemisia ludoviciana Nutt. subsp. ludoviciana - White
sage, chamizo cenizo. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial
on upper N-facing slopes of SB. Authors obs.
Baccharis brachyphylla A. Gray - Short-leaved baccharis.
Subshrub widely scattered in washes on the bajadas between
the WM & RM, and at SM. JFW 2010-63 (ASDM), 2010-140
(ASDM), TRV 2001-938 (ASDM), 2001-990, 2002-953, A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-957 (ASDM, HCIB, USON).
Baccharis salicifolia (Ruíz & Pav.) Pers. - Seep willow,
batamote. Woody shrub locally common around represos and
Greene’s Wash in both valleys and RM, SB, & SM. JFW 2008105 (ASDM), 2008-149 (ASDM), 118 (ASDM), R.B. Oxford 285
(ASU).
Baccharis sarothroides A. Gray - Desert broom, hierba del
pasmo. Woody shrub locally common at Greene’s Wash (SM)
and represos throughout; rare elsewhere. JFW 2008-3 (ASDM),
2008-62 (ASDM).
Bahia absinthifolia Benth. - Hairy bahia. Herbaceous
perennial locally common at WM. M. Butterwick 7667 (ASU).
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Bahiopsis parishii (Greene) E.E. Schill. & Panero [Viguiera
deltoidea A. Gray var. parishii (Greene) Vasey & Rose, Viguiera
parishii Greene] - Parish goldeneye. Apparently rare subshrub,
last seen on Wolcott Pk. (RT) in late 1970’s. TRV obs.
Baileya multiradiata Harv. & A. Gray ex A. Gray. - Desert
marigold, hierba amarilla. Herbaceous perennial highly localized along washes, represos, and roadsides throughout (except
AG & WSB). JFW 90-60A (ASDM).
Bebbia juncea (Benth.) Greene var. aspera Greene - Sweetbush, junco. Subshrub common along drainages throughout
(except AG, & SM). JFW 89-45B (ASDM), TRV 2002-814
(USON).
Brickellia baccharidea A. Gray - Bricklebush. Woody shrub
locally uncommon on cliffs at PQ, RT, SB, & WM. JFW s.n.,
90-46 (ASDM), TRV s.n. (ASDM), 86-1, 2001-482 (ASDM),
2001-1008 (CAS, HCIB, NMC, TEX, USON), 2002-985, R.A.
Darrow 3418, R.K. Van Devender 86-1.
Brickellia californica (Torr. & A. Gray) A. Gray - California
bricklebush, pachaba. Woody shrub localized on n-facing cliffs
and canyons of RT. JFW s.n., 2010-19 (ASDM).
Brickellia coulteri A. Gray - Coulter bricklebush. Subshrub
common in shade throughout. JFW 92-217 (ASDM), TRV
88-64, 2003-591 (ASU, USON), 2003-1612 (ASU), M. Mittleman
150 (ASU), T.L. Burgess 5385, W.C. Hodgson 16472 (DES).
Calycoseris wrightii A. Gray - White tackstem. A winter/
spring ephemeral often common from bajadas and drainages
in both valleys and most ranges. JFW 90-59U (ASDM), 20087 (ASDM), 2008-170 (ASDM), 2010-115 (ASDM), 2010-142
(ASDM), TRV 92-403A, 92407, 2003-80 (USON), W.C. Hodgson 16503 (DES).
Centaurea melitensis L. - Malta star thistle. Exotic ephemeral or short-lived herbaceous perennial along Avra Valley Rd.
(AV & SB) and at Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 90-78 (ASDM),
TRV 88-206, Mauz obs.
Chaenactis carphoclinia A. Gray - Pebble pincushion flower. Sometimes common winter/spring ephemeral on bajadas
and valley floors throughout. JFW 2008-166 (ASDM), TRV
87-26.
Chaenactis stevioides Hook. & Arn. - Desert pincushion
flower. Winter/spring ephemeral often common on bajadas
throughout. JFW 2008-142 (ASDM), 2008-167 (ASDM), TRV
2003-605, T.H. Nash (ASU), K. Mauz s.n., M.E. Fishbein 39, W.C.
Hodgson 16499 (DES).
Cirsium ? neomexicanum A. Gray - Desert thistle. Locally
rare biennial from Greene’s Wash (SM). Authors obs.
Conyza canadensis (L.) Cronquist - Horseweed, cola de
caballo. Rare summer ephemeral seen only in a drainage at SB.
JFW obs.
Diaperia verna (Raf.) Morefield [Evax multicaulis DC.; E.
verna Raf. var. verna] - Spring rabbit tobacco. Apparently rare
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winter/spring ephemeral from bajadas at RT & WM. JFW
93-225, TRV 89-20.
Dieteria canescens Nutt. var. glabra (A. Gray) D.R. Morgan
& R.L. Hartman [Machaeranthera canescens (Pursh) A. Gray subsp.
canescens] - Hoary aster. Locally common winter/spring ephemeral on lower slopes of SM. JFW 2010-135 (ASDM), K. Mauz
s.n.
Eclipta prostrata (L.) L. - False daisy, chile de agua. Indeterminate ephemeral, locally uncommon in Greene’s Wash (SM).
JFW 2006-179 (ASDM), 101 (ASDM).
Encelia farinosa A. Gray ex Torr. - Brittlebush, incienso.
Common to locally abundant subshrub on bajadas and sunny
slopes throughout. JFW 90-60B (ASDM), TRV 2002-981, T.H.
Nash 33 (ASU), C.M. Christy 2192 (ASU), A.D. Scholz 133, S.P.
McLaughlin 8891.
Encelia frutescens (A. Gray) A. Gray - Rayless encelia. Rare
subshrub in washes at RM and uncommon on stabilized dunes
at SM. TRV 2002-829A (ASDM, HCIB, USON), 2002-1130
(ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Ericameria cuneata McClatchie var. spathulata (A. Gray)
H.M. Hall - Rock goldenbush. Subshrub locally uncommon on
cliffs of RT. JFW 2010-16 (ASDM), TRV s.n., J. Zauderer s.n., B.
Putnam s.n. (ASDM).
Ericameria laricifolia (A. Gray) Shinners - Turpentine bush.
Subshrub locally common on cliffs and N-slopes of ranges
(except PQ & SM). TRV s.n., s.n., 88-652, 2001-939, 2001-1010
(TEX), 2001-1038, J. Zauderer s.n., T.L. Burgess 5713.
Erigeron arisolius G.L. Nesom - Fleabane. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial from washes & represos in AV and
lower bajada of RM. JFW 2008-16 (ASDM), TRV 2001-945
(ASDM, BCMEX, HCIB, TEX, USON).
Erigeron divergens Torr. & A. Gray - Spreading fleabane.
Common herbaceous perennial throughout. JFW 93-244
(ASDM), TRV 88-199, 89-127, 2001-945 (ASDM), T.H. Nash
65 (ASU), M.E. Fishbein 54.
Erigeron lobatus A. Nelson - Fleabane. Uncommon herbaceous perennial from represos in AV and shaded slopes of RT,
SB, & SH. JFW 90-60J (ASDM).
Eriophyllum lanosum (A. Gray) A. Gray [Antheropeas lanosum A. Gray) Rydb.] - Woolly daisy. Winter/spring ephemeral
often common on lower bajadas and valleys throughout. JFW
90-54R (ASDM), 2008-93 (ASDM), 2010-133 (ASDM), TRV
s.n., L.J. Toolin s.n., T.H. Nash 29 (ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR),
M.E. Fishbein 42, W.C. Hodgson 16471 (DES).
Gaillardia arizonica A. Gray - Arizona blanketflower.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from sandy soils of AV,
PQ, & SM. JFW 91-29 (ASDM), TRV s.n., A.E. Garwood s.n.,
T.H. Nash 38 (ASU), L.J. Toolin s.n., M.E. Fishbein 40, 57, K.
Mauz s.n.
Geraea canescens Torr. & A. Gray - Desert sunflower.

Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral favoring the dryer habitat of AG, AV, & SM. JFW 2008-55 (ASDM), 2008-66 (ASDM),
2008-68 (ASDM), 2010-126 (ASDM), TRV 92-400, 2005-55
(ASU), L.D. Benson 10715, R. Perrill 5061, K. Mauz s.n.
Gutierrezia microcephala (DC.) A. Gray - Three-leaf
snakeweed. A very uncommon subshrub found at AV, RM, RT,
& SH. JFW 91-32G (ASDM), 2010-40 (ASDM), TRV 2001942, 2002-972 (ASDM, NMC, TEX).
Gutierrezia sarothrae (Pursh) Britton & Rusby - Snakeweed, hierba de la víbora. Rare subshrub from washes at SH &
SM. TRV 2002-1090 (ASDM, USON).
Gymnosperma glutinosum (Spreng.) Less. - Gumhead,
tatalencho. Locally uncommon subshrub from drainages and
cliffs at PQ, RT, SB, WM, & WSB. JFW 2010-23 (ASDM), TRV
s.n., 2002-50, J. Zauderer s.n., R. Perrill 5833, 2002-50.
Helianthus annuus L. - Common sunflower, girasol. Locally uncommon summer ephemeral at RT and in Greene’s Wash
(SM). JFW 103 (ASDM), K. Mauz obs.
Heterotheca subaxillaris (Lam.) Britton & Rusby Camphor weed, gordolobo. Rare summer ephemeral at RT.
JFW obs.
Hymenothrix wislizeni A. Gray - Golden ragweed. Rare
herbaceous perennial from a few washes on bajadas at RM &
RT. JFW 90-75E (ASDM), 2010-61 (ASDM), TRV 2001-935.
Hymenoxys odorata Dc. - Bitter rubberweed. Rare indeterminate ephemeral found only on the floodplain of Greene’s
Wash (SM). JFW 2008-82 (ASDM), 2008-110.
Isocoma acradenia (Greene) Greene var. eremophila
(Greene) G.L. Nesom - Alkali jimmyweed. Woody shrub limited to Greene’s Wash (SM). A.L. Reina-G. 2005-83, 2005-87.
Isocoma tenuisecta Greene - Burroweed, hierba del burro.
Common subshrub throughout; especially on disturbed soil.
JFW 90-75F (ASDM), 102 (ASDM), R.B. Oxford 284 (ASU), J.
Gish 125 (ASC), 343 (ASC).
Koanophyllon solidaginifolium (A. Gray) R.M. King & H.
Rob. [Eupatorium solidaginifolium A. Gray] - Boneset. Uncommon
subshrub from drainages and cliffs at PQ, RT, SB, & WM. JFW
s.n., TRV 88-646, 2001-1014, J. Zaunderer s.n.
Lactuca serriola L. - Prickly lettuce. Rare exotic winter/
spring ephemeral widely scattered throughout. JFW obs.
Laennecia coulteri (A. Gray) G.L. Nesom [Conyza coulteri A.
Gray] - Horseweed. Uncommon summer ephemeral found in
both valleys and washes at PQ & SM. JFW 2008-78 (ASDM),
2008-140 (ASDM).
Lasthenia californica DC. ex Lindl. subsp. californica [L.
chrysostoma (Greene ex A. Gray) Greene misapplied] - Goldfields. Rare winter/spring ephemeral from bajadas of SM &
Solo Peak (WSB), and a represo in AG. JFW 2010-128 (ASDM),
TRV 2003-55, K. Mauz obs.
Logfia arizonica (A. Gray) Holub [Filago arizonica A. Gray] -
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Arizona cottonrose. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common
on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-59R (ASDM), 2003-19, MAD
s.n. (USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-33A, T.H. Nash 60 (ASU).
Logfia depressa (A. Gray) Holub [Filago depressa A. Gray] Dwarf cottonrose. Common winter/spring ephemeral found
throughout. JFW 90-59A (ASDM).
Logfia filaginoides (Hook. & Arn.) Morefield [L. californica
(Nutt.) Holub; Filago californica Nutt.] - California cottonrose.
Winter/spring ephemeral common to abundant throughout. JFW 90-41D (ASDM), 90-54S (ASDM), 90-58E, 92-210
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 31 (ASU).
Machaeranthera tagetina Greene - Mesa tansyaster. Rare
summer ephemeral from foothills of RM, SB, & WM. JFW
2012-122 (ASDM).
Malacothrix coulteri Harv. & A. Gray - Snake’s head.
Winter/spring ephemeral uncommon at AG, AV, & SM. JFW
2008-121 (ASDM), 2010-43 (ASDM), 2010-132 (ASDM), K.
Mauz s.n.
Malacothrix fendleri A. Gray - Fendler desert dandelion.
Winter/spring ephemeral sometimes common on bajadas and
valley floors throughout. JFW 2003-16, 2008-14 (ASDM), 200854 (ASDM), 2008-143 (ASDM), 2008-145 (ASDM), 2008-165
(ASDM), 2010-103 (ASDM), M.E. Fishbein 58.
Malacothrix glabrata (A. Gray ex D.C. Eaton) A. Gray Desert dandelion. Very uncommon winter/spring ephemeral
from RT & SM. JFW obs., K. Mauz obs.
Malacothrix sonorae W.S. Davis & P.H. Raven - Sonoran
desert dandelion. Winter/spring ephemeral often uncommon
on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-59B (ASDM), 90-62B (ASDM),
TRV 87-25, 89-126, 90-21, 90-62B (ASDM), L.D. Benson 10716,
K. Mauz s.n.
Matricaria discoidea Dc. [M. matricarioides auct. non (Less.)
Porter, Chamomilla suaveolens (Pursh) Rydb.] - Pineapple weed.
Exotic winter/spring ephemeral common in represos and
corrals at AG, AV, RM, RT, & SM. JFW 92-155 (ASDM), 20039, 2008-17 (ASDM), 2010-37 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-58
(ASDM).
Monoptilon bellioides (A. Gray) H.M. Hall - Mohave
desert star. Often common to abundant winter/spring ephemeral favoring bajadas and washes throughout. JFW 90-40D
(ASDM), 90-54K (ASDM), 2010-139 (ASDM), TRV 88-129,
2003-608, R. Perrill 5377 (UCR), W.C. Hodgson 16470 (DES).
Parthenium incanum Kunth - Mariola. Subshrub locally
common on limestone at WM. TRV 87-291A.
Pectis cylindrica (Fernald) Rydb. - Summer mat, hierba de
chinche. Uncommon summer ephemeral from AV and bajadas
of RT, SB, SH, & SM. JFW 90-72C (ASDM), 2010-157 (ASDM).
Pectis linifolia L. - Romero macho. Rare summer ephemeral
collected once at PQ. TRV 2002-836 (ASDM).
Pectis papposa Harv. & A. Gray. var. papposa - Chinch-
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weed, limoncillo. Usually common summer ephemeral found
throughout. JFW 90-71A (ASDM), TRV 88-562, 2002-774.
Perityle emoryi Torr. - Emory rock daisy. Winter/spring
ephemeral often locally abundant on sunny, steep rocky slopes
and canyons on PQ, RT, SH, SM & Solo Peak (WSB). JFW
89-29 (ASDM), 2010-75 (ASDM), TRV s.n., 2003-60 (HCIB,
USON), J. Zauderer s.n., K. Mauz 2005-8.
Porophyllum gracile Benth. - Odora, hierba de venado.
Herbaceous perennial. scattered in AV and on bajadas of all
ranges. JFW 89-45C (ASDM), TRV 88-667, 2002-1108 (ASU),
W.C. Hodgson 16568 (DES).
Pseudognaphalium canescens (DC.) W.A. Weber [Gnaphalium wrightii A. Gray] - Cudweed. Winter/spring ephemeral
from shady drainages at RT & WM. JFW s.n., 2010-17 (ASDM).
Pseudognaphalium luteoalbum (L.) Hilliard & B.L. Burtt
[Gnaphalium luteoalbum L.] - Red-tipped rabbit tobacco. Rare
exotic ephemeral; localized in Agua Dulce Ranch represo (RM).
JFW 2008-159 (ASDM).
Psilostrophe cooperi (A. Gray) Greene - Paper flower.
Uncommon subshrub found throughout; partial to calcareous substrate. JFW 90-67A (ASDM), TRV 88-119, 2001-996
(USON), 2002-1127 (ASDM), R.B. Oxford 249 (ASU), T.H.
Nash 107 (ASU).
Rafinesquia californica Nutt. - California chicory. Locally
uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from cliffs of RT. JFW
s.n., s.n., 90-64A (ASDM).
Rafinesquia neomexicana A. Gray - Desert chicory.
Winter/spring ephemeral often common throughout. TRV s.n.,
87-28, 2002-77 (USON), F. M. Irish 184 (DES), J. Zauderer s.n.,
W.C. Hodgson 16458 (DES).
Senecio flaccidus Less. var. monoensis (Greene) B.L.
Turner & T.M. Barkley [S. monoensis Greene, S. douglasii DC. var.
monoensis (Greene) Jeps.] - Threadleaf groundsel. Rare winter/
spring ephemeral at lower elevations at RM, RT, & WM. JFW
92-203 (ASDM), TRV 88 123, 92-406, M.E. Fishbein 37.
Senecio lemmonii A. Gray - Groundsel. Winter/spring
ephemeral scattered in shady locations throughout. TRV s.n.,
L.J. Toolin s.n., 88-653, M.E. Fishbein 1999.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill - Spiny-leaf sow thistle, cerraja.
Locally uncommon exotic winter/spring ephemeral or shortlived herbaceous perennial from N-slopes of RT. JFW 89-11
(ASDM).
Sonchus oleraceus L. - Common sow thistle, achicoria
dulce. Uncommon exotic winter/spring ephemeral scattered
throughout. JFW 2008-106 (ASDM), 2010-138 (ASDM).
Stephanomeria pauciflora (Torr.) A. Nelson - Desert straw.
Common herbaceous perennial found throughout. JFW 89-45J
(ASDM), TRV 88-436, 2002-1092 (ASU, HCIB), R.B. Oxford
264 (ASU).
Stylocline gnaphalioides Nutt. - Everlasting neststraw.
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Apparently rare winter/spring ephemeral seen on bajada of
RT. JFW 93-225.
Stylocline micropoides A. Gray - Desert neststraw. Usually
common winter/spring ephemeral from bajadas throughout.
JFW 90-58N (ASDM), 90-60G (ASDM), TRV 88-134, 90-15,
A.L. Reina-G. 2003-47 (ASDM).
Thymophylla pentachaeta (DC.) Small var. belenidium
(DC.) Strother [Dyssodia pentachaeta (DC.) Robins] - Dogweed,
parvialena. Uncommon herbaceous perennial partial to caliche
at RT and limestone at WM. JFW 91-12 (ASDM), TRV 20011011 (BCMEX, HCIB), D. Hillyard s.n. (ASU), M. Butterwick
7669 (ASU).
Trixis californica Kellogg - Trixis, pichaga. Understory
subshrub common throughout. JFW 92-154, TRV s.n., 88-122,
W.C. Hodgson 16456 (DES).
Uropappus lindleyi (DC.) Nutt. [Microseris linearifolia (Nutt.)
Sch. Bip.; M. lindleyi (DC.) A. Gray] - Silver puffs. Winter/
spring ephemeral scattered throughout in understory. JFW s.n.,
90-58P, M.E. Fishbein 41.
Verbesina encelioides (Cav.) Benth. & Hook. f. ex A. Gray
- Crown-beard. Rare summer ephemeral (AV). JFW obs., P.
Schneider s.n. (UCR).
Xanthisma gracile (Nutt.) D.R. Morgan & R.L. Hartman
[Machaeranthera gracilis (Nutt.) Shinners] - Slender goldenweed.
Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial.on bajadas. JFW
2010-113.
Xanthisma spinulosum (Pursh) D.R. Morgan & R.L. Hartman var. gooddingii (A. Nelson) D.R. Morgan & R.L. Hartman [Machaeranthera pinnatifida (Hook.) Shinners] - Spiny haplopappus. Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered on bajadas
throughout. JFW s.n., s.n., 89-44F, TRV 88-66, 88-180, 20021079 (USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-36 (HCIB).
Xanthium strumarium L. - Common cocklebur, cardillo.
Summer ephemeral limited to represos and adjacent washes in
both valleys and PQ & SM. JFW 2008-141A, TRV 2002-996A.
Zinnia acerosa (DC.) A. Gray - Desert zinnia. Common
subshrub throughout; favoring caliche and limestone. JFW
89-44G, TRV 88-116, L.D. Benson 10719.

Bignoniaceae

Tecoma stans (L.) Juss. ex Kunth [T. stans (L.) Juss. var.
angustata Rehder] - Yellow trumpet bush, palo de arco. Rare
woody shrub; a small population in one canyon at WM. JFW
2009-29.

Boraginaceae (incl. Hydrophyllaceae)

Amsinckia menziesii (Lehm.) A. Nelson & J.F. Macbr. var.
intermedia (Fisch & C.A. Mey.) Ganders [A. intermedia Fisch
& C.A. Mey.] - Coast fiddleneck. Common to abundant winter/
spring ephemeral found throughout. TRV 88-67, 2003-83A,

S.P. McLaughlin 8880, W.C. Hodgson 16462 (DES).
Amsinckia tessellata A. Gray. var. tessellata - Checker
fiddleneck. Winter/spring ephemeral uncommon throughout.
JFW 90-59C, TRV 2003-83 (USON), 2005-40 (ASDM), 200593 (ASDM), W.C. Hodgson 16474 (DES).
Cryptantha angustifolia (Torr.) Greene - Narrowleaf nievitas. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from bajadas of RM,
RT & SM. JFW 90-40B (ASDM), 2010-104 (ASDM), TRV
2003-85 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-31, T.H. Nash 53 (ASU),
2010-104, W.C. Hodgson 16502 (DES).
Cryptantha barbigera (A. Gray) Greene - Bearded nievitas.
Winter/spring ephemeral usually common throughout (except
SM). JFW 90-58G (ASDM), 90-61A (ASDM), TRV 88-47.
Cryptantha decipiens (M.E. Jones) A. Heller - Gravel
cryptantha, peluda. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from
slopes of RT & SH. JFW 90-62A (ASDM).
Cryptantha maritima (Greene) Greene var. maritima Whitehair nievitas. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from
bajadas of PQ & SM. A.L. Reina-G. 2003-34 (ASDM), K. Mauz
2005-14.
Cryptantha micrantha (Torr.) I.M. Johnst. var. micrantha
- Purpleroot nievitas. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral
scattered in both valleys and lower bajadas of PQ & RM. JFW
2003-7 (ASDM).
Cryptantha nevadensis A. Nelson & P.B. Kenn. var.
nevadensis - Nevada cryptantha, peluda. Uncommon winter/
spring ephemeral from AV and lower bajada of PQ, & RT. JFW
92-15A (ASDM).
Cryptantha pterocarya (Torr.) Green var. cycloptera
(Greene) J.F. Macbr. - Wingnut nievitas, peluda. Common
winter/spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-56A
(ASDM), 90-59V (ASDM), TRV 88-68, 2003-601 (USON),
S.P. McLaughlin 8887, W.C. Hodgson 16473 (DES).
Eucrypta chrysanthemifolia (Benth.) Greene var. bipinnatifida (Torr.) Constance - Torrey eucrypta. Winter/spring
ephemeral often common in shaded sites throughout. JFW
90-40C (ASDM), 90-58D (ASDM), R. Perrill 5380, TRV 87-16A,
C.M. Christy 2183B (ASU), K. Mauz 2005-9.
Eucrypta micrantha (Torr.) A. Heller - Smallflower
eucrypta. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common to abundant in shaded sites throughout. JFW 90-53A (ASDM), 200350, 2003-87 (NMC), TRV 87-16, 2003-50 (HCIB, USON),
2003-87 (ASU, NMC), S.P. McLaughlin 8888, W.C. Hodgson
16486 (DES).
Harpagonella palmeri A. Gray var. arizonica I.M. Johnst.
- Grappling hook. Winter/spring ephemeral, often common
on bajadas of all ranges (except RM). JFW 90-59D (ASDM),
90-65A (ASDM), TRV 2003-23.
Heliotropium curassavicum L. var. oculatum (A. Heller) I.M. Johnst. - Heliotrope, hierba del sapo. Winter/spring
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ephemeral limited to Greene’s Wash (SM) and represos in AG
& SH. JFW 2008-108 (ASDM), 119 (ASDM), TRV 2002-771
(ASDM).
Heliotropium procumbens P. Mill. - Four-spike heliotrope.
Ephemeral or herbaceous perennial locally common in Agua
Dulce Ranch represo (RM). JFW 2010-5 (ASDM).
Lappula occidentalis (S. Watson) Greene [L. redowskii auct.
non (Hornem.) Greene] - Stickseed. Winter/spring ephemeral
usually common throughout. JFW 90-54H, 2008-137 (ASDM),
TRV 88-49, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), R. Perrill 5563.
Nama demissum A. Gray var. demissum- Purple mat, flor
morada. Very uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from AV
and the lower bajadas of RM, RT, SB, & SH. JFW 2010-67
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 30 (ASU), W.C. Hodgson 16467 (DES).
Nama hispidum A. Gray - Sand bells, flor morada. Winter/
spring ephemeral with spotty occurrence in most areas. JFW
98-9 (ASDM), 2003-15, 2008-88 (ASDM), 2008-90 (ASDM),
2008-119 (ASDM), 2008-133 (ASDM), 2010-124 (ASDM).
Pectocarya heterocarpa (I.M. Johnst.) I.M. Johnst. Hairyleaf combbur. Rarely noticed winter/spring ephemeral
from lower bajadas of RM, RT & SM. TRV 2003-84 (ASDM),
A.L. Reina-G. 2005-68 (ASDM), L.D. Benson 10718, T.H. Nash
43 (ASU).
Pectocarya platycarpa (Munz & I.M. Johnst.) Munz & I.M.
Johnst. - Broadnut combbur. Common winter/spring ephemeral usually found throughout. JFW 90-63D (ASDM), 92-164,
TRV 88-51A.
Pectocarya recurvata I.M. Johnst. - Archnut combbur. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common to abundant
throughout. JFW 90-53K (ASDM), TRV 88-52, A.L. Reina-G.
2003-30, W.C. Hodgson 16476 (DES), K. Mauz 2005-12.
Phacelia affinis A. Gray - Purple bell. Rare winter/spring
ephemeral from Cocoraque Butte (RM) and S-slopes of RT.
JFW 90-54, 91-90A (ASDM), 2010-50 (ASDM).
Phacelia arizonica A. Gray - Arizona phacelia. Winter/
spring ephemeral occasionally common to abundant in both
valleys, lower bajada of RM, and Waterman Pass (WM). JFW
2003-10 (ASDM, ASU, HCIB, TEX, USON), 2003-13 (ASU),
2008-9 (ASDM), 2008-59 (ASDM), 2008-146 (ASDM), 2008164 (ASDM), 2010-39 (ASDM), 1010-59 (ASDM), TRV 92-298,
R. Perrill 5386, V.M. Spaulding s.n.
Phacelia caerulea Greene - Caterpillar weed. Winter/spring
ephemeral uncommon to locally common on south bajada of
Wolcott Pk. (RT), SM, WM, & Solo Peak (WSB) JFW 90-61D
(ASDM), 92-157 (ASDM), 98-1 (ASDM), 2010-75 (ASDM),
2010-102 (ASDM), TRV 90-3, 90-19, 2003-59 (ASDM).
Phacelia crenulata Torr. ex S. Watson var. ambigua (M.E.
Jones) J.F. Macbr. [Phacelia ambigua M.E. Jones] - Caterpillar
weed. Winter/spring ephemeral often scattered to common
throughout. JFW s.n., 2008-162 (ASDM), TRV 87-23, 90-4,
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90-18, 2005-47, A.L. Reina-G.2003-35 (USON), T.H. Nash 49
(ASU), A. Salywon 576 (ASU), S.P. McLaughlin 8889, W.C. Hodgson 16459 (DES), D. Walter 14926 (CS).
Phacelia cryptantha Greene - Smallflower phacelia. Apparently rare winter/spring ephemeral on S-facing slope of Wolcott
Pk. (RT). JFW 92-158 (ASDM).
Phacelia distans Benth. - Wild heliotrope, frijol saltador.
Winter/spring ephemeral often scattered to common throughout. JFW 90-55N (ASDM), 92-159 (ASDM), 2010-70 (ASDM),
2010-77 (ASDM), TRV 88-70, T.H. Nash 48 (ASU), S.P.
McLaughlin 8893, W.C. Hodgson 16487 (DES).
Pholistoma auritum (Lindl.) Lilja var. arizonicum (M.E.
Jones) Constance - Sticky waterleaf. Usually common winter/
spring ephemeral, found in shaded sites throughout IFNM.
JFW 2010-10 (ASDM), TRV 87-18, 2005-42 (USON).
Plagiobothrys arizonicus (A. Gray) Greene ex A. Gray Blood weed. Winter/spring ephemeral often found in valleys
and washes of lower RT, SH, SM, & WSB. JFW 90-57A
(ASDM), 2010-29, TRV 2003-51, W.C. Hodgson 16464 (DES),
16477 (DES).
Plagiobothrys pringlei Greene - Popcorn flower. Uncommon to locally common winter/spring ephemeral from washes
and silty flats of AV, PQ, RT, SH, & SM. JFW 2010-28 (ASDM),
TRV 92-365, 2003-49 (ASDM).
Tiquilia canescens (DC.) A.T. Richardson var. canescens - Shrubby coldenia, hierba de la virgin. Subshrub partial
to calcareous substrates at RT, SB, WM, & WSB. JFW 90-62G
(ASDM), TRV 88-114.

Brassicaceae [Cruciferae]

Boechera perennans (S. Watson) W.A. Weber [Arabis perennans S. Watson.] - Rock cress. Herbaceous perennial locally
uncommon in shaded locations from RT southward. JFW
92-216 (ASDM), TRV 2003-24 (ASDM), 2003-93 (ASU,
USON), K.B. Moodie s.n., T.L. Burgess 5289, W.C. Hodgson 16479
(DES).
Brassica ? juncea (L.) Czern. - Indian mustard. Exotic
winter/spring ephemeral locally uncommon in Greene’s Wash
(SM). JFW 2010-114 (ASDM), K. Mauz s.n.
Brassica tournefortii Gouan - Sahara mustard. Very
uncommon exotic winter/spring ephemeral from washes
and disturbed areas at AV, RM, RT, SM, & SB. JFW 2008-107
(ASDM), 2010-51 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-616 (ASU).
Capsella bursa-pastoris (L.) Medik. - Shepherd's purse.
Rare exotic winter/spring ephemeral at a corral near RT. JFW
obs.
Caulanthus lasiophyllus (Hook. & Arn.) Payson [Guillenia
lasiophylla (Hook. & Arn.) Greene] - California mustard. Often
common winter/spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW
90-52B (ASDM), TRV 87-20, 88-36, T.H. Nash 28 (ASU), P.
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Schneider s.n. (UCR), S.P. McLaughlin 8879, W.C. Hodgson 16481
(DES).
Descurainia pinnata (Walter) Britton subsp. glabra (Wooton & Standl.) Detling - Tansy mustard, palmita. Often common
and widespread winter/spring ephemeral found throughout.
JFW 2010-54B, TRV 87-17, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-38 (ASDM,
USON), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), W.C. Hodgson 16478 (DES), K.
Mauz 2005-7.
Descurainia pinnata (Walter) Britton subsp. ochroleuca (Wooton) Detling - Tansy mustard, palmita. Often locally
common winter/spring ephemeral from AV and the bajada
of RM. JFW 2010-30 (ASDM), 2010-57 (ASDM), 2010-64A
(ASDM), M.E. Fishbein 38.
Draba cuneifolia Nutt. ex Torr. & A. Gray var. cuneifolia - Whitlow grass, gasa. Understory winter/spring ephemeral,
usually common throughout. TRV 88-20, 88-76, W.C. Hodgson
16479 (DES), K. Mauz 2005-13.
Lepidium lasiocarpum (Nutt.) var. wrightii (A. Gray) C.L.
Hitchc. - Sand peppergrass, lentejilla. Usually common winter/
spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-53F (ASDM),
TRV 87-19, 88-37, 2005-48, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), W.C. Hodgson 16480 (DES).
Lepidium thurberi Wooton - Peppergrass. Winter/spring
ephemeral or short-lived perennial uncommon in AV & SM.
JFW 2008-13 (ASDM), K. Mauz obs.
Lepidium virginicum L. var. medium (Greene) C.L.
Hitchc. [L. medium Greene] - Peppergrass. Usually common
winter/spring ephemeral bajadas of RM & SB. JFW 2010-33
(ASDM).
Matthiola longipetala (Vent.) DC. [M. bicornis (Sm.) DC.] Evening scented stock. Winter/spring ephemeral. Very uncommon in drainages in upper Cocío Wash (SB, WM). JFW obs., S.P.
McLaughlin 8892.
Matthiola parviflora Kuntze. - Stock. Exotic winter/spring
ephemeral. Very uncommon along drainages and roadsides
near Red Hill (AV). JFW 2008-21 (ASDM).
Physaria gordonii (A. Gray) O'Kane & Al-Shehbaz [Lesquerella gordonii (A. Gray) S. Watson] - Gordon bladderpod. Usually
uncommon winter/spring ephemeral preferring lower bajadas
and valleys. TRV 2003-78 (ASDM, ASU), MAD s.n. (ASDM,
ASU), A. Salywon 579, S.P. McLaughlin 8882.
Physaria tenella (A. Nelson) O'Kane & Al-Shehbaz
[Lesquerella tenella A. Nelson] - Yellow bladderpod. Often
common winter/spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW
90-55J (ASDM), 2010-122, TRV 88-51, 2003-27 (ASDM), 200382 (ASU, USON), 2005-53, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-48, 2003-619,
2003-621 (ASU), 2005-75 (ASDM), A. Salywon 580, W.C. Hodgson 16483 (DES).
Sinapis arvensis L. subsp. arvensis [Brassica kaber (DC.)
L.C. Wheeler] - Charlock mustard. Rare exotic winter/spring

ephemeral from near Sasco Rd. (SH). W.C. Hodgson 16507
(DES).
Sisymbrium irio L. - London rocket, palmitón. Usually
common exotic winter/spring ephemeral found throughout.
JFW 2008-41 (ASDM), 2008-99 (ASDM), 2010-34 (ASDM),
W.C. Hodgson 16469 (DES).
Streptanthus carinatus C. Wright ex A. Gray subsp. arizonicus (S. Watson) Kruckeb., J.E. Rodman, & R.D. Worthington
[S. arizonicus S. Watson] - Silver bells. Usually common winter/
spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-55B, TRV 88-46,
P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), C.M. Christy 2182 (ASC, ASU), S.P.
McLaughlin 8885, W.C. Hodgson 16482 (DES).
Thysanocarpus curvipes Hook. - Lacepod. Uncommon
winter/spring ephemeral Scattered on bajadas and higher
throughout. TRV s.n., 2003-22 (ASDM, HCIB, USON), 200394 (ASU), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-46, R. Perrill 5379, P. Schneider s.n.
(UCR), W.C. Hodgson 16504 (DES).

Burseraceae

Bursera microphylla A. Gray - Elephant tree, torote blanco.
Locally uncommon woody shrub from cliffs at WM. JFW 20011 (ASDM), TRV 87-75, 88-447A-H, 88-574, 88-666, 2001-1003,
2001-1007 (USON), 2001-1035 (ASU, MEXU, NMC, TEX),
R.S. Felger 18172, H.S. Gentry 23415, J.D. Phillips s.n., W.R. Radke
s.n., C.J. May s.n., M. Mittleman 182 (ASU), R. Buhrow s.n., T.J.
Hildebrand s.n., A. Salywon 570, 574 (ASC), 630A-D, C.M. Christy
2180 (ASU).

Cactaceae

Carnegiea gigantea (Engelm.) Britton & Rose - Saguaro.
Common stem succulent on bajadas and slopes of all ranges;
uncommon in valleys. JFW 90-67.
Cylindropuntia acanthocarpa (Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow)
F.M. Knuth var. coloradensis (L.D. Benson) Pinkava [Opuntia acanthocarpa Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow var. coloradensis L.D.
Benson] - Buckhorn cholla. Stem succulent locally uncommon
at SM & WM. TRV 2005-31A (ASU).
Cylindropuntia acanthocarpa (Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow)
F.M. Knuth var. major (Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow) Pinkava
[Opuntia acanthocarpa Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow var. major (Engelm.
& J.M. Bigelow) Pinkava] - Buckhorn cholla. Stem succulent
usually common above valley floors throughout. TRV 200278 (ASU), T.H. Nash 124 (ASU), 126 (ASU), 127 (ASU), B.D.
Parfitt 2790 (ASU), A. Salywon 578, M.A. Baker 11139, 14294,
14569.
Cylindropuntia acanthocarpa (Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow)
F.M. Knuth × C. versicolor (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia
acanthocarpa Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow × O. versicolor Engelm.] Hybrid cholla. Stem succulent locally common on cliffs at RT.
JFW s.n. (ASU), 90-66, 90-68 (ASU), TRV 2003-593.

Wiens, Van Devender, and Dimmitt

Cylindropuntia arbuscula (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia
arbuscula Engelm.] - Pencil cholla, siviri. Stem succulent usually
found in isolated populations at AV, RM, PQ, SM, & WSB. JFW
2002-16, TRV 2001-966 (ASU), 2002-966, 2003-590, 2003-594,
M. Mittleman 156 (ASU), M.A. Baker 14283 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia arbuscula (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth × C.
leptocaulis (DC.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia arbuscula Engelm. × O.
leptocaulis DC.] - Hybrid cholla. Stem succulent; a single collection from a population of C. arbuscula near Agua Blanca Ranch
(RM). TRV 2001-965 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia bigelovii (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia
bigelovii Engelm.] - Teddybear cholla, cholla genera. Stem succulent common to abundant on southerly slopes throughout.
M.A. Baker 11944 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia ×congesta (Griffiths) Pinkava [=Opuntia
×tetracantha (Toumey) F.M. Knuth; Opuntia acanthocarpa Engelm.
& J.M. Bigelow × O. leptocaulis DC.] - Hybrid cholla. Solitary
stem succulents at PQ, SM, WSB, & WM. JFW 2003-2 (ASU),
TRV 2002-1128 (ASU), M.A. Baker 11946 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia ×deserta (Griffiths) Pinkava [Opuntia acanthocarpa Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow var. coloradensis L.D. Benson ×
O. echinocarpa Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow] - Hybrid cholla. A single
collection of this stem succulent at WM. M.A. Baker 11277
(ASU).
Cylindropuntia fulgida (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth var. fulgida
[Opuntia fulgida Engelm. var. fulgida] - Jumping cholla, cholla
brincadora. Common stem succulent on bajadas throughout.
Locally abundant at PQ. JFW 90-67P, M.A. Baker 11276 (ASU),
11279 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia fulgida (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth var. mamillata (A. Schott) Backeb. [Opuntia fulgida Engelm. var. mamillata
A. Schott ex Engelm.] - Jumping cholla, cholla brincadora. Rare
stem succulent scattered at SB & WM. JFW s.n.
Cylindropuntia fulgida (Englem.) F.M. Knuth × C. leptocaulis (DC.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia fulgida Englem. × O. leptocaulis
DC.] - Hybrid cholla. Rare stem succulent from bajadas of RT
& WM. JFW 90-67, TRV 2001-986, B.D. Parfitt 3704 (ASU),
M.A. Baker 11276 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia fulgida (Englem.) F.M. Knuth × C. spinosior (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia fulgida Engelm. × O. spinosior Engelm.] - Hybrid cholla. Rare stem succulent in AV near
Cocoraque Butte. TRV 2003-592.
Cylindropuntia ×grantiorum P.V. Heath [=Opuntia spinosior
Engelm. × O. versicolor Engelm.] - Hybrid cholla. Stem succulent
from AV, RM, RT, & SB. JFW 90-66T, TRV 2002-1, 2003-589,
A.L. Reina-G. 2002-965 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia ×kelvinensis (V.E. Grant & K.A. Grant)
P.V. Heath. [=Opuntia fulgida Engelm. × O. spinosior Engelm.] Hybrid cholla. Locally uncommon stem succulent at RM. TRV
2002-1, 2002-2.
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Cylindropuntia leptocaulis (DC.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia leptocaulis DC.] - Desert Christmas cholla, tasajillo. Twiggy
stem succulent scattered throughout, but occasionally locally
common. JFW 89-44A (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2002-968, M.A.
Baker 11278 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia leptocaulis (DC.) F.M. Knuth × C. spinosior (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia leptocaulis DC. × O. spinosior Engelm.] - Hybrid cholla. Rare stem succulent at RM. A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-968 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia leptocaulis (DC.) F.M. Knuth × C. versicolor (Engelm. ex. J. M. Coult.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia leptocaulis
DC. × O. versicolor Engelm.] - Hybrid cholla; stem succulent.
Near Indio Tank (RM). A.L. Reina-G. 2002-968 (ASU).
Cylindropuntia spinosior (Engelm.) F.M. Knuth [Opuntia
spinosior Engelm.] - Cane cholla. Stem succulent; scattered to
locally common throughout, except at RT & WSB. TRV 20022, A.L. Reina-G. 2002-965.
Cylindropuntia versicolor (Engelm. ex J. M. Coult.) F.M.
Knuth [Opuntia versicolor Engelm.] - Staghorn cholla. Stem
succulent common south of Waterman Pass (RM). TRV 2003588, J. Ward s.n.
Echinocactus horizonthalonius Lem. var. nicholii L.D.
Benson - Nichol’s Turk’s head cactus, bisnaga melocillo. Locally
common stem succulent on limestone cliffs & bajadas at WM.
TRV 87-335, 88-14A, F. Shreve s.n. (US), A.A. Nichol s.n., E.R.
Blakely B-330 (ASU, DES), L.D. Benson 16663, R. Buhrow s.n.,
B.D. Parfitt 2788.
Echinocereus engelmannii (Parry ex Engelm.) Lem. var.
acicularis L.D. Benson - Strawberry hedgehog. Stem succulent
scattered to locally common on bajadas throughout. JFW s.n.,
B.D. Parfitt 3926, A.D. Zimmerman s.n., E. Lehto 9423 (ASU).
Echinocereus fasciculatus (Engelm ex B.D. Jacks.) L.D.
Benson - Robust hedgehog. Common stem succulent from RT
southward. JFW s.n.
Echinocereus nicholii (L.D. Benson) B.D. Parfitt - Golden
hedgehog. Locally common stem succulent from upper slopes
& cliffs of PQ, RT, SB, & WM. TRV s.n., E.R. Blakely B-157,
L.D. Benson 10720, B.D. Parfitt 2791-92, 3570-71, 3573, M. Mittleman s.n. (ASU), 187.
Ferocactus cylindraceus (Engelm.) Orcutt var. lecontei (Engelm.) H. Bravo [F. acanthodes (Lem.) Britton & Rose
var. lecontei (Engelm.) Lindsay] - Spiny barrel, biznaga. Locally common stem succulent from slopes and cliffs of ranges
(except RT & SB). TRV 90-52A, 2003-648 (ASU, USON), Slausen 111 (DES).
Ferocactus emoryi (Englem.) Orcutt [F. covillei Britton &
Rose] - Emory barrel, biznaga. Rare stem succulent; single plant
found in AG near W-boundary fence. JFW 2008-131 (ASDM).
Ferocactus wislizeni (Engelm.) Britton & Rose - Fishhook
barrel, biznaga. Stem succulent uncommon in valleys; common
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on bajadas and slopes of all ranges. JFW 99 (ASDM), D. Daurell
s.n. (MNA).
Grusonia kunzei (Rose) Pinkava [G. parishii (Orcutt) Pinkava, Corynopuntia kunzei (Rose) M.P Griff., Opuntia parishii
Orcutt]. - Ground mat cholla. Locally uncommon stem succulent at AG, SM, & WSB. TRV 2002-1084 (ASU, HCIB, USON),
2002-1144, M. Mittleman 154 (ASU), P. Comus s.n., (ASU), E.R.
Blakely s.n. (ASU).
Mammillaria grahamii Engelm. [M. microcarpa Engelm.] Fishhook pincushion, cabeza de viejo. Stem succulent common
on bajadas and slopes throughout; very uncommon in valleys.
JFW 2010-7.
Mammillaria tetrancistra Engelm. - California pincushion.
Rare stem succulent on S-bajada of Wildcat Pk. (SM). A.L.
Reina-G. 2003-631 (ASDM, ASU).
Mammillaria thornberi Orcutt - Thornber fishhook
pincushion, cabeza de viejo. Rare stem succulent in AV and on
bajadas of RM & SM. JFW 2010-49 (ASDM), TRV 93-722,
A.L. Reina-G. 2005-56B (ASU).
Opuntia chlorotica Engelm. & J.M. Bigelow - Pancake
prickly pear. Stem succulent uncommon on northerly slopes
and cliffs on larger ranges (except SM). TRV 2002-57 (ASU).
Opuntia ×curvospina Griffiths (pro sp.) [=O. chlorotica
Engelm. & Bigelow × O. engelmannii Salm-Dyck] - Hybrid prickly pear. Rare stem succulent from canyons at RT. TRV 2003-6
(ASU).
Opuntia engelmannii Salm-Dyck ex Engelm. var. engelmannii - Engelmann prickly pear, nopal. Locally rare to
common stem succulent throughout. TRV 2001-1037 (ASU),
M. Ganz 102 (ASU, DES).
Opuntia engelmannii Salm-Dyck ex Engelm. var. flavispina (L.D. Benson) B.D. Parfitt & Pinkava - Prickly pear. Stem
succulent locally uncommon in the southern ranges (PQ, RM,
& WM). TRV 2001-1034 (ASU).
Opuntia macrocentra Engelm. var. macrocentra - Longspined prickly pear. Stem succulent on lower bajadas throughout. JFW 90-11A (ASU), 90-64-4 (ASU), 90-65B, A.L. Reina-G.
2003-630 (ASU, USON), L.V. Bruner 94 (ASU).
Opuntia macrocentra Engelm. × O. phaeacantha Engelm.
- Hybrid prickly pear. Rare stem succulent near Cocoraque
Butte (RM). TRV 2003-76 (ASU).
Opuntia phaeacantha Engelm. var. major Engelm. Sprawling prickly pear, nopal. Common stem succulent on
bajadas throughout. TRV 2001-1036 (ASU), A.L. Reina-G.
2003-630 (ASU), B.D. Parfitt 2789 (ASU).
Opuntia santa-rita Rose [O. violacea var. santa-rita (Griffiths
& Hare) L.D. Benson] - Santa Rita prickly pear, duraznilla. Rare
exotic stem succulent; two plants in close proximity at the intersection of Silver Bell and Pipeline rds.; probably not spreading;
E-bajada of RT. JFW 2008-38 (ASDM).

Opuntia ×wootonii Griffiths [O. engelmannii Salm-Dyck ex
Engelm. × O. phaeacantha Engelm.] - Hybrid prickly pear. Stem
succulent identified from WM & WSB, but possibly scattered
throughout the IFNM. TRV 2001-1057 (ASU).
Peniocereus greggii (Engelm.) Britton & Rose var. transmontanus (Engelm.) Backeb. - Desert night blooming cereus, saramatraca. Uncommon stem succulent in valleys and on
bajadas of RM, SB, & SM. JFW 2008-175 (ASDM), TRV 20021131 (ASU).
Stenocereus thurberi (Englem.) Buxb. var. thurberi - Organ
pipe cactus, pitahaya dulce. Rare stem succulent; one large plant
at RM. S. Norman s.n., J.L. Anderson 2006 s.n.

Campanulaceae

Nemacladus glanduliferus Jeps. var. orientalis McVaugh
- Thread plant. Often locally common winter/spring ephemeral on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-66B, 2010-146, TRV 87-15,
88-133, 91-530, L.D. Benson 10721, T.H. Nash 58 (ASU), R.
Perrill 5376.

Cannabaceae

Celtis pallida Torr. [C. ehrenbergiana (Klotzsch) Liebm.; C.
tala Gillies ex Planch. var. pallida (Torr.) Planch.] - Desert hackberry, garambullo. Locally common woody shrub found on
slopes and in drainages throughout. JFW 92-108, M. Mittleman
143.

Caryophyllaceae

Cerastium texanum Britton - Mouse-eared chickweed.
Locally uncommon winter/spring ephemeral on shady slopes
at RT. JFW 90-55C (ASDM), 90-63A (ASDM).
Herniaria hirsuta L. subsp. cinerea (DC.) Coutinho [H.
cinerea DC.] - Burst-wort. Exotic winter/spring ephemeral scattered on lower bajadas at RT, SB, SM, & WM. JFW 92-152, TRV
90-16, 2002-46, 2003-611, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-624 (ASDM,
ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Loeflingia squarrosa Nutt. - Spreading pygmyleaf. Winter/
spring ephemeral often locally common on bajadas throughout.
JFW 90-56B (ASDM), 2008-94 (ASDM), 2010-106, TRV 200247, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-33, 2005-69 (ASDM).
Silene antirrhina L. - Sleepy catchfly. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common throughout. JFW 90-60D (ASDM), TRV
88-124, T.H. Nash 64 (ASU), A. Salywon 572.

Celastraceae

Canotia holacantha Torr. - Crucifixion thorn. Locally
uncommon woody shrub on N-slopes of Waterman Pk. (WM).
TRV 2002-1152.

Cleomaceae

Wiens, Van Devender, and Dimmitt
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Polanisia dodecandra (L.) Dc. subsp. trachysperma (Torr.
& A. Gray) Iltis - Western clammyweed. Rare summer ephemeral from washes & disturbed sites (RT). JFW obs.
Wislizenia refracta Engelm. - Jackass clover. Rare on
disturbed site at RM. JFW 95-100 (ASDM).

Cuscuta tuberculata Brandegee - Dodder. Often locally
common vining summer ephemeral; parasitic mostly on grasses
and Boerhavia species at PQ & AG. TRV 2002-838, 2002-980,
M.A. Baker 13862.

Convolvulaceae

Acalypha neomexicana Müll. Arg. - New Mexico copperleaf. Rare summer ephemeral in wash at RM. TRV 2002-947
(ASDM).
Bernardia incana C.V. Morton [B. myricifolia (Scheele) S.
Watson] - Mouse-eye. Woody shrub uncommon in drainages
and cliffs of RT, SB, & WM. JFW 89-25A (ASDM), 2010-21
(ASDM), TRV 86-232, 88-432.
Croton sonorae Torr. - Vara prieta. Uncommon subshrub
found on slopes and drainages at RM RT, SB, WM, & WSB.
JFW s.n., 2010-152 (ASDM), TRV 88-572, 2001-953 (ASDM,
HCIB, USON), M. Mittleman 184, M.A. Baker 11947 (ASU).
Ditaxis lanceolata (Benth.) Pax & K. Hoffm. [Argythamnia lanceolata (Benth.) Müll. Arg.] - Lanceleaf ditaxis. Twiggy
subshrub scattered on bajadas and slopes of all ranges. JFW
95-112, TRV 88-63, R.B. Oxford 352 (ASU), R. Buhrow s.n.
Ditaxis neomexicana (Müll. Arg.) A. Heller [Argythamnia
neomexicana Müll. Arg.] - Ditaxis. Herbaceous perennial uncommon throughout (except AG). JFW 89-44H (ASDM), TRV
87-257, 2001-992 (BCMEX, USON), 2002-987 (ASU, HCIB),
R. Perrill 5831, M. Mittleman 141 (ASU).
Euphorbia abramsiana L.C. Wheeler [Chamaesyce abramsiana
(L.C. Wheeler) Koutnik] - Spurge, golondrina. Locally common
indeterminate ephemeral from all ranges. JFW 90-73A (ASDM),
TRV 87-258, 88-560, 2002-770, 2002-788 (ASDM, IEB), 2002817, 2002-821, 2002-823 (IEB).
Euphorbia albomarginata Torr. & A. Gray [Chamaesyce
albomarginata (Torr. & A. Gray) Small] - Rattlesnake weed, golondrina. Uncommon herbaceous perennial from silty soils of AG
& AV. JFW 2010-41 (ASDM), MAD s.n. (ASDM, USON).
Euphorbia arizonica Engelm. [Chamaesyce arizonica
(Engelm.) Arthur] - Spurge, golondrina. Herbaceous perennial
locally common on bajadas and drainages of all ranges. JFW
89-43, 90-71B (ASDM), TRV 87-256, 88-7, 90-22, 2001-1016
(IEB), 2002-784.
Euphorbia capitellata Engelm. [Chamaesyce capitellata
(Engelm.) Millsp.] - Spurge, golondrina. Herbaceous perennial
common throughout (except AG & SM). JFW 90-73B (ASDM),
TRV 88-658, 88-732, 2001-989, 2001-999, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR),
M. A. Baker 11940 (ASU), 13858 (ASC, ASU).
Euphorbia eriantha Benth. - Desert poinsettia, golondrina. Scattered subshrub found throughout (except AG, SH, &
WSB). TRV s.n., 88-745 (ASDM), 2001-1017 (HCIB), 20021140, 2003-613, R.B. Oxford 292 (ASU), M. Mittleman 183
(ASU), M.E. Fishbein 61, C.M. Christy 2184 (ASU).

Evolvulus alsinoides (L.) L. var. angustifolius Torr. Arizona blue eyes, oreja de ratón. Herbaceous perennial scattered to common on slopes and lower drainages of ranges from
RT southward. JFW 90-72E (ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-13, 88-442.
Ipomoea cristulata Hallier f. [I. coccinea L. misapplied] Scarlet morning glory, trompillo; vining summer/fall ephemeral. Uncommon on shady slopes at RT & SB. JFW 90-73.
Ipomoea hederacea Jacq. - Morning glory, trompillo
morado. Vining summer/fall ephemeral scattered in washes &
represos throughout. JFW 90-70 (ASDM), 90-75H (ASDM),
114 (ASDM), TRV 88-642, 2001-950, 2001-984 (ASDM), 2002830 (ASDM), 2002-979 (USON).

Crassulaceae

Crassula connata (Ruíz & Pav.) A. Berger [Tillaea erecta
Hook. & Arn.] - Pigmy weed. Occasionally abundant winter/
spring ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-56C (ASDM),
92-151 (ASDM), 2010-116 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-63
(ASDM), K. Mauz 2005-15.
Graptopetalum rusbyi (Greene) Rose - San Francisco River
leatherpetal. Rare, clumping succulent rosette from shady cliffs
at WM. R.A. Darrow 3414, T.L. Burgess 5831, B.D. Parfitt 2793
(ASU).

Crossosomataceae

Crossosoma bigelovii S. Watson var. bigelovii - Rhyolite
bush. Uncommon subshrub found on rock outcrops and cliffs
throughout. TRV s.n., 88-5, 2003-12 (HCIB, USON), R.A.
Darrow 3415, R.B. Oxford 256 (ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), S.P.
McLaughlin 8896, C.M. Christy 2188 (ASU), A. Salywon 571.

Cucurbitaceae

Cucurbita digitata A. Gray - Coyote melon, chichi coyota.
Rare vining herbaceous perennial from a wash E. of RT. JFW
90-72F (ASDM).
Echinopepon wrightii (A. Gray) S. Watson - Wild balsam
apple. Vining summer ephemeral localized on N-slopes of RT
& SB. JFW s.n. (ASDM), 89-33, 90-72H.
Tumamoca macdougalii Rose - Tumamoc globeberry.
Rare vining herbaceous perennial on S-bajada of Wolcott Pk.
(RT). JFW obs., R. Perrill obs.

Cuscutaceae [Convolvulaceae]

Euphorbiaceae
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Euphorbia florida Engelm. [Chamaesyce florida (Engelm.)
Millsp.] - Spurge. Summer ephemeral uncommon to locally
common throughout. JFW 90-69C (ASDM), TRV 87-255,
2002-1106 (USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2002-975 (ASU, HCIB,
NMC), R.B. Oxford 252 (ASU), M.A. Baker 11945 (ASU),
11945-1 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Euphorbia gracillima S. Watson [Chamaesyce gracillima (S.
Watson) Millsp.] - Spurge. Summer ephemeral usually common
on bajadas of RM, RT, SH, & SM. JFW 90-74C (ASDM),
90-75G (ASDM), 95-111 (ASDM), TRV 2002-936 (ASDM,
IEB, USON).
Euphorbia heterophylla L. [Poinsettia heterophylla (L.)
Klotzsch & Garcke] - Painted spurge, picachalih. Rare summer
ephemeral found only on steep N-facing slopes of RT. JFW
90-72G (ASDM), 90-73.
Euphorbia hyssopifolia L. [Chamaesyce hyssopifolia (L.) Small]
- Hyssop spurge. Summer ephemeral locally uncommon in
fine-textured soils in AV, and lower bajadas from RT southward. JFW 90-71N (ASDM), TRV 88-571, 88-731, 2002-943
(IEB, USON).
Euphorbia melanadenia Torr. [Chamaesyce melanadenia
(Torr.) Millsp.] - Spurge. Herbaceous perennial found in drainages in most areas (except AV, SM, & WSB). JFW 89-30A
(ASDM), 89-36A (ASDM), 90-71C (ASDM), TRV 2002-1148,
2002-1157, 2002-1158 (USON), A.D. Scholz 135.
Euphorbia micromera Boiss. [Chamaesyce micromera (Boiss.
ex Engelm.) Wooton & Standl.] - Sonoran sand mat. Summer
ephemeral locally uncommon on bajadas of RT, SH, SM, &
WM. JFW 90-73C (ASDM), TRV 88-564, 88-640, 2001-980
(ASDM, HCIB), 2001-998 (USON), 2002-780 (IEB, USON),
2002-786 (IEB), 2002-824 (IEB), 2002-1113 (ASU, MEXU).
Euphorbia pediculifera Engelm. [Chamaesyce pediculifera
(Engelm.) Rose & Standl.] - Louse spurge, golondrina. Herbaceous perennial common in AV and on lower bajadas of ranges (except AG, PQ, SH, & SM). JFW 90-69D (ASDM), TRV
88-729, 2001-982 (TEX, USON), 2002-940 (IEB), 2002-1011.
Euphorbia polycarpa Benth. var. polycarpa [Chamaesyce
polycarpa (Benth.) Millsp. ex Parish] - Small-seeded sand mat,
golondrina. Herbaceous perennial scattered to common in
valleys and lower bajadas throughout. JFW s.n., TRV 2001-1000
(USON), 2002-44 (IEB), 2002-825 (IEB), 2002-1102 (ASDM),
2002-1135 (HCIB), R.S. Felger 88-500.
Euphorbia revoluta Engelm. [Chamaesyce revoluta (Engelm.)
Small] - Spurge. Locally uncommon summer ephemeral found
only at RT & WM. TRV 88-664, 98-729.
Euphorbia serpyllifolia (Pers.) Small subsp. hirtella
(Engelm. ex S. Watson) Oudejans [Chamaesyce serpyllifolia (Pers.)
Small subsp. hirtella (Engelm. ex S. Watson) Koutnik] - Thymeleaf sand mat. Locally uncommon perennial known only from
Solo Peak (WSB). M. A. Baker 11943 (ASU).

Euphorbia setiloba Engelm. ex Torr. [Chamaesyce setiloba
(Engelm. ex Torr.) J. B.S. Norton] - Bristle-lobed sand mat,
golondrina. Summer ephemeral usually common on bajadas
of all ranges and in AV. JFW 90-72A (ASDM), TRV 87-259,
88-550, 88-656, 88-664, 2001-981(HCIB, USON), 2002-951
(IEB), 2002-1105, 2002-1132 (CAS, TEX, USON), 2002-1156
(ASU), M.A. Baker 11942 (ASU).
Euphorbia trachysperma Engelm. [Chamaesyce trachysperma
(Engelm.) Millsp.] - Spurge. Very rare summer ephemeral found
only at SM. K. Mauz s.n.
Jatropha cardiophylla (Torr.) Müll. Arg. - Limber bush,
sangregado. Subshrub common throughout (except valleys &
SM). TRV 88-444, 2003-879, T.F. Daniel 2937.
Tragia nepetifolia Cav. var. dissecta Müll. Arg. - Noseburn,
calabacilla. Weakly vining herbaceous perennial, very uncommon on most ranges (except SB & SM). JFW s.n., 89-32B
(ASDM), TRV 88-182, 88-568, 2001-936.

Fabaceae [Leguminosae]

Acaciella angustissima (Mill.) Britton & Rose var. filicioides (Cav.) L. Rico [Acacia angustissima (Mill.) Kunze] - Fern
acacia, guajillo. Rare subshrub; one patch on rocky outcrop at
PQ and one individual in a wash at RM. TRV 2001-971, 2002944 (ASDM, ASU).
Acmispon brachycarpus (Benth.) D.D. Sokoloff [Lotus
humistratus Greene] - Hill locust. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common throughout. JFW s.n. (USON), 90-54B
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 52 (ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), M.B. Johnson 90-9, W.C. Hodgson 16494 (DES).
Acmispon maritimus (Nutt.) D.D. Sokoloff var. brevivexillus (Ottley) Brouillet [Lotus salsuginosus Greene var. brevivexillus Ottley] - Deer vetch. Winter/spring ephemeral; usually
common on slopes, bajadas, and in valleys throughout. JFW
s.n. (USON), 90-54A (ASDM), W.C. Hodgson 16465 (DES), K.
Mauz s.n., 2005-4.
Acmispon rigidus (Benth.) Brouillet [Lotus rigidus (Benth.)
Greene] - Shrubby deervetch. Rare subshrub from higher
elevations of SB. JFW obs.
Acmispon strigosus (Nutt.) Brouillet [Lotus strigosus (Nutt.)
Greene var. tomentellus (Greene) Isely] - Hairy lotus. Winter/
spring ephemeral usually common on bajadas and in valleys
throughout. JFW s.n. (USON), 90-55K (ASDM), 2008-87
(ASDM), 2010-68 (ASDM), R.A. Darrow s.n., H. Cutler 2695
(MNA), W.C. Hodgson 16465 (DES).
Astragalus allochrous A. Gray var. playanus Isely - Halfmoon loco, hierba loca. Herbaceous perennial locally common
in washes and represos in AG, AV, & RM. JFW 2008-29
(ASDM), 2008-122 (ASDM), 2008-153 (ASDM).
Astragalus arizonicus A. Gray - Locoweed, hierba loca.
Rare herbaceous perennial seen on Dos Titos (RM) and at SB.
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JFW obs.
Astragalus didymocarpus Hook. & Arn. var. dispermus
(A. Gray) Jeps. - Dwarf locoweed, hierba loca. Winter/spring
ephemeral often common on bajadas, drainages, and valley
floors at most sites. JFW 90-59E-F (ASDM), 2008-6 (ASDM),
2010-78 (ASDM).
Astragalus lentiginosus Douglas ex Hook. var. australis
Barneby - Mottled locoweed, hierba loca. Herbaceous perennial
locally very uncommon on bajadas and in washes and represos
at RM, RT, SH, & SB. JFW s.n. (ASDM), 90-40A (ASDM),
TRV 2003-92 (ASDM, NMC, USON), T.H. Nash 56 (ASU),
M.E. Fishbein 36.
Astragalus nuttallianus Dc. var. imperfectus (Rydb.)
Barneby - Hierba loca. Winter/spring ephemeral often locally
common at AV, SH, & SM. W.C. Hodgson 16492 (DES).
Astragalus nuttallianus Dc. var. micranthiformis Barneby
- Nuttal locoweed, hierba loca. Usually common winter/spring
ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-55D (ASDM), 2010-144
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 35 (ASU), R. Perrill 5381, K. Mauz 2005-6.
Calliandra eriophylla Benth. - Fairy duster, pelo de angel.
Scattered subshrub locally common in rocky washes and slopes
throughout. JFW 90-54W (ASDM), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR).
Coursetia glandulosa A. Gray (C. microphylla A. Gray) Baby bonnets, samo prieto. Woody shrub locally common in
canyons of RM & RT, and from the westerly slopes of a hill
at PQ. JFW 90-64B (ASDM), 91-31, TRV 2003-644 (USON).
Dalea mollis Benth. - Silk dalea. Winter/spring ephemeral
uncommon in AV and lower bajadas of PQ, SM, & WM. JFW
2008-23.
Dalea pulchra Gentry - Peabush. Rare woody shrub in
Pescadero Wash (RM). JFW 2008-96, TRV 2003-20.
Desmodium procumbens (P. Mill.) A.S.. Hitchc. var. exiguum (A. Gray) B.G. Schub. - Tick clover. Uncommon winter/
spring ephemeral found on shady slopes at RT, SH, & SM. JFW
89-30B (ASDM), 89-33, TRV 2002-1077 (ASDM).
Galactia wrightii A. Gray - Cliff bean. Herbaceous perennial vine locally common on rocky outcrops & cliffs at RM &
RT. A.L. Reina-G. 2002-966 (ASDM).
Hoffmannseggia glauca (Ortega) Eifert - Hog potato,
camote de raton. Rare herbaceous perennial from washes (AV),
a drainage west of RT, and the floodplain of Greene Wash
(SM). JFW 2010-47 (ASDM), 106 (ASDM).
Lupinus concinnus J. Agardh var. orcuttii (S. Watson) D.
Dunn - Bajada lupine, trébola. Winter/spring ephemeral often
found at lower elevations in washes and sandy flats. JFW 200312 (USON), 2003-21, 2008-12, 2008-56, 2010-27, T.H. Nash 55
(ASU), A.A. Nichol s.n. (DES), K. Mauz s.n.
Lupinus sparsiflorus Benth. subsp. sparsiflorus - Mojave
lupine, trébola. Winter/spring ephemeral often common to
abundant throughout. JFW 90-59G (ASDM), TRV s.n., s.n.,
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T.H. Nash 112 (ASU), C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC), M.B. Johnson 90-11,
S.P. McLaughlin 8901, K. Mauz s.n., W.C. Hodgson 16493 (DES).
Marina parryi (Torr. & A. Gray) Barneby - Parry dalea.
Herbaceous perennial; common on hills and mountains. JFW
89-44J (ASDM), TRV 88-71, 88-742, 2002-833 (NMC), R.B.
Oxford 244 (ASU), 347 (ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), M. Mittleman 151 (ASU), H. Cutler 4716 (MNA), S.P. McLaughlin 8899.
Medicago polymorpha L. - Burclover. Rare exotic winter/
spring ephemeral; from a single represo N. of Dos Titos (RM).
JFW 2002-14.
Melilotus indica (L.) All. - Sweet clover, alfalfilla. Exotic
herbaceous perennial Locally common at represos & scattered
along roadsides at AG, RM, & WM, and at Greene’s Wash (SM).
JFW 2008-63 (ASDM), 2008-79 (ASDM), 2008-112 (ASDM),
2008-152 (ASDM).
Nissolia schottii (Torr.) A. Gray - Schott yellowhood.
Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial vine found on rocky
slopes at PQ, RM, & SB. JFW 2008-100, P.D. Jenkins 89-111.
Olneya tesota A. Gray - Desert ironwood tree, palo fierro.
Locally common tree preferring large sandy washes and gravelly
bajadas throughout (rare in AG & SM). JFW 90-67H (ASDM),
R. Ballard 657 (CCH), D. Walter 15187 (CS).
Parkinsonia aculeata L. - Mexican palo verde, retama. Rare
exotic tree from AV, Cocío Wash (SB), & Greene’s Wash (SM).
JFW 2008-28 (ASDM), R. Ballard 655 (CCH).
Parkinsonia florida (Benth. ex A. Gray) S. Watson [Cercidium
floridum Benth. ex A. Gray] - Blue palo verde, palo verde azul.
Tree, common in washes and shady slopes throughout. TRV
88-183.
Parkinsonia microphylla Torr. [Cercidium microphyllum
(Torr.) Rose & I.M. Johnst.] - Foothills palo verde. Common
to abundant tree found throughout. JFW 90-67F (ASDM), 97
(ASDM), R. Ballard 656 (CCH).
Phaseolus acutifolius A. Gray var. latifolius G.F. Freeman
- Wild tepary bean, tépari. Rare vining summer ephemeral from
N-facing slopes at RT. JFW 90-72L (ASDM).
Phaseolus filiformis Benth. - Desert bean. Vining herbaceous perennial locally uncommon on southerly steep, rocky
slopes of RT, SH, & SM. TRV s.n., R.B. Oxford 357 (ASU), R.
Buhrow 30.
Prosopis velutina Wooton [P. juliflora (Sw.) DC. var. velutina (Wooton) Sarg.] - Velvet mesquite, mezquite. Tree locally
common in large washes and northerly slopes and canyons
throughout. JFW 90-64C (ASDM), D. Walter 15185 (CS, SJNM).
Senegalia greggii (A. Gray) Britton & Rose [Acacia greggii
A. Gray] - Catclaw acacia, uña de gato. Woody shrub common
in washes and on N-facing slopes throughout. JFW 90-67D
(ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2002-961, 2003-626A (USON), D.
Walter 15186 (CS).
Senna covesii (A. Gray) H. S. Irwin & Barneby - Desert
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senna, dais. Subshrub locally common on sunny bajadas, drainages and roadsides throughout (except AG). JFW 89-45K
(ASDM), 90-40E (ASDM), TRV 88-547, A.L. Reina-G. 2003628 (USON), A.D. Scholz 136.
Tephrosia vicioides Schltd. - Red hoary pea. Rare herbaceous perennial only from a few foothills of the RM. JFW
2001-6 (ASDM), 2008-95 (ASDM).
Vachellia constricta (Benth. ex A. Gray) Seigler & Ebinger
[Acacia constricta Benth. var. constricta] - Whitethorn acacia, garabato. Woody shrub common throughout and locally abundant
in drainages. JFW 90-67C (ASDM), TRV 86-228, 87-234, 2003625 (ASU, USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-625 (ASU).
Vicia ludoviciana Nutt. subsp. ludoviciana - Vetch. Vining
winter/spring ephemeral from cliffs and shady slopes at PQ,
RT, & WM. JFW 2005-102M (ASDM), TRV s.n., M. Chamberland 1690.

Fagaceae

Quercus turbinella Greene - Sonoran scrub oak, encinillo.
Rare woody shrub or small tree; seven individuals found on
cliffs at RT. JFW s.n., 89-45 (ASU), 2004-47 (ASDM, NMC).

Fouquieriaceae

Fouquieria splendens Engelm. - Ocotillo. woody shrub
common throughout; preferring bajadas. JFW 90-63B.

Fumariaceae

Fumaria parviflora Lam. - Fumitory. Rare exotic winter/
spring ephemeral from a cliff at RT, two represos in AG, and
floodplain of Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 90-58, 92-215, 200883, 2008-136 (ASDM).

Geraniaceae

Erodium cicutarium (L.) L'Hér ex Aiton - Filaree, afilerillo.
Usually common to abundant exotic winter/spring ephemeral
found throughout. JFW 90-51 (ASDM), T.H. Nash 57 (ASU).
Erodium texanum A. Gray - Largeflower stork's bill.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral preferring heavier soils
throughout. JFW 90-53H (ASDM), A.A. Nichol s.n. (DES).

Koeberliniaceae

Koeberlinia spinosa Zucc. var. spinosa - All thorn, junco.
Woody shrub; single plant found in AV near SH, and several
populations (clonal?) in southern WM. JFW 2002-12 (ASDM),
2002-15, TRV 87-229.

Krameriaceae

Krameria bicolor S. Watson [K. grayi Rose & J.H. Painter] White ratany, cósahui. Subshrub, common on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-67E (ASDM), TRV 87-254, 88-179, J. Downs
79-110 (MNA), A. Salywon 577 (ASU), R. Ballard 658 (CCH).
Krameria erecta Willd. ex Schult. - Range ratany, cósahui
del norte. Subshrub, locally common on drier bajadas and on
calcareous substrates. JFW 89-44K (ASDM), R.B. Oxford 277
(ASU), T.L. Burgess 5825.

Lamiaceae

Hedeoma nana Green subsp. macrocalyx Stewart [Hedeoma nanum (Torr.) Briq.] - Mock pennyroyal, oregano. Herbaceous perennial locally uncommon on cliffs and canyons of RT,
SB, & WM. JFW 90-63E (ASDM), TRV 88-138, R.A. Darrow
3411, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR).
Hyptis emoryi Torr. [incl. H. albida Kunth] - Desert lavender, salvia. Woody shrub locally uncommon in washes and
canyons throughout. TRV s.n., 88-4, S.P. McLaughlin 8900.
Monardella arizonica Epling - Bee balm. Subshrub from
cliffs and canyons of RT & WM. JFW s.n., TRV 86-229, 20011020 (CAS, HCIB, TEX, USON), 2002-1153 (ASDM).
Salvia columbariae Benth. var. columbariae - Chia, chía.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral on bajadas of all ranges from WSB southward. JFW 90-54N (ASDM), 2008-125
(ASDM), 2010-52 (ASDM), W.C. Hodgson 16466 (DES).
Stachys coccinea Ortega - Texas betony, mirto. Herbaceous
perennial locally very uncommon in canyons of RT. JFW s.n.,
92-213 (ASDM), TRV s.n.
Teucrium cubense Jacq. var. densum Jeps. [T. cubense Jacq.
subsp. depressum (Small) E.M. McClintock & Epling] - Small
coast germander. Herbaceous perennial locally common in
most represos and associated washes. JFW 96-19A (ASDM),
2008-15, 2008-34 (ASDM), 2008-53 (ASDM), 2010-55 (ASDM),
TRV 2001-975.

Linaceae

Linum lewisii Pursh var. lewisii [L. pratense (Nort.) Small] Blue flax. Rare ephemeral or short-lived perennial from bajadas
at RT & WM. TRV s.n., 90-12, R.J. Barr 6282, R.W. Spellenberg
13149 (NMC).

Loasaceae

Mentzelia affinis Greene - Stickleaf, rama pegajosa. Winter/
spring ephemeral often scattered throughout. JFW 90-59S
(ASDM), 98-2 (ASDM), 2008-120 (ASDM), 2010-65 (ASDM),
2010-110 (ASDM), 2010-145 (ASDM), S.P. McLaughlin 8886, K.
Mauz s.n., W.C. Hodgson 16488 (DES).
Mentzelia involucrata S. Watson var. involucrata - Sand
blazingstar, rama pegajosa. Winter/spring ephemeral often
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present on sunny, rocky slopes at RT, SM, WM, & Solo Pk.
(WSB). JFW 90-64M, 92-202 (ASDM), 2010-153 (ASDM), R.A.
Darrow 3399, H.S. Haskell 3399, R. Perrill 5375, K. Mauz s.n.
Mentzelia multiflora (Nutt.) A. Gray var. longiloba (J.
Darl.) Kartesz, comb. nov. ined. - Blazing star, pega-pega.
Winter ephemeral locally uncommon at AV, SB, & WM adjacent to Avra Valley Rd. JFW 90-71S (ASDM), TRV 88-207,
88-429, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR).
Petalonyx thurberi A. Gray - Sandpaper bush. Rare
subshrub; a single plant in a large wash in AV (east of SH).
Authors obs.

Malpighiaceae

Janusia gracilis A. Gray [Cottsia gracilis (A. Gray) W.R.
Anderson] - Desert vine, fermina. Semi-woody vine scattered
on bajadas and slopes of all ranges; occasionally locally abundant. JFW 89-44B (ASDM), TRV 88-205, 2001-959 (MICH), P.
Schneider s.n. (UCR), R. Buhrow s.n., K. Mauz s.n.

Malvaceae

Abutilon abutiloides (Jacq.) Garcke ex Britton & Wilson Indian mallow, malva pintapán. Subshrub locally uncommon
on slopes & canyons of RT. JFW s.n., 89-35A (ASDM), 91-83
(ASDM).
Abutilon coahuilae Kearney - Indian mallow. Herbaceous
perennial preferring limestone or caliche; uncommon in washes
and on rocky slopes throughout (except AV). JFW 89-34, TRV
88-739, 2002-1136, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-627 (ASDM, NMC),
R.B. Oxford 270 (ASU).
Abutilon incanum (Link) Sweet - Indian mallow, pelotazo
chico. Common to locally abundant subshrub found throughout. JFW 89-45L (ASDM), TRV 88-743, C.M. Christy 2193
(ASC, ASU), R. Buhrow s.n., R. Spellenberg & N. Zucker 12597
(NMC).
Abutilon malacum S. Watson - Yellow Indian mallow. Locally common subshrub on bajadas of SM (edge of Tat Momoli
Valley) & WM. TRV 88-77, 88-739, 2001-937 (BCMEX, HCIB,
USON), 2002-229 (HCIB), 2002-1136, T.L. Burgess 5836.
Abutilon mollicomum (Willd.) Sweet [A. sonorae A. Gray]
- Pintapán cimarrón. Rare herbaceous perennial found only in
cliffs at RT. JFW 91-88 (ASDM).
Abutilon parishii S. Watson - Pima Indian mallow. Rare
herbaceous perennial found only in cliffs and canyons on RT.
JFW 89-35B.
Abutilon parvulum A. Gray - Small-leaf Indian mallow.
Rare herbaceous perennial from a wash at quartzite hills E of
RT. JFW 90-69A (ASDM).
Anoda pentaschista A. Gray - Field anoda. Apparently rare
winter/spring ephemeral found in heavy clay soil in AV. TRV
2002-998 (ASDM, ASU, HCIB, TEX, USON).
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Ayenia compacta Rose [A. filiformis S. Watson] - Desert
ayenia. Subshrub common on all ranges. TRV 88-552, 2001958, 2002-1080 (TEX), 2002-1159 (TEX), M. Mittleman 139.
Ayenia microphylla A. Gray - Ayenia. Subshrub uncommon to locally common on rocky slopes & drainages in all ranges. JFW 90-64E (ASDM), TRV 88-430, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR),
C.M. Christy 2187 (ASU).
Eremalche exilis (A. Gray) Greene - White mallow. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from sandy washes, flat areas,
& represos at lower elevations in AG, AV, SH, SM, & WSB.
JFW 2003-14 (USON), 2008-25 (ASDM), 2008-40 (ASDM),
2008-74 (ASDM), 2010-24 (ASDM), 2010-46 (ASDM), 2010-72
(ASDM), 2010-117 (ASDM), 2010-125 (ASDM), TRV 2003-79
(ASDM).
Herissantia crispa (L.) Brizicky - Bladder mallow, pelotazo.
Common herbaceous perennial found in washes and shady
sites throughout. TRV 88-443, R.A. Darrow 3396, T.L. Burgess
5814, R. Buhrow s.n., M. Mittleman 347 (ASU).
Hermannia pauciflora S. Watson - Burst-wort, hierba del
solado. Rare subshrub from rocky slopes at RT & WM. JFW
obs., TRV 2001-1040.
Hibiscus biseptus S. Watson - Sonoran rose mallow,
malvita. Herbaceous perennial locally uncommon in cliffs and
canyons of RT. JFW s.n., s.n., s.n., M. Mittleman 346.
Hibiscus coulteri Harv. ex A. Gray - Desert rosemallow,
tulipán. Wand-like subshrub scattered throughout. JFW 89-45N
(ASDM), TRV 88-118.
Hibiscus denudatus Benth. - Rock hibiscus. Small subshrub
preferring calcareous substrates; scattered throughout. TRV
s.n., 88-75, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), C.M. Christy 2181 (ASU), J.
Downs 79-113 (MNA).
Horsfordia newberryi (S. Watson) A. Gray - Yellow felt
plant, mariola. Woody wand-like shrub preferring steep slopes
and cliffs; found on most ranges. JFW s.n., 89-2, TRV 86-231,
87-21, 88-9, 88-34, 2001-968 (ASDM), C.M. Christy 2196 (ASC,
ASU), M. Mittleman 149 (ASU).
Malva parviflora L. - Cheeseweed. Rare exotic winter/spring
ephemeral; usually limited to represos and other disturbed sites
throughout. JFW 92-150 (ASDM), 2008-52 (ASDM).
Malvastrum bicuspidatum (S. Watson) Rose - Malva peluda. Uncommon subshrub from a few cliffs and drainage at RT
& SM. JFW s.n., s.n., 90-44 (ASDM), 91-86 (ASDM).
Malvella sagittifolia (A. Gray) Fryxell - Alkali mallow. Rare
herbaceous perennial found in heavy clay soil in AG & AV, and
along Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 2010-131 (ASDM), TRV 20021004, MAD s.n. (ASDM).
Rhynchosida physocalyx (A. Gray) Fryxell [Sida physocalyx
A. Gray] - Tuberous sida. Rare herbaceous perennial from Blanco Wash (AV), a represo at PQ, Indio Tank (RM), and granite
sands N of RT. TRV 2001-951 (USON), 2002-992, A.L. Reina-
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G 2002-977 (HCIB).
Sida abutifolia P. Mill. [S. filicaulis Torr. & A. Gray; S. procumbens Sw.] - Spreading sida. Very uncommon herbaceous perennial from drainages and rocky slopes of PQ, RM, RT, SB. JFW
90-74K (ASDM).
Sphaeralcea ambigua A. Gray subsp. rosacea (Munz & I.M.
Johnst.) Kearney - Desert globe mallow, mal de ojo. Subshrub
found scattered throughout. JFW 90-64F (ASDM), TRV 88-21
(UCR), 88-112, 88-117, 90-52, 2002-954 (TEX, USON), 20021145 (ASU), 2003-609 (ASU), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-34 (NMC),
T.H. Nash 24 (ASU), M. Holloran s.n., R.B. Oxford 348 (ASU),
Green & Mazzoni 80-69 (MNA), M.E. Fishbein 60, 63, B.D. Parfitt
2797 (ASU).
Sphaeralcea coulteri (S. Watson) A. Gray - Coulter globe
mallow, mal de ojo. Winter/spring ephemeral uncommon
to locally abundant throughout (except RM). JFW 90-63F
(ASDM), 2008-139 (ASDM), 2010-71 (ASDM), TRV 90-17,
MAD s.n. (ASDM), L.R. Pye s.n. (ASC), M.E. Fishbein 56, K.
Mauz 2005-5.
Sphaeralcea emoryi Torr. ex A. Gray - Emory globe mallow,
mal de ojo. Subshrub locally uncommon in AV and lower
bajadas of PQ, RM, & SB. TRV 88-113, D. Walter 14923 (CS).
Sphaeralcea hastulata A. Gray [S. subhastata Coult.] - Globe
mallow, mal de ojo. Herbaceous perennial locally uncommon in
AV and lower bajadas of PQ & RT. JFW 92-162 (ASDM), TRV
90-345, 2002-989, T.H. Nash 25 (ASU).
Sphaeralcea laxa Wooton & Standl. - Caliche globe mallow,
mal de ojo. Subshrub widely scattered on all ranges (except WM
& SM). JFW 90-74H (ASDM), R. Spellenberg & N. Zucker 12597
(NMC).
Waltheria indica L. [W. americana L.] - Basora-prieta. Rare
subshrub from southerly cliffs at RT. JFW s.n., TRV 2003-14
(ASDM, ASU, TEX).

Martyniaceae [Pedaliaceae, in part]

Proboscidea althaeifolia (Benth.) Decne. - Desert unicorn
plant, cuernitos. Very uncommon herbaceous perennial from
lower bajadas and washes at RM, RT, SH, & SM. JFW 98
(ASDM), R.B. Oxford 279 (ASU).
Proboscidea parviflora (Wooton) Wooton & Standl. subsp.
parviflora - Devil's claw, uña de gato. Rare summer ephemeral
found once in a large wash at RT. JFW 90-74D (ASDM).

Molluginaceae

Glinus radiatus (Ruíz & Pav.) Rohrb. - Spreading sweetjuice.
Locally abundant exotic ephemeral limited to four represos
in AG, AV, RM, & WM. JFW 2008-44, 2008-118, 2008-154
(ASDM), 2008-171.
Mollugo cerviana (L.) Ser. - Thread-stem carpet weed. Rare
exotic winter/spring ephemeral from AV. TRV 2002-785, C.E.

Franz s.n. (ASC).
Mollugo verticillata L. - Carpet weed, espuelita. Winter/
spring ephemeral rare on cliffs at RM & RT. JFW s.n.

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh. - Red gum tree. Exotic tree; one thriving in Agua Dulce Ranch represo (RM) and
several declining at an abandoned ranch (AG). JFW 2008-148
(ASDM), TRV 2001-963.
Eucalyptus microtheca F. Muell. - Coolabah. Exotic tree;
one thriving in Agua Dulce Ranch represo (RM). JFW 2010-6
(ASDM).

Nyctaginaceae

Allionia incarnata L. var. villosa (Standl.) B. L. Turner Trailing four o'clock, guapile. Herbaceous perennial scattered
on bajadas and in washes (locally common on sunny slopes) on
all ranges. JFW 90-64D (ASDM), TRV 88-432A.
Boerhavia coccinea P. Mill. - Red spiderling, juaninipili.
Uncommon herbaceous perennial on bajadas & in washes at
PQ, RT, SH, & SB. JFW 89-32B, 2010-74 (ASDM).
Boerhavia coulteri (Hook. f.) S. Watson var. palmeri (S.
Watson) Spellenb. - Coulter spiderling, juaninipili. Summer
ephemeral locally uncommon at AV, RT, SH, & SM. JFW
89-32A, 90-74E (ASDM), TRV 2002-773 (NMC), 2002-1001,
2002-1112 (ASDM, NMC).
Boerhavia erecta L. - Fivewing ringstem, mochi. Summer
ephemeral often scattered to common throughout. JFW 90-71E
(ASDM), TRV 2002-1083 (NMC).
Boerhavia intermedia M. E. Jones [B. erecta L. var. intermedia (M. E. Jones) Kearney & Peebles; B. triquetra var. intermedia
(M.E. Jones) Spellenb.] - Fivewing ringstem, mochi. Summer
ephemeral often scattered to common throughout. JFW 89-33,
90-74J2 (ASDM), TRV 2002-815 (MEXU, USON), 2002-816
(NMC), 2002-1137 (NMC).
Boerhavia megaptera Standl. - Tucson Mountain spiderling. Summer ephemeral locally uncommon on bajadas and
slopes of PQ, SM, & WSB. TRV 2002-813 (NMC), 2002-983,
2002-986 (NMC).
Boerhavia pterocarpa S. Watson - Apache Pass spiderling.
Apparently rare summer ephemeral from AV. JFW 2010-158
(ASDM), TRV 2002-991 (NMC).
Boerhavia spicata Choisy [B. xanti S. Watson] - Creeping
stickstem, mochi. Summer ephemeral often locally common in
bajada drainages of RM & RT. JFW 90-74J1 (ASDM), TRV
2002-782 (ASDM, NMC), 2002-822 (HCIB, NMC), 2002-826
(MEXU).
Boerhavia wrightii A. Gray - Spiderling. Summer ephemeral locally common on slopes of RT, SM, WM, & WSB. JFW
90-73D (ASDM), 113 (ASDM), TRV 88-570, 2002-1125.
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Commicarpus scandens (L.) Standl. [Boerhavia scandens L.]
- Bush spiderling, miona. Subshrub found scattered in drainages throughout. JFW 89-44M (ASDM), TRV 88-202, 2002-835
(ASU).
Mirabilis laevis (Benth.) Curran var. villosa (Kellogg)
Spellenb. [M. bigelovii A. Gray] - Desert wishbone bush. Herbaceous perennial common in shaded sites of all ranges. JFW
90-55F (ASDM), TRV s.n. (MNA), 88-72, R.B. Oxford 309
(ASU), R. Perrill 5278 (ASDM), S.P. McLaughlin 8895.
Mirabilis longiflora L. - Sweet four o’clock. Rare herbaceous perennial known from one collection from a wildlife
guzzler at SM. R.B. Oxford 272 (ASU).
Pisonia capitata (S. Watson) Standl. - Vainoro. Rare
woody shrub from one cliff at RT. JFW 89-20 (ASDM), 89-37
(ASDM), 89-43 (ASU), 90-60 (NMC), TRV 2003-17 (ASDM,
NMC, TEX).

Oleaceae

Forestiera shrevei Standl. - Desert olive, palo de tucublate.
Woody shrub uncommon in larger canyons of RT, SB, & WM.
R.A. Darrow s.n.
Menodora scabra A. Gray - Twinfruit. Subshrub locally
common on rocky slopes and drainages of all ranges. JFW 89-3
(ASDM), 90-64L (ASDM), TRV 88-203, 88-559, 2002-1107
(ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), J. Downs 79-114 (MNA).

Onagraceae

Camissonia boothii (Douglas ex Lehm.) P.H. Raven - Booth
primrose. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral found in finertextured soils at AG, AV, RT, SM, WM, & WSB. JFW 98-3
(ASDM), 2010-127 (ASDM), TRV 87-24, R. Perrill 5384.
Camissonia californica (Nutt. ex Torr. & A. Gray) P.H.
Raven - Mustard evening primrose. Winter/spring ephemeral often common in drainages and on bajadas and southerly
slopes throughout (except AG). JFW 90-55G, TRV 2003-58, K.
Mauz 2005-6.
Camissonia chamaenerioides (A. Gray) P.H. Raven Willowherb primrose. Winter/spring ephemeral often common
throughout. JFW 90-54L (ASDM), TRV 88-60, 2003-25
(USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-40, T.H. Nash 61 (ASU), 2003-25,
W.C. Hodgson 16485 (DES).
Camissonia claviformis (Torr. & Frém.) P.H. Raven Brown-eyed primrose. Winter/spring ephemeral scattered in
both valleys and on lower bajadas of RT & SM. JFW 90-59M
(ASDM), 2008-114 (ASDM), T.H. Nash 32 (ASU).
Gaura mollis James [G. parviflora Douglas ex Lehm.; Oenothera curtiflora W.L. Wagner & Hoch.] - Lizard tail, linda tarde.
Locally rare herbaceous perennial from Waterman Pass represo
(WM) and Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 2008-71 (ASDM), 200876 (ASDM).
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Oenothera californica (S. Watson) S. Watson subsp. arizonica (Munz) W. Klein [O. arizonica (Munz) W.L. Wagner] - California evening primrose. Occasionally locally common winter/
spring ephemeral found on silty soil in both valleys and around
Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 2003-8, 2003-20 (ASDM, ASU,
USON), 2008-104.
Oenothera primiveris A. Gray. subsp. primiveris - Yellow
desert primrose, flor de San Juan. Winter/spring ephemeral,
spotty, but locally common on bajadas and around represos in
most areas. JFW 90-58M (ASDM), 2010-31 (ASDM).

Orobanchaceae

Castilleja exserta (A. Heller) T.I. Cuang & Heckard subsp.
exserta [Orthocarpus purpurascens Benth.] - Owl’s clover, escobita. Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral scattered on bajadas
and valley bottoms throughout. JFW 92-201 (ASDM), 2008-42
(ASDM), 2008-115 (ASDM), 2010-69 (ASDM), TRV 92-402,
2003-54, T.H. Nash 62 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Orobanche cooperi (A. Gray) A. Heller [O. ludoviciana Nutt.
var. cooperi (A. Gray) Beck] - Broom rape. Herbaceous perennial root parasite from bajadas at PQ, RT, SM, & WSB. TRV
91-555, C.M. Christy 2185 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.

Papaveraceae

Argemone ochroleuca Sweet - Mexican prickly poppy,
cardo. Winter/spring ephemeral occasionally found in washes
(RT & SM), and locally common in most represos (AG, RM,
& WM). JFW s.n., 2008-46 (ASDM), 2008-109 (ASDM), 2008117, 2008-134 (ASDM), 2008-144, 2008-156 (ASDM), 2008169 (ASDM).
Argemone pleiacantha Greene subsp. ambigua G.B.
Ownbey - Bluestem prickly poppy. Herbaceous perennial locally common in Greene’s Wash (SM), most represos, and roadsides (AG & WM); scattered elsewhere. JFW 2008-45 (ASDM),
2008-135 (ASDM), 2008-161 (ASDM), 2010-112 (ASDM),
TRV 88-208.
Eschscholzia californica Cham. subsp. mexicana
(Greene) C. Clark [E. mexicana Greene] - Mexican gold poppy,
amapa amarilla. Winter/spring ephemeral scattered to locally
abundant on bajadas and in washes throughout. JFW 90-53E
(ASDM), F.M. Irish 155 (ASU, DES), K. Mauz s.n., H. Cutler
4720 (ASC), W.C. Hodgson 16500 (DES).

Phrymaceae

Mimulus floribundus Lindl. - Clammy monkey flower. Rare
winter/spring ephemeral from a bedrock wash S of RT. JFW
90-59J (ASDM).
Mimulus guttatus Dc. - Yellow monkey flower, lama. Rare
winter/spring ephemeral from a bedrock wash S of RT. JFW
90-59T (ASDM).
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Mimulus rubellus A. Gray - Red-stemmed monkey flower.
Rare winter/spring ephemeral from rocky canyons at WM.
JFW s.n.

Plantaginaceae

Maurandya antirrhiniflora Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.
[Maurandella antirrhiniflora (Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.) Rothm.]
- Blue snapdragon vine, milpil. Uncommon herbaceous
perennial vine from cliffs at RT and drainages in RM, SB, &
WM.JFW s.n., 2008-158 (ASDM), TRV 2001-988.
Nuttallanthus texanus (Scheele) D.A. Sutton [Linaria texana
Scheele, L. canadensis (L.) Chaz. var. texana] - Texas toad flax.
Winter/spring ephemeral uncommon on bajadas, washes, &
represos at AG, PQ, RT, & SM. JFW 90-53D, 2003-18, 2010119, A.L. Reina-G. 2005-67.
Penstemon parryi (A. Gray) A. Gray - Parry penstemon,
varita de San José. Herbaceous perennial scattered in canyons
and drainages of ranges (except SM). JFW 90-62E, 2010-18, P.
Schneider s.n. (UCR), TRV s.n., 88-12, W.C. Hodgson 16497 (ASC,
DES), D. Walter 14968 (CS).
Penstemon subulatus M.E. Jones - Little beard tongue.
Uncommon herbaceous perennial from Pescadero Wash (RM)
and NW-bajada of RT. JFW 2008-97, TRV 2003-89 (USON).
Plantago ovata Forssk. [P. insularis Eastw.] - Desert Indian
wheat. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common on bajadas
throughout. JFW s.n. (USON), 90-54T (ASDM), TRV 88-10,
88-48, T.H. Nash 44 (ASU), H. Cutler 4711 (MNA), K. Mauz
2005-11.
Plantago patagonica Jacq. [P. purshii Roem. & Schult.]
- Pursh plantain, pastora. Winter/spring ephemeral usually
common on bajadas and slopes throughout. JFW, 90-54M
(ASDM),TRV 90-14, MAD s.n. (USON), T.H. Nash 36 (ASU).
Plantago rhodosperma Decne. - Red-seeded plantain.
Winter/spring ephemeral favoring clay soils of represos and
valley drainages at AG, AV, SM, & WM. JFW s.n. (ASU), 200311, 2008-50 (ASDM), 2008-127 (ASDM), 2010-42 (ASDM),
MAD s.n. (ASDM), K. Mauz s.n.
Plantago virginica L. – Virginia plantain. Winter/spring
ephemeral uncommon on lower bajadas of SM. A.L. Reina-G.
2005-59.
Pseudorontium cyathiferum (Benth.) Rothm. [Antirrhinum
cyathiferum Benth.] - Frog snapdragon. Winter/spring ephemeral, rare on rocky S-facing slopes at RT & SM. TRV s.n., A.L.
Reina-G. 2003-41 (ASDM), G.K. McBryde 267, J. Zauderer s.n.
Sairocarpus nuttallianus (Benth ex A. DC.) D.A. Sutton
[Antirrhinum nuttallianum Benth.] - Nuttall snapdragon. Winter/
spring ephemeral uncommon on slopes of RT & SB. JFW s.n.,
90-41B (ASDM), R.A. Darrow 3421.
Veronica anagallis-aquatica L. - Water speedwell. Locally uncommon exotic herbaceous perennial in Greene’s Wash

(SM). JFW 2005-48 (ASDM), 2008-73 (ASDM).
Veronica peregrina L. subsp. xalapensis (Kunth) Pennell
- Necklace weed, verónica. Winter/spring ephemeral locally
common in represos and washes of both valleys & RT, SH,
WM, & WSB. JFW s.n., 91-15 (ASDM), 98-8 (ASDM), 2003-17
(USON), 2008-47 (ASDM), 2010-45 (ASDM).

Plumbaginaceae

Plumbago zeylandica L. [P. scandens L.] - Plumbago, hierba de alacran. Locally uncommon subshrub from cliffs and
canyons of RT. JFW s.n.

Polemoniaceae

Eriastrum diffusum (A. Gray) H. Mason - Blue star. Winter/
spring ephemeral usually common on bajadas and valley washes
throughout. JFW 90-53B (ASDM), 90-53C (ASDM), 2008-26
(ASDM), 2008-58 (ASDM), 2010-105 (ASDM), TRV 88-73,
2003-606 (USON), H.C. Cutler 4722 (MNA).
Gilia flavocincta A. Nelson subsp. australis (A.D. Grant
& V.E. Grant) Day & V.E. Grant - Lesser yellowthroat gilia.
Winter/spring ephemeral usually common on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-54U (ASDM), TRV 2003-53 (USON).
Gilia stellata A. Heller - Star gilia. Winter/spring ephemeral
usually common on bajadas throughout. JFW 90-62D (ASDM),
90-64K (ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-61, 88-65, 90-6 (UCR), 90-7,
2003-81 (ASDM, ASU, USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-39 (HCIB,
USON), T.H. Nash 64 (ASU), M. Chamberland 1691, M.E. Fishbein 43, W.C Hodgson 16452 (DES).
Ipomopsis multiflora (Nutt.) V.E. Grant - Many-flowered
gilia. Rare herbaceous perennial from S-facing cliffs of RT.
JFW obs.
Leptosiphon aureus (Nutt.) J.M. Porter & L.A. Johnson
subsp. aureus [Linanthus aureus (Nutt.) Greene] - Desert gold.
Rare winter/spring ephemeral from transition of AV to RM.
P.D. Jenkins s.n.
Linanthus bigelovii (A. Gray) Greene - Bigelow desert
trumpets. Usually common winter/spring ephemeral found
throughout. JFW 90-59, 90-60C, TRV 88-59, A.L. Reina-G.
2005-44 (NMC), T.H. Nash 59 (ASU), M.E. Fishbein 44, W.C.
Hodgson 16463 (DES), R.W. Spellenberg 13150 (NMC).

Polygalaceae

Polygala macradenia A. Gray - Milkwort. Subshrub uncommon on all ranges (except WSB). JFW s.n., TRV s.n., 88-181,
H.S. Gentry 23414, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), R. Perrill 5849, M.
Chamberland 1433, C.M. Christy 2186 (ASU).

Polygonaceae

Chorizanthe brevicornu Torr. - Brittle spineflower. Winter/
spring ephemeral often common on bajadas throughout. JFW
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90-58B (ASDM), 2008-92 (ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-136, 90-5,
2003-614 (USON), T.H. Nash 108 (ASU), W.C. Hodgson 16489
(DES).
Chorizanthe rigida (Torr.) Torr. & A. Gray - Rigid spinyherb. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common to abundant
on bajadas throughout; scarcer in valleys. JFW 90-58C (ASDM),
91-14C (ASDM), 2008-91 (ASDM), 2010-123 (ASDM), TRV
88-115, E Lehto 9216 (ASU), W.C. Hodgson 16457 (DES).
Eriogonum abertianum Torr. - Wild buckwheat. Indeterminate ephemeral or short-lived perennial, locally uncommon
on sunny slopes and drainages from RT southward. JFW 89-28
(ASDM), 90-58T (ASDM), 2005-101 (ASDM), TRV s.n., s.n.,
88-647, 2003-645, T.L. Burgess 5830.
Eriogonum deflexum Torr. var. deflexum - Skeleton weed.
Summer ephemeral scattered (sometimes locally common)
throughout (except AV & SM). JFW 90-41C (ASDM), 90-59P
(ASDM), TRV s.n., 87-22, 88-128, 2002-1012 (USON), 20021147 (ASU, USON), D. Hilyard (ASU), E. Lehto 9225 (ASU), M.
Butterwick 7670 (ASU), T.L. Burgess 5823.
Eriogonum fasciculatum Benth. var. polifolium (Benth.)
Torr. & A. Gray - Flattop buckwheat, maderista. Subshrub
uncommon on sunny bajadas of RT, SB, & SH; locally common
on N-facing slopes of RT. JFW s.n., 89-8 (ASDM), TRV s.n.,
s.n., 2003-612 (USON).
Eriogonum inflatum Torr. & Frém. - Desert trumpet, guinagua. Herbaceous perennial scattered on bajadas throughout.
JFW s.n., TRV 88-127, 2001-991 (HCIB), 2002-1093 (ASDM),
T.H. Nash 113 (ASU), T.L. Burgess 5822.
Eriogonum maculatum A. Heller - Anglestem buckwheat.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral from bajadas around RT.
JFW s.n., 90-61B (ASDM, ASU).
Eriogonum palmerianum Reveal - Skeleton weed. Indeterminate ephemeral uncommon on hills and bajadas of RT, SB, &
WSB. JFW 90-66, 90-67G (ASDM), M.A. Baker 11941 (ASU).
Eriogonum polycladon Benth. - Sorrel buckwheat. Rare
winter/spring ephemeral seen only in a represo at PQ. JFW obs.
Eriogonum thomasii Torr. - Wild buckwheat. Winter/
spring ephemeral scattered on hills and bajadas at PQ, RT, WM,
& WSB. JFW 90-59 (ASU), 2010-150 (ASDM), TRV s.n., 200362 (ASDM, USON), R. Perrill 5374, W.C. Hodgson 16490 (DES).
Eriogonum thurberi Torr. - Thurber buckwheat. Rare indeterminate ephemeral along bajada drainage at RT & WSB. JFW
92-206, 2010-147.
Eriogonum trichopes Torr. - Little trumpet. Indeterminate ephemeral; uncommon, with patchy occurrences at AV,
PQ, RT, SM, & WM. JFW 2010-148 (ASDM), TRV 88-198,
88-429A, 91-558 (ASDM, ASU).
Eriogonum wrightii Torr. ex Benth. var. wrightii - Wild
buckwheat. Subshrub scattered on steep slopes, canyons, &
cliffs at PQ, RT, SH, & SB. JFW s.n., TRV 2001-970 (BCMEX,
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HCIB, USON).
Polygonum argyrocoleon Steud. ex Kunze - Silversheath
knotweed. Exotic ephemeral from valley roadsides and represos
(AG, RM, SB, & WM), and Greene Wash (SM). JFW 2008-61
(ASDM), 2008-70 (ASDM), 2008-157 (ASDM), 2008-173-174
(ASDM), 2010-58 (ASDM).
Pterostegia drymarioides Fisch. & C.A. Mey. - Spreading
buckwheat. Winter/spring ephemeral localized in shade at RT
& SH, but may be more widespread. JFW s.n., W.C. Hodgson
16505 (DES), 16506 (DES).
Rumex conglomeratus Murray - Dock. Locally rare exotic
herbaceous perennial found only at Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW
2008-80 (ASDM).

Portulacaceae

Calandrinia ciliata (Ruíz & Pav.) DC. - Red maids. Winter/
spring ephemeral often locally common in canyons and valley
bajadas and drainages (AV, PQ, RM, RT, & SM). JFW 90-55L,
2010-35 (ASDM), 2010-56 (ASDM), TRV 2005-51 (ASDM),
2008-10 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-45.
Cistanthe monandra (Nutt.) Hershk. [Calyptridium monandrum Nutt.] - Sand cress. Winter/spring ephemeral usually
common in valleys and on bajadas of ranges (except WM &
WSB). JFW s.n., 90-54G (ASDM), 2010-73 (ASDM), 2010-108
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 41 (ASU).
Phemeranthus aurantiacus (Engelm.) Kiger [Talinum
aurantiacum Engelm.] - Flame flower. Rare herbaceous perennial
found only at WM. TRV 88-435, 88-648.
Portulaca oleracea L. [incl. P. retusa Engelm.] - Common
purslane, verdolaga Locally uncommon summer ephemeral
from RT & WSB. JFW 90-73J (ASDM), 92-72M (ASDM), M.
White s.n. (ASU), M.A. Baker obs.
Portulaca pilosa L. - Purslane. Rare summer ephemeral
from northerly slopes of RT. JFW 90-72M (ASDM).
Portulaca umbraticola Kunth subsp. umbraticola - Purslane. Very uncommon summer ephemeral on northerly slopes
of RT. JFW 90-71P (ASDM), 90-72N (ASDM).

Primulaceae

Androsace occidentalis Pursh. - Rock jasmine. Winter/
spring ephemeral often scattered on sunny bajadas throughout.
JFW 90-41A (ASDM), 90-53G (ASDM), TRV 87-13, 88-19
(UCR), 2003-91.

Ranunculaceae

Anemone tuberosa Rydb. - Desert windflower. Herbaceous
perennial scattered on northerly slopes of all ranges. TRV
88-17, 2005-52 (ASDM), B.D. Parfitt 2787 (ASU).
Clematis drummondii Torr. & A. Gray - Virgin's bower,
barba de chivato. Semi-woody vine, uncommon and localized
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in washes along the lower bajadas of PQ, RT, & SB and in
AV. JFW 90-74G (ASDM), 2002-19 (ASDM, USON), 2008-2
(ASDM).
Delphinium parishii A. Gray subsp. parishii - Desert larkspur. Uncommon herbaceous perennial favoring drier bajadas
of SB & WM. TRV s.n., F.M. Irish 151 (ASU), 294 (ASU),
Demmett (ASU), T.H. Nash 40 (ASU).
Delphinium scaposum Greene - Barestem larkspur, espuelita. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial on shady slopes
and bajada understory throughout. JFW 90-58H (ASDM),
2010-137 (ASDM), TRV s.n., 90-20, R. Perrill 5383 (ASDM),
R.G. Walter 13639, R.W. Spellenberg 13151 (NMC).
Myosurus cupulatus S. Watson - Mousetail. Rare winter/
spring ephemeral from shady, moist sites at PQ & RT. JFW
90-59H (ASDM).
Ranunculus scleratus L. var. scleratus - Cursed crowfoot. Locally uncommon exotic indeterminate ephemeral from
Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 2008-69, A.L. Reina-G. 2005-81.

Resedaceae

Oligomeris linifolia (Vahl) J.F. Macbr. - Linear-leaved
cambess. Occasional winter/spring ephemeral in silty soil on
lower bajadas. JFW 2008-35 (ASDM), TRV 88-131, 91-529,
MAD s.n. (USON).

Rhamnaceae

Condalia correllii M.C. Johnst. - Bluewood. Very uncommon woody shrub collected only from SM, but possibly more
widespread. A.L. Reina-G. 2005-61 (ASDM).
Condalia warnockii M.C. Johnst. var. kearneyana M.C.
Johnst. - Mexican crucillo, guichutilla. Widely scattered woody
shrub on slopes and bajadas on most ranges. JFW 89-36B
(ASDM), 89-36C (ASDM), TRV 88-431, R.A. Darrow 3413, M.
Mittleman 185.
Ziziphus obtusifolia (Hook. ex Torr. & A. Gray) A. Gray
var. canescens (A. Gray) M.C. Johnst. - Graythorn, ciruela de
monte. Uncommon woody shrub scattered throughout. TRV
88-740, 2002-49 (USON), 2002-1126 (ASDM).

herbaceous perennial only from cliffs at RT. JFW 90-85B
(ASDM).
Galium proliferum A. Gray - Great basin bedstraw.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral throughout. JFW 90-59L
(ASDM), TRV 87-11 (UCR), 88-39, 2003-607 (ASDM), W.C.
Hodgson 16484 (DES).
Galium stellatum Kellogg subsp. eremicum (Hilend &
J.T. Howell) Ehrend - Desert bedstraw. Locally uncommon
subshrub found on cliffs and steep slopes of all ranges. JFW
90-58J (ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-79 (UCR), 2003-61 (PTBG,
USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2003-618 (ASU), P. Schneider s.n. (UCR),
T.L. Burgess 5827- 5828, S.P. McLaughlin 8894.

Salicaceae

Populus fremontii S. Watson - Frémont cottonwood, alamo.
Rare tree from Agua Dulce Ranch represo (RM); now gone
from a spring on the N-slope of SB. JFW 2008-151 (ASDM),
B. Wooden obs.
Salix exigua Nutt. - Coyote willow. Woody shrub or small
tree. One collection only from a spring on the N-slope of SB
(now gone). R.A. Darrow 3420.
Salix gooddingii C.R. Ball - Goodding willow. Locally rare
tree from Agua Dulce Ranch represo at RM and Greene Wash
(no longer found at Cocío Wash at SB). JFW 2008-150, 109
(ASDM), G. Constantz photo.

Santalaceae

Phoradendron californicum Nutt. - Desert mistletoe,
toji. Parisitic subshrub. Common throughout on Parkinsonia
spp., Prosopis; Senagalia, & Vachellia; rare on Larrea. JFW 92-109
(ASDM), TRV 88-741, S.P. McLaughlin 8884.

Sapindaceae

Rosaceae

Sapindus drummondii Hook. & Arn. [S. saponaria L. var.
drummondii (Hook. & Arn.) L.D. Benson] - Western soapberry
tree, jaboncillo. Rare woody shrub or small tree; single plant
from wash at RM. TRV 2002-956. [We use the name S. drummondii following Felger, et al. 2012 and personal communication
from D. Austin (unpublished)]

Rubiaceae

Castela emoryi (A. Gray) Moran & Felger - Crucifixion
thorn, corona de Cristo. Woody shrub scattered in AG and
lower bajadas of SM. JFW 2008-129 (ASDM), TRV 2002-1009,
2002-1110.

Vauquelinia californica (Torr.) Sarg. subsp. sonorensis W.J.
Hess & Henrickson - Arizona rosewood. Locally uncommon
woody shrub or small tree from shady canyons at RT & SB;
single plant at WM. JFW s.n., R. Schmazel obs.
Galium aparine L. - Bedstraw. Exotic winter/spring ephemeral, occasional in drainages throughout. JFW 90-55H (ASDM),
2010-11 (ASDM).
Galium microphyllum A. Gray - Bracted bedstraw. Rare

Simaroubaceae

Simmondsiaceae

Simmondsia chinensis (Link) C.K. Schneid. - Jojoba.
Woody shrub common on bajadas and slopes of larger ranges

Wiens, Van Devender, and Dimmitt

and locally abundant on N-slopes of SB. JFW 90-55M (ASDM),
M. Chamberland 1687, S.P. McLaughlin 8897.

Solanaceae

Datura discolor Bernh. - Desert thornapple, toloache.
Summer ephemeral, usually common in washes and represos at
lower elevations. JFW 89-38 (ASDM), 88-643, 88-727.
Datura wrightii Regel - Sacred datura, toloache. Rare herbaceous perennial seen only in Greene’s Wash (SM). authors obs.
Lycium andersonii A. Gray. var. wrightii A. Gray - Anderson wolfberry, manzanita. Woody shrub scattered to locally
uncommon throughout (except WM). R.B. Oxford s.n. (ASU).
Lycium berlandieri Dunal var. longistylum C.L. Hitchc.
- Wolfberry, barchata. Woody shrub common on hills and
bajadas throughout. JFW 96 (ASDM), TRV 87-231
Lycium californicum Nutt. ex A. Gray - Wolfberry, frutilla.
Woody shrub locally common on lower bajada of SM. A.L.
Reina-G. 2005-6 (ASDM), 2005-56 (NMC, USON).
Lycium exsertum A. Gray - Arizona wolfberry, frutilla.
Woody shrub locally uncommon in cliffs and drainages at RT,
SB, & SM. JFW 90-53, 116 (ASDM), TRV 2003-7 (ASDM),
2003-11 (ASU), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-54 (ASDM, NMC).
Lycium fremontii A. Gray - Frémont thornbush, frutilla.
Woody shrub locally uncommon at RT, SB, & SM. JFW 90-58L
(ASDM), 115 (ASDM), 117 (ASDM), TRV 2003-26 (ASDM,
HCIB, NMC, USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-57 (ASDM, USON),
R.B. Oxford 273 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Lycium macrodon A. Gray - Desert thorn, frutilla. Woody
shrub locally uncommon in AV and on lower bajadas of SH,
SM & WSB. JFW 2010-129 (ASDM), TRV 2003-3 (ASDM).
Lycium parishii A. Gray - Parish thornbush, salicieso.
Woody shrub common on lower bajadas throughout (except
AV, PQ, & SH). JFW 2008-132 (ASDM), TRV s.n. (ASDM),
87-233, 87-235 (UCR), 88-66, 88-733 (UCR), 2001-964, 20011012 (ASU, CAS, HCIB, TEX), C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC)
Nicotiana glauca Graham - Tree tobacco, cornetón. Exotic
woody shrub seen only in Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW obs.
Nicotiana obtusifolia M. Mertens & Galeotti var. obtusifolia [N. trigonophylla Dunal] - Desert tobacco, tabaco de coyote.
Herbaceous perennial common throughout. JFW 92-214
(ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-554, T.H. Nash 50 (ASU), A.D. Harlan
AH-01-1, W.C. Hodgson 16496 (DES).
Physalis acutifolia (Miers) Sandwith - Wright ground cherry, tomatillo del desierto. Rare summer ephemeral from granite
substrate E. of RT. JFW 90-74F (ASDM).
Physalis crassifolia Benth. - Thick-leaved ground cherry,
tomate de culebra. Herbaceous perennial widely scattered.
JFW 90-62F (ASDM), 90-74A (ASDM), TRV 2002-952 (ASU,
HCIB, USON), C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC).
Physalis lobata Torr. [Quincula lobata (Torr.) Raf.] - Purple
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ground cherry. Herbaceous perennial locally common in silty
soils along washes and represos (AG, AV, PQ, RM, & SM). JFW
91-30 (ASDM), 2008-19 (ASDM), 2008-113 (ASDM), 2008-128
(ASDM), TRV 2002-996, A.L. Reina-G. 2002-974 (HCIB), R.B.
Oxford 295 (ASU), M.E. Fishbein 59.
Solanum douglasii Dunal [S. nigrum var. douglasii (Dunal)
A. Gray] - Greenspot nightshade, chichiquelite. Herbaceous
perennial very uncommon in shady canyons and cliffs of RT.
JFW s.n., 89-43.
Solanum elaeagnifolium Cav. - Horse nettle, trompillo.
Herbaceous perennial widely scattered, but locally common on
deeper soils in most areas. JFW 2008-65 (ASDM), 105 (ASDM),
TRV 88-575, R. Glinski s.n. (DES).

Tamaricaceae

Tamarix aphylla (L.) H. Karst. - Salt cedar, pino salado.
Exotic tree common in Greene’s Wash (SM) and rare along
Cocío Wash (SB). JFW 121 (ASDM).
Tamarix chinensis Lour. [T. pentandra Pallas; Tamarix ramosissima Ledeb.] - Athel, pino salado. Exotic shrub or small
tree locally abundant in Cocío Wash (SB) and Greene’s Wash
(SM). JFW 90-50C (ASDM), TRV 2000-231 (NY), 2002-1123
(ASDM), C.P. Wicklund 60 (ASU).

Urticaceae

Parietaria hespera Hinton var. hespera - Pellitory. A usually common to abundant winter/spring ephemeral found in
shaded sites throughout (except AG). JFW 90-63C (ASDM), P.
Schneider s.n. (UCR), TRV 88-18, K. Mauz s.n.

Verbenaceae

Aloysia wrightii A. Heller ex Abrams - Lemon verbena, vara
dulce. Woody shrub locally common on northerly slopes and
drainages on all ranges. JFW 89-44D (ASDM), TRV 88-434,
2002-1096 (ASU).
Glandularia gooddingii (Briq.) Solbrig. [Verbena gooddingii Briq.] - Goodding verbena. Herbaceous perennial from
Pescadero Wash (RM) & canyons of RT. JFW 2010-62 (ASDM),
TRV 2002-948.
Glandularia pulchella (Sweet) Tronc. [Verbena tenuisecta
(Briq.) Small] - South American mock vervain. Exotic ephemeral/short-lived perennial; collected from along Avra Valley Rd.
(AV), but not seen in recent decades. C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC).
Tetraclea coulteri A. Gray - Coulter wrinklefruit. Very
uncommon subshrub in drainages at RM & WM. JFW 95-110
(ASDM), TRV 88-746, 2002-945.
Verbena bracteata Lag. & Rodr. - Prostrate vervain. Herbaceous perennial limited to represos and adjacent washes in
both valleys, PQ, & RM. JFW s.n., 96-20A (ASDM), 2002-13
(ASDM, ASU), 2008-49 (ASDM), 2008-101 (ASDM), 2010-54
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(ASDM), TRV 2001-960 (ASDM), 2001-976.
Verbena neomexicana (A. Gray) Small var. xylopoda L.M.
Perry [V. xylopoda (L.M. Perry) G.L. Nesom] - Hillside vervain.
Rare herbaceous perennial from N-slope of Wolcott Pk (RT).
JFW s.n., 2010-20 (ASDM).

Violaceae

Hybanthus verticillatus (Ortega) Baill. - Green violet.
Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial from bajadas of RM
& WM. TRV 88-726.

Zygophyllaceae

Fagonia laevis Standl. [F. californica Benth.] - California
fagonbush. Subshrub widely scattered patches on bajadas of
SB, SM, WM, & WSB. JFW 2010-154 (ASDM), TRV 87-27,
92-405, A.L. Reina-G. 2003-37 (ASU, HCIB), E. Lehto 9209
(ASU), R.S. Felger 13973.
Kallstroemia californica (S. Watson) Vail - California
caltrop. Uncommon summer ephemeral scattered on bajadas
of all ranges except RM & WSB. JFW 90-69E (ASDM), TRV
88-556, 88-662, 2002-775, 2002-778.
Kallstroemia grandiflora Torr. ex A. Gray - Arizona
summer poppy, baiborín. Summer ephemeral widely scattered,
but occassionally locally common on bajadas of most drainages. JFW 90-71D (ASDM).
Kallstroemia parviflora J.B.S. Norton - Worty caltrop. Rare
summer ephemeral on bajadas of RT & WSB. JFW obs., M.A.
Baker obs.
Larrea divaricata Cav. subsp. tridentata (Sessé & Moc. ex
DC.) Felger [L. tridentata (Sessé & Moc. ex DC.) Coville var.
tridentata] - Creosote bush, governadora. Common to locally abundant woody shrub found throughout. JFW 89-44L
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 111 (ASU), A.D. Scholz 132, W.C. Hodgson
16455 (DES).
Tribulus terrestris L. - Puncture vine. Exotic summer
ephemeral rare in AV and near RT. JFW 2010-159 (ASDM).
MAGNOLIOPHYTA (ANGIOSPERMS)
LILIOPSIDA (MONOCOTYLEDONS)

Amaryllidaceae [incl. Liliaceae, in part]

Allium macropetalum Rydb. - Wild onion. Herbaceous
perennial locally common on N-facing slopes of larger ranges.
JFW 90-59K (ASDM), TRV 92-404, R.A. Darrow s.n., G. Fox
s.n., A. Salywon 573 (ASU).

Asparagaceae [incl. Agavaceae and Liliaceae, in part]

Agave americana L. subsp. americana var. expansa (Jacobi) Gentry - Century plant. Exotic succulent rosette. Several
clumps planted at dirt road intersections in RM; persisting by

vegetative pupping. JFW 2008-89 (ASDM).
Agave deserti Engelm. subsp. simplex Engelm. - Desert
agave. Succulent rosette locally common on limestone in WM
and SB. H.S. Gentry 23413, 23414 (DES) 23416 (DES), 23562,
T.L. Burgess 5832, 5833, 5834, K. Baker s.n. (ASDM), W.C. Hodgson 26923-29 (DES), 26946-48 (DES).
Dichelostemma capitatum (Benth.) Alph. Wood subsp.
pauciflorum (Torr.) G. Keator [D. pulchellum (Salisb.) A. Heller
var. pauciflorum (Torr.) Hoover] - Bluedicks. Common to abundant herbaceous perennial found throughout ranges; rare in
valleys. JFW 2008-116 (ASDM), TRV 88-50, T.H. Nash 46
(ASU), R. Perrill 5382 (UCR).
Yucca baccata Torr. var. brevifolia (Schott ex Torr.) L.D.
Benson & R.A. Darrow [Y. ×schottii Engelm. (pro sp.) = Y.
baccata × elata; Y. arizonica McKelvey; Y. thornberi McKelvey.] Spanish dagger, datíl. Trunk-forming semi-succulent rosettes.
Scattered on northerly slopes, canyons, and cliffs of RT, SB, &
WM. Authors obs.
Yucca elata (Engelm.) Engelm. - Soaptree yucca. A single
trunk-forming semi-succulent along Avra Valley Rd. (AV).
TRV 2002-1155A (ASDM), 2003-644A (ASDM).

Cyperaceae

Cyperus esculentus L. var. leptostachyus Boeckeler Yellow nutsedge. Rare herbaceous perennial known from a cliff
on Wolcott Peak (RT) and perhaps Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW
2010-15 (ASDM), K. Mauz obs.
Scirpus sp. - Sedge. Tall herbaceous perennial known only
from photographs of Cocío Wash; not seen since 1984. G.
Constantz photo.

Juncaceae

Juncus bufonius L. - Toad rush. Rare winter/spring ephemeral known only from a single bedrock wash at RT. JFW 90-65C
(ASDM).

Lemnaceae

Lemna minor L. - Duckweed. Aquatic summer ephemeral.
Locally common in El Represo Lamita (RM). TRV 2001-943
(ASDM, USON).

Liliaceae

Calochortus kennedyi Porter var. kennedyi - Desert mariposa lily. Herbaceous perennial locally common throughout
ranges on rocky, N-slopes. F.M. Irish 150 (ASU), Demmett s.n.
(ASU), 161 (ASU).

Poaceae [Graminae]

Aristida adscensionis L. - Sixweeks threeawn, zacate cola
de zorra. Indeterminate ephemeral often common throughout.

Wiens, Van Devender, and Dimmitt

JFW 89-2 (ASDM), 92-107 (ASDM), TRV 88-2, 88-16, 2001961, R.B. Oxford 255 (ASU), T.H. Nash 47 (ASU), R. Perrill
5835, W.C. Hodgson 16461 (DES).
Aristida californica Thurb. var. glabrata Vasey - Santa Rita
threeawn, tres barbas. Very uncommon short-lived herbaceous
perennial from eastern WSB. J.R. Reeder 8224.
Aristida purpurea Nutt. var. nealleyi (Vasey) K.W. Allred.
[A. glauca (Nees) Walp.] - Reverchon threeawn, tres barbas
púrpurea. Common herbaceous perennial found throughout.
JFW 90-50 (UCR), 88-42, 2001-967, 2001-973 (MEXU), 2001973 (USON), 2001-993 (NMC), 2001-1001 (CAS, TEX), R.A.
Darrow 3416, M. Mittleman 138.
Aristida purpurea Nutt. var. parishii (A.S. Hitchc.) K.W.
Allred [A. parishii C.L. Hitch.] - Threeawn. Herbaceous perennial scattered in canyons and washes throughout (except AV,
SH). JFW 90-6X (ASDM), 90-58A (ASDM), TRV 2001-954,
2001-057 (BCMEX), 2001-959 (HCIB, NMC, TEX), 2001-995
(CAS, HCIB), 2002-1087.
Aristida purpurea Nutt. var. purpurea - Purple threeawn,
tres barbas púrpurea. Herbaceous perennial very uncommon
in drainages and on cliffs at RM, RT, & WM. JFW 90-4G
(ASDM), 92-160 (ASDM), TRV 2000-228 (NMC, NY), 20011039 (HCIB, NMC, USON), 2002-938.
Aristida ternipes Cav. var. gentilis (Henrard) K.W. Allred
[A. hamulosa Henrard] - Poverty threeawn. Herbaceous perennial widely scattered at AV, RM, RT, & SB. JFW 90-4H (ASDM),
2004-45A (ASDM), TRV 2001-944, 2002-990.
Aristida ternipes Cav. var. ternipes - Spider grass, zacate
araña. Common herbaceous perennial found throughout.
JFW 92-153 (ASDM), TRV 87-288, C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC), s.n.
(ASC), R.B. Oxford 291 (ASU), 311, J.R. Reeder 8510, 8517, 8518.
Bothriochloa barbinodis (Lag.) Herter - Cane beardgrass,
popotillo algodonero. Uncommon herbaceous perennial scattered in drainages throughout. TRV 88-573.
Bouteloua aristidoides (Kunth) Griseb. var. aristidoides
- Six-weeks needle grama, zacata saitillo. Summer ephemeral
sometimes abundant throughout. JFW 90-71J (ASDM), TRV
88-563, 2002-1117, C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC), s.n. (ASC).
Bouteloua barbata Lag. var. barbata - Six-weeks grama,
navajita. Summer ephemeral sometimes common throughout.
JFW 90-71K (ASDM), TRV 88-660, 88-669, 88-737, 2002-827,
2002-829 (ASDM, ASU, USON), R.B. Oxford 238 (ASU), 280
(ASU), R. Perrill 8537 (UCR), 5852, 5858, C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC),
s.n. (ASC).
Bouteloua barbata Lag. var. rothrockii (Vasey) Gould [B.
rothrockii Vasey] - Rothrock grama, navajita liebrero. Short-lived
herbaceous perennial uncommon in AV, RM, RT, SB, & SM.
JFW s.n., 90-77 (ASDM), TRV 2003-21 (ASDM), R. Perrill 5837,
5858 (UCR).
Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) Torr. var. curtipendula -
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Sideoats grama, navajita banderilla. Herbaceous perennial scattered on ranges from RT southward. JFW 90-71L (ASDM),
TRV 87-228, 88-445, J.R. Reeder 8515.
Bouteloua eriopoda (Torr.) Torr. - Black grama. Locally rare
herbaceous perennial found at RM & WM. TRV 88-651, A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-967.
Bouteloua repens (Kunth) Scribn. & Merr. [B. filiformis (E.
Fourn.) Griffiths] - Slender grama, zacate sabanilla. Herbaceous
perennial locally common on rocky slopes, ridges, & drainages,
from WSB southward. JFW 89-44 (ASU), 90-71M (ASDM),
2010-59 (ASDM), TRV 2002-967, 2002-982 (ASU, NMC), M.
Mittleman 186.
Bouteloua trifida Thurb. ex S. Watson var. trifida - Red
grama, navajita roja. Herbaceous perennial locally common on
limestone or caliche substrate on all ranges except SH & SM.
JFW 89-42A (ASDM), 2010-149 (ASDM), TRV s.n. (ASDM),
86-134, 87-232, 88-3, 88-549 (ASU), 2001-994 (ASDM,
BCMEX, HCIB), J.R. Reeder 8512, R. Buhrow s.n., M.A. Baker
11947-1, 13861 (ASC, ASU).
Bromus carinatus Hook. & Arn. [B. arizonicus (Shear) Stebbins] - Arizona brome, bromo de California. Winter/spring
ephemeral occassionally locally common in valley drainages
and represos and bajada washes throughout. JFW 90-60F
(ASDM), 98-4 (ASDM), 2008-48 (ASDM), 2010-121 (ASDM),
TRV 88-132, 92-401, J.J. Thornber s.n., R.A. Darrow s.n.
Bromus rubens L. - Red brome, bromo. Exotic winter/
spring ephemeral sometimes common throughout; occasionally abundant on shady slopes. TRV 88-137, 92-406A, K. Mauz
s.n.
Cathestecum brevifolium Swallen [C. erectum Vasey &
Hack. misapplied; Bouteloua diversispicula J.T. Columbus] - False
grama, zacate borreguero. Uncommon herbaceous perennial at
Britton Pk. (SB) and locally common on hills E. of Wolcott Pk.
(RT). JFW 89-4 (ASDM), 89-44C (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 200239, J.R. & C.G. Reeder 8520 (UTC), 8521 (UTC), 9312, 9313.
Chloris virgata Sw. - Feather fingergrass, cola de zorra.
Summer ephemeral often scattered to locally common in
washes and represos in valleys & larger ranges. JFW 90-75A
(ASDM).
Cottea pappophoroides Kunth - Cotta grass. Ephemeral
or short-lived perennial, from lower bajada drainages of RM,
RT, SB, & WM. JFW 90-75B (ASDM), 95-109 (ASDM), TRV
88-645, 88-736 (UCR), 2001-978 (HCIB, NMC, USON), 2002831 (ASU).
Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers. - Bermudagrass, pata de gallo.
Exotic herbaceous perennial found in large washes and most
represos throughout (except SH). JFW 90-59N (ASDM), A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-41, 2003-617.
Dasyochloa pulchella (Kunth) Willd. ex Rydb. [Erioneuron
pulchellum (Kunth) Tateoka] - Fluff grass, zacate borreguero.
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Herbaceous perennial common on bajadas throughout. JFW
89-44N (ASDM), TRV 88-41, C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC), M. Mittleman 147, R. Perrill 5845 (UCR).
Digitaria californica (Benth.) Henrard - Arizona cottontop,
zacate punta blanca. Herbaceous perennial scattered on bajadas
and in drainages throughout. TRV 88-558, 88-735, R.B. Oxford
305 (ASU), J.R. & C.G. Reeder 8514.
Digitaria cognata (Schult.) Pilg - Fall witchgrass. Rare
herbaceous perennial from one wash in quartzite hills E of RT.
JFW 90-75C (ASDM).
Digitaria insularis (L.) Mez ex Ekman. - Sourgrass. Herbaceous perennial uncommon on slopes and cliffs at RT. JFW
89-35A, 90-68B (ASDM), TRV 2003-15 (USON).
Echinochloa colona (L.) Link - Jungle rice grass. Exotic
summer ephemeral often locally common to abundant in drainages & represos at AV, PQ, RM, & SM. JFW 95-102 (ASDM),
111 (ASDM), TRV 2001-946 (ASDM, USON), 2002-997 (ASU,
HCIB), 2002-1115.
Elymus elymoides (Raf.) Swezey subsp. brevifolius (J.G.
Sm.) Barkworth - Squirrel tail. Locally uncommon herbaceous
perennial from N-slopes of RT. JFW s.n., 90-66B (ASDM).
Enneapogon cenchroides (Licht.) C.E. Hubb. [E. mollis
auct. non Lehm.] - Soft feather pappusgrass. Rare exotic
summer ephemeral from Greene’s Wash (SM). A.L. Reina-G.
2005-1660.
Enneapogon desvauxii P. Beauv. - Spike pappusgrass,
zacate ladera. Herbaceous perennial scattered on bajadas of
all the larger ranges. JFW 89-43C (ASDM), 90-73H (ASDM),
2000-3 (ASDM), TRV 87-290, 88-553, 2001-1015 (CAS, HCIB,
TEX, USON), 2002-783, R.B. Oxford 296 (ASU).
Eragrostis barrelieri Daveau. - Mediterranean lovegrass.
Rare exotic summer ephemeral collected once in foothills of
SB. JFW 90-69A (ASDM).
Eragrostis cilianensis (All.) Vignolo ex Janch. - Stink grass.
Exotic summer ephemeral often scattered to locally common
in most locations. JFW 90-3, 90-57B (ASDM), 90-73E (ASDM),
TRV 88-64, 88-638A,88-738, 2002-978 (ASU, USON), A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-970, C.E. Franz s.n. (ASC).
Eragrostis echinochloidea Stapf - Lovegrass. Rare exotic
summer ephemeral collected once at Greene’s Wash (SM). TRV
2002-1119.
Eragrostis intermedia C.L. Hitchc. - Plains lovegrass, zacate
volador. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial from steep,
N-facing slopes and canyons at RT. JFW 90-73F (ASDM),
2010-14 (ASDM).
Eragrostis lehmanniana Nees - Lehman lovegrass. Very
uncommon exotic herbaceous perennial limited to a few drainages throughout. JFW 90-72H (ASDM), TRV 2001-949, 2002939 (ASU, HCIB).
Eragrostis pectinacea (Michx.) Nees ex Steud. var.

miserimma (E. Fourn.) J. Reeder - Lovegrass. Summer ephemeral uncommon in silty soils at AV, PQ, RM, SH, & SM. TRV
2002-819, 2002-1000 (ASDM, ASU, USON).
Eragrostis pectinacea (Michx.) Nees ex Steud. var. pectinacea - Carolina lovegrass. Summer ephemeral scattered on
slopes of RT & banks of Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 90-72J
(ASDM), 2004-46A (ASDM), TRV 2002-1114.
Eriochloa acuminata (J. Presl) Kunth var. acuminata Cupgrass. Summer ephemeral often uncommon on slopes &
washes at AV, PQ, RM, & SB. TRV 2001-948 (USON), 20021005 (ASDM).
Eriochloa aristata Vasey var. aristata - Bearded cupgrass.
Rare summer-ephemeral collected once in AV. C.E. Franz s.n.
(ASC).
Heteropogon contortus (L.) P. Beauv. ex Roem. & Schult.
- Tanglehead, zacate colorado. Locally common herbaceous
perennial scattered on rocky slopes and in drainages throughout. JFW 89-45M (ASDM), 2010-60 (ASDM), TRV 88-15,
88-339, 88-437, P. Schneider s.n. (UCR), R.B. Oxford 257 (ASU),
262 (ASU), R. Buhrow s.n.
Hilaria belangeri (Steud.) Nash var. belangeri - Curly
mesquite. Herbaceous perennial locally abundant at SB, and
uncommon at PQ, RM, RT, & WM. JFW 90-6G (ASDM).
Hilaria mutica (Buckl.) Benth. [Pleuraphis mutica Buckl.] Tobosa grass, toboso. Rare herbaceous perennial; one patch on
margin of a wash at RM. TRV 2003-647.
Hilaria rigida (Thurb.) Benth. ex Scribn. [Pleuraphis rigida
Thurb.] - Big galleta, Locally common herbaceous perennial on
sandy soils of AG and lower bajadas of SM. TRV 2002-1124,
A.L. Reina-G. 2005-78 (ASDM), K. Mauz s.n.
Hopia obtusa (Kunth) Zuloaga & Morrone [Panicum obtusum
Kunth] - Vine mesquite. Rare herbaceous perennial found only
at WM. TRV 88-650 (ASDM).
Hordeum murinum L. subsp. glaucum (Steud.) Tzvelev Wild barley. Rare exotic winter/spring ephemeral at RT, SH,
SB, SM & WM. JFW 90-13A.
Leptochloa dubia (Kunth) Nees - Green sprangletop.
Herbaceous perennial uncommon on N-facing slopes & cliffs
at RT & SB. JFW 89-43B.
Leptochloa panicea (Retz.) Ohwi subsp. brachiata (Steud.)
N. Snow [L. mucronata (Michx.) Kunth; L. filiformis (Lam.) P.
Beauv.] - Red sprangletop. Summer ephemeral often locally
common on bajadas and drainages at all areas except AG &
WSB. JFW 99-71 (ASDM), 112 (ASDM), TRV 87-292, 88-649,
A.L. Reina-G. 2002-964 (USON), R. Perrill 5857, 5853 (UCR).
Leptochloa viscida (Scribn.) Beal - Sticky sprangletop.
Summer ephemeral often common in valleys and represos and
drainages at PQ, RM, & SM. JFW 95-104 (ASDM), TRV 2001947, 2001-974 (HCIB, TEX, USON), 2002-1010 (ASU, NMC,
USON).
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Muhlenbergia emersleyi Vasey - Bullgrass. Rare herbaceous perennial found only on steep N-facing slopes of RT.
JFW 90-51.
Muhlenbergia microsperma (DC.) Trin. - Littleseed muhly.
Winter/spring ephemeral often locally common in shaded
sites throughout. JFW s.n., 90-4A (ASDM), 90-75D (ASDM),
TRV 86-227, 88-78, 2002-781 (USON), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-35
(NMC), T.H. Nash 63 (ASU), K. Mauz s.n.
Muhlenbergia porteri Scribn. ex Beal - Bush muhly. Herbaceous perennial, common throughout. TRV 88-1, 88-44, 2001997 (HCIB), 2002-1139, R.B. Oxford 253 (ASU), R. Buhrow s.n.,
W.C. Hodgson 16454 (DES).
Muhlenbergia rigens (Benth.) A.S. Hitchc. - Deer grass.
Herbaceous perennial localized in bedrock drainages between
RT & SB. JFW 90-64, TRV 2002-48.
Muhlenbergia tenuifolia (Kunth) Trin. [M. monticola Buckl.]
- Mesa muhly. Rare herbaceous perennial found only in steep,
N-facing canyons at RT. JFW 89-43A.
Panicum alatum Zuloaga & Morrone var. minus (Andersson) Zuloaga & Morrone [P. hirticaule J. Presl. var. minus Andersson] - Witchgrass. Appearently rare summer ephemeral at SM.
K. Mauz s.n.
Panicum hallii Vasey var. hallii - Hall panicgrass. Locally
uncommon herbaceous perennial on limestone at SB & WM.
TRV 88-6, 88-440, 2001-1004 (USON), 2001-1013 (ASDM),
R.A. Darrow 3402, 3419, D. Hilyard s.n. (ASU), M. Butterwick
7668 (ASU).
Panicum hirticaule J. Presl. var. hirticaule - Witchgrass.
Summer ephemeral often common to all areas except AG.
JFW 90-4C (ASDM), 90-71H (ASDM), 90-72K (ASDM), TRV
87-293, 88-551, 2002-779 (ASDM, ASU, NMC, TEX), 2002820 (HCIB, NMC), 2002-834 (CAS), 2002-999 (MEXU), A.L.
Reina-G. 2002-969.
Pappophorum vaginatum Buckl. [P. mucronulatum auct. non
Nees] - Spike pappusgrass. Uncommon herbaceous perennial
found from SB southward. TRV 88-14, 88-439, 88-446, 200238 (USON), 2002-937, A.L. Reina-G. 2002-971 (ASU, HCIB).
Pappostipa speciosa (Trin. & Rupr.) Romasch. [Achnatherum
speciosum (Trin. & Rupr.) Barkworth; Stipa speciosa Trin. & Rupr.]
- Desert needlegrass. Locally uncommon herbaceous perennial
from N-facing slopes at RT. JFW 90.
Paspalum distichium . - Dallis grass, herbe de miel. Rare
herbaceous perennial in Greene Wash (SM). JFW 108 (ASDM).
Pennisetum ciliare (L.) Link. [Cenchrus ciliaris L.] - Buffelgrass. Exotic herbaceous perennial scattered throughout; occasionally locally abundant at AV, SH & SM. JFW 90-4B, 2008-1,
2008-147 (ASDM), 2010-111 (ASDM), TRV 87-230, 2000-227
(NY), 2000-230 (NMC).
Pennisetum setaceum (Forssk.) Chiov. - Fountain grass.
Rare exotic herbaceous perennial on E-edge of PQ. Authors obs.
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Phalaris canariensis L. - Canary grass. Rare exotic winter/
spring ephemeral seen once on N-bajada at RT. JFW 91-26
(ASDM).
Phalaris minor Retz. - Littleseed canary grass. Exotic
winter/spring ephemeral often from represos, and occasionally
found in washes (AV, RT, SH, SM, & WM). JFW 90-26 (ASDM),
92-208 (ASDM), 95-103 (ASDM), TRV 87-74, 88-200, A.L.
Reina-G. 2003-626.
Poa bigelovii Vasey & Scribn. - Bigelow bluegrass. Winter/
spring ephemeral often common in shade. JFW 90-62C
(ASDM), 92-204 (ASDM), 2010-118 (ASDM), TRV 87-12
(UCR), 2005-84 (ASDM), A.L. Reina-G. 2005-84 (NMC), W.C.
Hodgson 16460 (DES).
Polypogon monspeliensis (L.) Desf. - Rabbitfoot grass,
cola de zorra. Rare exotic winter/spring ephemeral from Cocío
Wash at SB. JFW 90-58R (ASDM).
Schismus arabicus Nees - Arabian grass. Exotic winter/
spring ephemeral from AV, RM, SB, SM, & WSB, but possibly
more widespread. JFW 2008-39 (ASDM), 2010-26 (ASDM),
2010-53 (ASDM), 2010-66 (ASDM), 2010-109 (ASDM), C.E.
Franz s.n. (ASC).
Schismus barbatus (Loefl. ex L.) Thell. - Mediterranean
grass. Widespread and usually common exotic winter/spring
ephemeral found throughout. JFW 90-25 (ASDM), 90-52A
(ASDM), TRV 88-43, MAD s.n. (USON), T.H. Nash 45 (ASU).
Setaria grisebachii E. Fourn. - Grisebach bristlegrass.
Uncommon winter/spring ephemeral occassionally found in
washes at PQ, RT, SH, & SB. JFW s.n., 90-73G (ASDM).
Setaria leucopila (Scribn. & Merr.) K. Schum. - Bristlegrass, zacate temprano. Herbaceous perennial scattered to
locally common in drainages throughout (except AG). JFW s.n.,
90-69B (ASDM).
Seteria liebmannii E. Fourn. - Summer bristlegrass, cola de
zorra. Rare winter/spring ephemeral from washes at RM & SM.
TRV 2002-941, 2002-1095.
Setaria macrostachya Kunth - Plains bristlegrass, zacate
tempranero. Widespread herbaceous perennial from drainages
and cliffs (AV, RM, RT, PQ, SM, & WM). JFW 89-35, 90-50G
(ASDM), 2001-2 (ASDM), TRV 87-230, 87-287, 88-74, 89-19,
2001-940, 2001-985 (BCMEX), 2002-988 (ASDM), 2002-995,
2002-1006, 2002-1081, 2002-1160, M. Mittleman 145.
Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. - Johnson grass, zacate de
Johnson. Rare exotic herbaceous perennial at Cocío Wash (SB)
and Greene’s Wash (SM). JFW 90-58T (ASDM), TRV 20021120.
Sphenopholis interrupta (Buckl.) Scribn. [Trisetum interruptum Buckl.]- Prairie trisetum. Appearently rare winter/spring
ephemeral from washes at RT & WM. JFW 91-27 (ASDM),
92-205 (ASDM), 93-221, 98-5 (ASDM), TRV 88-130.
Sporobolus airoides (Torr.) Torr. - Alkali sacatón, zacatón.
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Rare herbaceous perennial from bedrock drainage south of RT.
JFW 90-67, TRV 91-559.
Sporobolus contractus A.S. Hitchc. - Spike dropseed. Widespread but uncommon herbaceous perennial found in drainages
of both valleys and RM, RT, SB, & WM. JFW 90-69C (ASDM),
TRV 88-734, 2002-955, A.L. Reina-G. 2002-958 (ASDM).
Sporobolus cryptandrus (Torr.) A. Gray - Sand dropseed.
Widespread but uncommon herbaceous perennial found in
drainages at the larger ranges. JFW 90-58S (ASDM), 90-72L
(ASDM), TRV 88-661, 88-664, 88-670, 2001-952 (USON),
A.L. Reina-G. 2002-973.
Sporobolus wrightii Munro ex Scribn. - Sacatón, zacatón.
Rare herbaceous perennial identified from a bedrock wash at
RT. JFW obs.
Trichloris crinita (Lag.) Parodi [Chloris crinita Lag.] - Feather
fingergrass. Locally uncommon summer ephemeral on rocky
slopes at RM & SM. JFW 2002-2, R.B. Oxford 283 (ASU). We
use this name following Barkworth (2007).
Tridens muticus (Torr.) Nash. var. muticus - Slim tridens,
tridente. Widespread herbaceous perennial; common on sunny
bajadas throughout. JFW 89-42B (ASDM), 95-110 (ASDM),
TRV 87-289, R.B. Oxford 310 (ASU), R. Buhrow s.n., R. Perrill
5844, M.A. Baker 13860 (ASC, ASU), J.R. Reeder 8511.
Urochloa arizonica (Scribn. & Merr.) Morrone & Zuloaga [Brachiaria arizonica (Scribn. & Merr.) S.T. Blake] - Arizona
panicgrass. Summer ephemeral, common throughout in wet
years. JFW 90-71G (ASDM), TRV s.n., 88-438, 88-567, 2002-

777 (ASU), 2002-1143, R.B. Oxford 289 (ASU), C.E. Franz s.n.
(ASC).
Urochloa fusca (Sw.) B.F. Hansen & Wunderlin [Brachiaria
fasciculata (Sw.) Parodi] - Browntop signalgrass. Rare summer
ephemeral on silty soil at AV & SM. JFW 2006-180, R. Perrill
5836.
Vulpia octoflora (Walter) Rydb. var. hirtella (Piper) Henrard
- Sixweeks fescue. Winter/spring ephemeral usually common to
abundant throughout. JFW 92-219 (ASDM), 2010-22 (ASDM),
TRV 88-33, K. Mauz 2005-10.
Vulpia octoflora (Walter) Rydb. var. octoflora - Sixweeks
fescue. Winter/spring ephemeral in isolated areas on bajadas
of RT & SB. JFW 90-13B (ASDM), 90-53J (ASDM), 90-54V
(ASDM), T.H. Nash 42 (ASU).

Typhaceae

Typha domingensis Pers. - Southern cattail, tule. Herbaceous perennial known only from photographs of Cocío Wash
(SB); not observed since 1984. G. Constantz photos.

Xanthorrhoeaceae [Aloaceae]

Aloe vera (L.) Burman f. [A. barbadensis P. Mill.] - Aloe vera,
sávila. Exotic succulent rosette; several clumps persisting (vegetative clumping) at a mining claim abandoned in the 1990’s
(WM). JFW 2008-32.
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APPENDIX B

1. Abutilon coahuilae

2. Abutilon incanum

3. Acmispon maritimus var. brevivexillus

4. Acmispon strigosus

5. Allium macropetalum

6. Aloysia wrightii

7. Ambrosia ambrosioides

8. Amsinckia menziesii var. intermedia

9. Androsace occidentalis
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10. Anemone tuberosa

11. Bebbia juncea
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13. Bowlesia incana

14. Calandrinia ciliata

15. Calliandra eriophylla

16. Carnegiea gigantea

17. Cathestecum brevifolium

18. Chaenactis stevioides

19. Chenopodium watsonii

20. Chorizanthe rigida

21. Cistanthe monandra

22. Condalia warnockii

23. Cryptantha barbigera

12. Bouteloua repens
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24. Cryptantha pterocarya

25. Cylindropuntia bigelovii

26. Dalea pulchra

27. Delphinium scapiosum

28. Ditaxis neomexicana

29. Echinocereus fasciculatus

30. Echinocereus nicholii

31. Encelia farinosa

32. Eriastrum diffusum

33. Eriogonum deflexum

34. Eriogonum inflatum

35. Eriophyllum lanosum
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36. Erodium cicutarium

37. Erodium texanum

38. Euphorbia arizonica

39. Euphorbia capitellata

40. Euphorbia eriantha

41. Evolvulus alsinoides

42. Ferocactus wislizeni

43. Gila flavocinta ssp. australis

Petroglyphs

44. Herniaria cinerea

45. Hibiscus coulteri

46. Hibiscus denudatus
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47. Horfordia newberry

48. Janusia gracilis

49. Justicia californica

50. Koenophyllum solidaginifolium

51. Krameria bicolor

52. Larrea divaricata

53. Lianthus bigelovii

54. Lycium fremontii

55. Mammillaria grahamii

56. Marina parryi

57. Menodora scabra

58. Mentzelia affinis
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59. Mentzelia involucrata

60. Monoptilon bellioides

61. Muhlenbergia porteri

62. Nemacladus glanduliferus

63. Notholaena standleyi

64. Olneya tesota

65. Pectocarya platycarpa

66. Phacelia crenulata

67. Physalis crassifolia

68. Pisonia capitata

69. Plagiobothrys pringlei

70. Plumbago scandens
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71. Porophyllum gracile

72. Salvia columbariae

73. Sarcostemma cynanchoides

74. Senegalia greggii

75. Senna covesii

76. Silene antirrhina

77. Simmondsia chinensis

78. Streptanthus carinatus

79. Thysanocarpus curvipes

80. Tidestromia lanuginosa

81. Vachellia constricta

82. Zinnia acerosa

